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Second mill issues call for help 
said Friday. 
The key problem is that the northwest coastal producers 
like Repap and West Fraser face a double challenge: 
forests with fewer of the lucrative sawlogs powering interi- 
or mills' profits and more difficult, mountainous, and ex- 
pensive terrain. 
For every pulp log cut here, the local mills actually lose 
money. :?£.~ 
The result has n skyrocketing logging costs leading to 
big losses. 
"We're not looking for a handout here," says West 
Fraser woods manager Scoff Marleau. "We're just looking 
for a fair evaluation of the cost of operating in our area." 
Senior West Fraser officials met last week with forests 
minister Dave Zinthelt attd deputy pretnier Dan Miller to 
discuss the problenrs of the mill here. 
MacNicol said top company brass suggested i eas for ai- 
leviating the problem here, but refused to disclose what 
those ideas were. 
"They're in a tough position," admitted Marleau. "How 
do you unilaterally reduce stumpage rates when you've got 
a government operating in a deficit?" 
MacNicol said the company has been forced to look for 
policy changes to reflect rite different operating conditions 
in this part of the province. 
When West Fraser's acquisitions and capital outlay are 
taken into account, he said, its northwest operations have 
lost nioney over the last 15 years. 
"When you start to look at the numbers, you've got to 
wonder how long you can sustain these losses or if there is 
anything is sight that's going to change it." 
Asked what the company sees for the future, MacNicol is 
not optimistic. 
"We see a lot of red ink, and unless there are changes, 
we're going to have more red ink, which obviously is 
going to create more concerns." 
Marleau says the price of pulp logs are now at historic 
levels, and the price of saw logs is at a record high, yet the 
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By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA SAWMILLS is losing $1 million a month and 
its owner, West Fraser, may not be able to keep the Ter- 
race mill open without a break on stumpage fees. 
Bruce MacNicol, West Fraser's northwest operations 
manager, issued that dire warning last Friday on the heels 
of calls from Repap for similar changes to stumpage rules 
in the northwest. 
"We are concerned about the economics here," Mae- 
Nicol confirmed. "We're looking at all of the options, We 
don't want to shut down or curtail production, but we have 
to leave that option open." 
MacNicol made similar statements in the spring warning 
about the possibility of some kind of temporary shutdown 
in the summer. 
That shutdown didn't come, but the bad news has 
mounted this fall in the form of worse losses and limits to 
the amount of wood producers can export without penalty 
to the U.S. 
"The problems are not getting any better," MacNicol 
Bruce MacNichol 
Mayor re-elected 
Voters return incumbents in most election races 
"FERRACI~ VOTERS chose 
Mayor Jack Talst,'a by a 3-1 
margin at the polls Saturday to 
lead the city to the turn of the 
century. 
q'alstra racked up 1,80t3 
votes to ch'dlenger Gordon 
thflrs 600~ tb b:eCbfile 
Tcrnlce's mayor for a fifth 
slraight enn. 
It wasn't nearly as close a 
shave as T;ilstraexperienced 
in the three-way mayoralty 
race of '93, and Talstra attrib- 
uted the result to voters' fe,'u" 
of more extreme cost'cutting 
if Ilull was eli~cted. 
"The electorate does want 
you to hold the line, they do 
want you to be prudent in 
managing the city but they 
probably don't want you to go 
overboard," he said. 
"They realize that you have 
to know when to cut and you 
also have to know when to 
stop cutting. 1 think they 
might have felt a little more 
comfortable with myself 
when it comes time to stop 
cutting." 
Returning to council along 
with Talstra are the three 
See page A5 for 
full election cov- 
erage including 
all your new city 
councillors and 
school trustees. 
incumbent councillors who 
ran again - Val George, Rich 
McDaniel and David Hull. 
Newly elected councillors 
are Linda Hawes, Tim Down 
and Ron Vanderlee. 
Labour-endorsed challeng- 
ers Bruce Hill and Jim Fraser 
fell short. 
Talstra said the result indi- 
cates voters thought things 
were going fairly well and 
didn't require major ch,'mges. 
He noted voters re-elected 
all the incumbents and w}ted 
in three new councillors who 
T'dstra described as "very like 
minded." 
One of the biggest surprises 
of the night came in Thomhill 
where incumbent regional dis- 
trict director Peggy Julseth 
was defeated by former 
Jack Talstra 
Thornhill representative L s 
Watmough. 
In the race for the local 
seats on the amalgamated 
Coast Mountain School 
Board, outspoken Challenger 
Marj Brown was the only 
newcomer to be elected 
trustee. 
Incumbent rustees Roger 
Leclerc, Stew Christensen and 
Gary Turner were all re-elect- 
ed, but trustee Laurie Mitchell 
did not make the cut. 
DEBBIE STAINTON'S german shepherd may only be two years old, but she's got a couple of valuable 
skills mastered ~ like jumping up on her owner and barking. Those are two of the "tricks" dogs will be 
called upon to perform at the Skeena Valley Kennel Club's fun day match tomorrow night, 
Show dogs, mutts--all welcome 
YOUR DOG might not be an expensive purebred, but 
does he have a great bark? Or perhaps no other pooch 
can sit up and beg like he can? Than he's a perfect can- 
didate for the Skeena Valley Kennel Club fun day 
match. It ru'ns from 7-9 p.m. on Nov. 21 at the Thorn- 
hill Community Centre. 
There are five events planned, including a woof- 
relay, where the first team to stop barking wlns, Then 
there's a doggy dash, recall relay and a joe pup relay, 
For that last one dogs will do a combination of one of 
the four ~ sit, down, mllover, stay, beg, jump-up, 
speak, shush, and take it. 
And then there's the doggy version of musical chairs. 
For this one the chairs are inside a rectangle, and dogs 
and owners walk on the outside. When the music stops 
the dogs have to stay outside the rectangle, while the 
owners rush for the chairs. Owners of dogs that tend to 
wander will likely find themselves sitting on the floor, 
Entry fees for this fun match are by donation, The  
only stipulation is that your dog be on a leash, and itave 
proof of up to date vaccinations. For inore info call 
Sadie at 635-4217. 
Gov't cancels plans 
for special dinners 
DINNER WITH the 
Lieutenant Governor for 
more than 60 northern long 
time provincial civil ser- 
vants, including several 
from here, has been can- 
celled. 
The annual event o recog- 
nize those people who have 
worked for the province for 
more titan 25 years is the 
latest victim of budget cuts. 
in all, 580 people from 
around the province were to 
have had dimter and 
received presentations over 
four nights at Government 
House in Victoria this 
mol l i l l .  
"It was because of the air 
cost," provincial protocol 
and events director Diane 
Lawson said last week. 
"In times of restructuring 
and when employees are 
losing their jobs it was felt it 
was inappropriate to fly 
down people to Victoria," 
she added. 
"Instead there will be ap- 
propriate low-key, low-cost 
receptions conducted in the 
regions," ......... 
Air fare was to be covered 
by each etnployee's minis- 
try and the cost of themeals 
from Lawson's budget !o f  
$35,000 to $40,000 s~t astde 
each year fo r  the dinners 
attd gifts, 
Those gifts - -  a pitt for 25 
years of service, a gold 
watch for 35 years and a 
glass decanter for 40 years 
will be presented this 
year but the gesture is under 
review for future years. 
Regional presentations 
will be left up to each minis- 
try. 
Lawson said restrictions 
on government ravel are 
not unknown during times 
of restraint. 
The nmnber of long time 
service employees has been 
increasing in recent years 
because more people are 
staying longer in the civil 
service. 
There are now just under 
40,000 provincial civil ser- 
vants. 
Shoeless hero 
TRAGEDY STRUCK a well-known Terrace family last 
week when fire swept through their home. But the couple 
might not be alive today if it weren't for a young man who got 
them out of the burning house. 
Bill Turner, a city garbage collector, and his wife were fast 
asleep at 2:30 a.m. last Wednesday morning when the fire 
stm'ted. Luckily, 24-year-old Curtis Brown was walking past 
their house on Skeenaview Drive and saw IlameS coming 
from the roofi He woke up neighbor Bruce MacPherson and 
together the two men ran to wake the Turners, i : :  
"lte lost hiSboiits !nthe creek and k~pt righ[ On going/' 
i t  , MacPhers0n says of Brown' He!s a real hero 
The first wind0w Brown banged on was the Turnei's, bed, 
rooni; They woke to a hou~ filled with sni0ke hhd as they ran 
ouL tire began to 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smithl says that the couple iS lucky 
to be alive: ' ': 
' I 'l 'l "I In c0nfident hat the Turners :wtmldn t be here if Curtis 
hadnt woken them upi!: Siniili Says.:: 
Turner iS now takiilg ~0iiie tinie oft work tii reCOver, His ~ 
sui~rvistir"Briid Ntwtli :.1i city hidi is iryiiig iiiiSe S01ile ilioiiev 
to help ihe ctitiple. : . . . .  
On Mollday the Ttlrners bought Browli a i)ew i'~: it" of shoes. 
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Logger puzzled 
Rai lway robbery 
THIEVES BROKE into CN Railway work sheds last 
week and made off with thousands of dollars in equipment. 
Police say that sometime during the evening of 
November 13 or morning of November t4 thieves pried 
the locks off work sheds in the 4500 block of Railway. 
They took about $5,000 worth of property, including a 
Honda portable generator, a Stihl abrasive saw,:a Bosch ~ 
electric jackhammer and a Makita reciprocating saw. 
Anyone with any information on this crime is asked to 
call the RCMP at 638-74(Xl or CN Police at 638-6638. 
Democracy  coming 
IT LOOKS like the Kitimat model of using an advisory 
council to help make school board decisions will be adopt- 
ed across the new Coast Mountain school board. It's a very 
democratic model of decision making, where teachers, par- 
ents, etc. all have a chance to have a say. 
Just how to make that model work across the whole 
school district was the topic of a meeting Monday night in 
Kitwanga between Terrace and Kitimat trustees, Three 
newly elected trustees from Terrace, Hazelton and Stewart. 
were also there, as was facilitator Dante Lupini, 
The group decided that there would be five of these advi- 
sory councils set up across the district- one each in 
Hazelton, Stewart, Terrace, Thomhill and Kitimat. There 
will also be a district advisory council, with reps from each 
individual council, 
But the trustees haven't agreed on how seats on those 
councils will be filled. 
Kitimat trustees uggested holding meetings o each 
community could decide for itself, but Kitimat school 
board chair George Neumann said Terrace wasn't keem 
The big issue of how to select a superintendent was left 
alone on Monday. 
"We're tiptoeing around the superintendent issue." said 
Neumann. "We're not waking up that one yet," he said, 
adding that the new trustees on the board need time to get 
up to speed on issues. However the trustees did discuss the 
possibility of getting a professional firm to hire senior 
administration, soas to remove any hint of bias. 
Executive administration from both Kitimat and Terrace 
is meeting tomorrow to look into staffing needs in each 
community. The trustees will meet again next Monday. 
From front 
Call for help 
company is losing money because of the stumpage and 
logging cost hikes. 
"We're in a reasonably strong lumber market yet we're 
losing money," Marleau said. " I f  we can't make money 
when we're at the higher end of the market, what are we 
going to do when the market's down.'?" 
Much of the logging cost increase is due to more restric- 
tions from the Forest Practices Code. ' 
MacNicol says the costs of  building roads per cubic 
metre of wood delivered has quadrupled. 
"It 's largely the result of changes the government 
made," he said. "I don't even think we've seen the full 
impact of that yeL" 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht predicts a response 
from Zirnhelt soon. 
He said there have been discussions about he poss~ility 
of giving a reduced stumpage rate to operators in the high- 
er cost coastal mountain areas. 
"It might be some kind of a variation on stumpage based 
on the fact that companies that get their wood in this cons- 
tal range have much more difficult terrain to deal with, 
much higher pulp log content and that some consideration 
should be given to that fact," Giesbrecht said. 
He said another option that might help would be to adjust 
the Forest Practices Code provisions involving road build- 
ing. 
Giesbrecht noted that some roads that will be deactivated 
anyway are being built to a high standard under new code 
provisions. 
" I f  those roads are going to be deactivated anyway 
maybe some thought should be given to reducing those 
standards," he said. 
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over FRBC jobs 
A LOCAL logger is upset with the progress 
being made in setting up an agency to pro- 
vide jobs to laid off forestry workers. 
Wayne Kilgren has spent just about as 
much time on the phone lately as he has 
logging in trying to unravel the various 
Forest Renewal B.C. (FRBC) programs. 
"All l want to know is where are the 
jobs," said Kiigren last week. 
Those jobs are to cornel through the new 
forest worker agency which is to give first 
dibs to laid off forest workers in various 
FRBC programs. 
FRBC is spending millions of dollars in 
the northwest on stream rehabilitation, 
recreation programs and silviculture but 
Kilgren hasn't seen much evidence of it 
filtering down to local forest workers. 
The prospect of those jobs is becoming 
increasingly important, says Kilgren, as lo- 
cal loggers are spending less and less time 
in the bush due to new cutting restriction 
regulations. 
"It's been awfully bad the last couple of 
years and it's getting worse," he said. 
"It's been two years since they set this 
(FRBC) up. l just want to know what's hap- 
pening," said Kiigren. 
Adding to Kilgren's worries about jobs 
for local loggers is the pending sale of 
Repap and whatever might happen as a 
result. 
Kilgren did add that unknown factors 
such as weather and annual cutting quotas 
set by mills also influence logging activity. 
But Kilgren and others are going to have 
to wait for several months yet to find out 
what's involved with the new forest worker 
agency. 
Legislation establishing it was passed in 
July and FRBC is now working on how the 
agency will operate around the province. 
FRBC official Colleen Johnson in Vic- 
toria says meetings have been held around 
the province and more will follow shortly. 
"We expect a model to be presented to 
the FRBC board in January for approval 
and for it to be operating April 1, 1997," 
said Johnson. 
In theory, the agency will compile a list 
of laid off forestry workers for use in hiring 
for FRBC programs. 
Those workers will have to have either 
lost their jobs or have their working time 
cut from reductions in logging quotas or 
from new forestry regulations in order to 
qualify. 
"The object is to match up those workers 
with FRBC programs," said Johnson. 
Exactly what the eligibility will be in 
terms of weeks worked or income levels 
has yet to be determined, she added. 
Johnson did say that some FRBC projects 
are using laid off forestry workers already 
but that these are one-time efforts in ad- 
vance of a province-wide policy. 
Docs to close offices 
= ease budget crunch 
LOCAL DOCTORS are ex- 
pected to join others across 
the province in closing their 
offices for five days to save 
money. 
The first planned closure 
is Dec. 9 and the last is 
March 21 of next year. 
Terrace physician Dr. 
Geoff Appleton, the north- 
ern representative, for the 
B.C. Medical Association, 
says doctors hope to avoid 
taking another fee cut on top 
of a three per cent roll back 
brought in last month. 
That cut is an attempt o 
keep within the $1.4 billion 
budget for doctors' fees this 
year.' 
And if closing the offices 
keeps spending within the 
budget, the three per cent 
fee reduction might not also 
be needed, said Appleton. 
Doctors are worried that in 
order to keep to the $1.4 bil- 
lion budget cap, they'll be 
working for free by the end 
of the budget year. 
Appleton said B.C. doc- 
tors also want to avoid what 
happened to their Ontario 
counterparts where they've 
taken fee cuts of up to 10 
per cent. 
Dr. Geoff Appleton 
"I 'd rather have a day off 
than to work for nothing," 
he said. 
Province-wide, the office 
closures could save up to 
$3.2 million a day in 
physician billings. 
Medical office employees 
also won't be paid when the 
offices close. 
This spring doctors and 
the provincial government 
signed a deal to keep bill- 
ings this year at $1.4 billion, 
the same amount as last 
year. 
That agreement also called 
for cost savings measures to 
keep within the budget cap. 
Doctors and the govern- 
ment agree that fee expendi- 
tures are running past 
budgeted amounts but differ 
on the exact figure. 
Appleton said the five 
one-day closures will be 
treated just as if those days 
were statutory holidays or 
Sundays. 
"This is not a strike. We 
will continue to provide on- 
call service to the hospital's 
emergency room. That 
won't be a problem," he 
said. 
And elective surgery 
scheduled for those five 
days will go ahead. 
Appleton noted that other 
health care providers 
routinely close during peri. 
ods of the year to save 
money. 
"Mills Memorial Hospital 
closes its operating rooms 
during the summer," he 
said. 
"All we're saying is that 
if the government has said 
that if there is a limited 
amount of money for health 
care, that's fine with us to 
work within the limit," Ap- 
pleton added. 
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#I 12 - 4710 Lazelh Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (604) 635-8118 Fax: (604) 635-7896 
@ TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
4912 Highway 16, Terrace 
635-6558 1 -800-313-6558 
~ Ask me how you can win a 
'97 Dodge Pick-up. 
Service and knowledge you can 
depend on. 
Rffchie Mallets' 
¢~ Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
4916 II,q' 16, Terrace ' 635-7187 
1-800.313-7187 
The Terrace Filipino 
Canadian Association 
would like to thank the fol- 
lowing prize donors: 
A&W Restaurants 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
Canada Safeway Ltd. 
Denny's Restaurants 
Ev's Men's Wear Ltd. 
Gemma's Boutique 
GERS Electrical Repair and Services 
Jeans North 
McDonald's Restaurants 
Northwest Community College 
Overwaitea Foods 
Rhonda's Hair Designs 
Sight & Sound Ltd. 
Terrace Boffle Depot 
Terrace Coop Association 
Terrace Travel Ltd. ~ * 
Valhalla Outfitters 
McEwan GM 
Tim Hortons 
Mr. & Mrs. Chris Gabas 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Procedes from the dinner & dance went 
to the Terrace Public Library, Skeena 
Learning and Paces Daycare Socieiy. 
• 1 F r " ' j  . . . . .  
4736 Lazelle Ave. (Just behind McDonalds) TERRACE, B.C. 
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• We carry one of the largest selections of Automotive tools in the area! 
For all your Fall & Winter Tune-Up Needs 
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~New Record 
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MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
5.0 -1.0 4.2 0.0 
4.9 2.7 6.6 0.0 
4,2 -0.1 0.0 0,0 
4,1 -1,2 0.0 
4.5 1.9 1.0 0,0 
3.7 0,1 1,8 0,1 
2.3 -0.6 16.0 0,0 
LASTYEAR 
MAX. M.EI, P_GEB SUN 
2,7 -3,4 0.0 0,8 
4,9 -3,7 0.0 0,5 
6,5 -0,1 10.0 0,0 
6,1 -1,0 32,2 0,0 
5,2 -1,4 0,0 0,4 
4,6 -2,0 0,0 0,4 
3,2 -0,1 0,0 0.1 
ROAD CONDITIONS II 
st approaching. Our crews are now Into winter shift, patrolling all i 
ys 24 hours a day, Be on the lookout for buick ice, especlaly In the 
i as and on bridge decks, Please stay back a safe distance from our Its, TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1-800-665.5051, 
MAX. YEAR MIN. 
12,2 1962 -9.8 
13.3 1969 -7,5 
13.1 1986 -7,8 
9.7 1980 -10.0 
13,4 1980 -9,4 
9.6 1980 -7,8 
10.0 1955 -9,4 
YEAR 
1984 
1984 
1973 
1961 
1973 
1973 
1973 
I / / , /  
Y6"?ur Ro~Jd Maintenance 
PREClP. YEAR 
89,1 1978 
95,8 1956 
72.4 1956 
32.2 1995 
37.0 1980 
42,4 1978 
54,1 1955 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY~ 
NECHAKO ~ ' - -  
~ . ~ ~ ~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
Contractor 
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THE CALL of 'all aboard' is being heard by more people since Via schedule. It's become a particular hit with tourist groups and train of- 
Rail began 'running its Skeena passenger tlain on an all-daylight ficials report a great deal of interest already for next summer. 
Train passengers increase 
VIA R.AIL officials are ecstatic over the in- 
crease in numbers on its Skeena run through the 
north this summer. 
Revenues and ridership were up f lus June to 
September compared to last year because of the 
switch to an all daytime schedule. 
"The switch to us proved it was not only a 
great decision in terms of tourists but clearly 
shows it was good for the local people," said 
VIA official Diane Graham. 
Revenues were up 9.3 per cent for the four- 
month period and ridership rose by 41.4 per 
cent compared to 1995. 
That latter statistic shows that local people be- 
gan to take advantage of the Skeena's day time 
run, said Graham. 
The Skeena now leaves Prince George at 7:45 
a.m. heading west and Prince Rupert at 8 a.m. 
headiug east, stopping at points in between. 
" I  know in talking to the station'agiiht in 
Prince George that when the train left at 3 a.m. 
under the old schedule, she'd be lucky if there 
was one passenger. Now there are people com- 
ing in left, right and center," said Graham of 
the increase in local traffic. 
V[A officials attending tourist information 
fairs are already reporting ajump in interest for 
travel next summer, she added. 
"The interest has just been phenomenal. 
We're already getting sold out dates for next 
year. We've been bringing in travel writers and 
the Skeena will be featured on Pallin's Pacif- 
ic," noted Graham. Pallin is Michael Pallin) 
formerly of Monty Python who has now taken 
to producing travel documentaries. 
Revenues for the June to September period 
topped $725,000. That's an increase over last 
year. But it's still a long way from the day when 
revenues will meet expenses as the annual sub- 
sidy put toward the Skeena is more than $5.5 
million. 
"There is the advantage of bringing people 
This year's chedule change was accompanied 
by a summer-only two-tier ate structure. 
Those wishing the premimn class service 
mainly tourists - -  paid more to enjoy a meal 
service and access to the dome car. Those 
paying coach couldn't sit in the dome car and 
had to buy airline-style meals. 
Overall the two rates were well accepted, said 
Graham. VIA has returued to one rate and full 
access to the dome car for the fall aud winter. 
Just as was the case during the summer, the 
Skeena runs east Wednesday, Friday attd Sun- 
day and west Monday, Thursday attd Saturday. 
Otte local travel ageat doesn't question the in- 
crease in Via's local traffic but says his agency 
is selling far fewer longer ange tickets. 
That's because the new schedule means 
into the region and the tourist dollars,they will there's an overnight stop in Prince George and 
spend, not to mention,.providing, trunsportation ~,  another one in Jasper for those who wish to 
to IocaliI~eopl+?The morc~ weCan do to increase head east, says George Clark of Elan Travek 
revenues and to keep costs down, the better," "Sales may be up locally, but what are they 
said Graham. beyond Prince George?" he asked. 
News in Brief 
Thumbs up to talks 
THE HAISLA of Kitammat Village have given their 
approval on how land claims talks should proceed with 
the federal and provincial governments. 
Nearly three-quarters of those who turned out to vote 
on the issue approved of a framework agreement ham- 
mered out between egotiators for the Haisla and the 
two governments. 
"I  feel 72 per cent is as good as anybody can expect 
on this kind of issue," Haisla chief negotiator Gerald 
Amos said. 
He said approximately one-third of eligible voters 
turned out to vote at stations in Kitamaat, Terrace, 
Prince Rupert and Vancouver. Amos did note that there 
is uncertainty within the Haisla about land claims talks. 
Sex assault verdict 
A TERRACE man has been found guilty of indecent 
assault and gross indecency based on events that oc- 
curred 40 years ago. 
On November 6, a jury found Malcolm Walter 
Campbell, now 76, guilty of two counts of indecent as- 
sault and three counts of gross indecency. The charges 
stemmed from incidents with a female victim that oc- 
curred between 1950 and 1959 in Prince Rupert and 
Terrace. 
Campbell will he sentenced on December 19. 
School districts mum 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES from Kitimat and Terrace have 
agreed not to talk about he progress of the talks on the 
amalgamation f the two districts. 
They met last week with Dante Lupini, sent by the 
province to bring the two parties together, and "made 
good progress," said Terrace trusee Stew Christensen. 
"We agreed not to negotiate through the media," he 
said. Christ•risen wouldn't say what issues the two 
sides were discussing. 
Trustees elected for the new Coast Mountain school 
district Saturday met on Monday to continue talks. The 
site of that meeting was Kitwanga, halfway between 
Stewart and Kitimat, the southern and northern ex- 
tremes of the new district. 
Those working on merger details hope to soon 
recommend to the new school board procedures for se- 
lecting the district's superintendant and on how the 
new district should be governed. 
Schools get computers 
THE TERRACE school district has been given just 
over $96;000 by the provincial government tobuy new 
computers for classrooms. Kitimat also got $44,000. 
The money is part of $20 million the government is 
handing to schools for upgrading computers and sys- 
tems. The $20 million is this year's allocation from a 
five-year $100 million school technology plan an- 
nounced last year. 
That plan was designed to provide one computer for 
every three secondary students and 'one computer for 
every six elementary students. ' 
Terrace Co-up, 
Family Fashions Department 
SEWING CLASS 
Thursday, 
November 28 
6:30 pm to 9 pm 
at 
The Terrace Co-op 
Instructor: Eileen Micks 
LEARN HOW TO MAKE BASIC 
DECORATIVE OVEN MITTS with t 
one to match the kitchen and ont 
Christmas. 
/ 
"11 
i I 
+ . ~..• H 
Cost is $30,OO 
This includes your supplies. St; 
in the sewing department and ch 
your two prints. Bring your machir 
& scissors. 
Mazimum capacity 
is 10-12  people. 
Avoid disapointment 
- Sign up early. 
SEE STORE FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
4B17 GRIEG AVE., TERRACE 635"6347 
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Water  woes  . . . . . .  
ONE OF the most fTustrating things about being 
an elected leader is the criticism. Those who we 
elect are in trouble if they do something and in 
trouble if they don't do anything. 
Such is the case facing city council from com- 
plaints about the new well water now flowing 
through the system. The bit knock is that the 
water is too hard, affecting the quality of refresh- 
ments and making it difficult to generate soap 
suds. 
In defence of the new water supply, city offi- 
cials say it's purer, with fewer bits of stuff in it 
and there's much less chance of contaminants 
than having to rely on surface water sources as 
was the case before. 
The politics of water has even flowed into the 
debate about the future governing structure for 
Terrace and Thornhill. Hardline Thomhill 
loyalists point with pride to their water, claiming 
it to be of a greater standard than anything Ter- 
race can hope to match. 
A few Thornhillians even suggest here are dark 
plots afoot behind merger plans with Terrace to 
ship their water across the Skeena River and tie 
it into the city's system. City officials say there's 
nothing to that. The expense would be too great 
and besides, if it ain't broke, don't fix it. 
Eventually the complaints about the new city 
water will subside. In the meantime, council 
finds itself between a rock and a hard (water) 
place. 
Way to go, PM " 
JUST WHEN you begin to wonder just what the 
heck Prime Minister Jean Chretien does for a 
living, up he pops with an impassioned speech. 
The subject concerned the hundreds of thou- 
sands of refugees jammed into eastern Zaire, an 
almost hopeless situation involving appalling 
dysfunctional countries, vicious tribal hatreds 
and human misery we can't even begin to under- 
stand. 
Canada may not be a super power, said the 
Prime Minister, but it can and does act as a 
moral power in the world. And it that capacity 
Mr. Chretien committed already thinly stretched 
military forces in other peacekeeping missions 
around the world to eastern Zaire to assist with 
humanitarian relief. 
Mr. Chretien's actions continue with Canada's 
record of stepping in internationally wherever 
and whenever possible. We have a long estab- 
lished tradition, beginning with Prime Minister 
Lester Pearson, of being an international power 
far beyond our relative size and weight on the 
world scene. 
But he also aimed his remarks at the United 
States which wasn't and isn't exactly thrilled at 
the prospect of sending its troops into eastern 
Zaire. If tiny Canada can do it, said the Prime 
Minister, so can the Americans, And it seems 
they are. For Mr. Chretien, it was a good day's 
work. 
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Recall could skewer NDP 
VICTORIA - -  I 've got a 
proposal for Liberal leader 
Gordon Campbell. I would like 
to give him, free of charge, a 
plan that just might succeed in 
throwing out the NDP. More 
about the plan later. First let 
me lake you back in time. 
In 1991, voters, by an over- 
whelming 83-per-cent margin, 
demanded that the next B.C. 
government introduce recall 
and initiative legislation. Dis- 
gusted by the shenauigans of 
the Social Credit government 
under Bill Vander Zaim, the 
electorate wanted the tools that 
would enable them to fire 
Members of the Legislative 
Assembly between elections. 
Smelling the wind during the 
election campaign, then NDP 
, leader Mike Harcourt had 
reluctantly supported the idea, 
even though he didn't like it 
one bit. Hey, opportunism 
knocks only once. 
When the NDP was elected, 
Harcourt didn't want to be ac- 
cused of breaking his promise 
to bring in recall and initiative 
legislation, so after much stall- 
ing, his government finally in- 
troduced Bill 36, the Recall 
and luitiative Act, in the legis- 
lature in 1994. 
He might as well not have 
bothered. I said at the time, 
that under this legislation, it 
HUBERT BEYER 
would be difficult to recall Idi 
Amin, had he been in- 
advertently elected to the B.C. 
Legislature. 
To get rid of an MLA, 40 per 
cent of the voters of a riding, 
eligible in the previous elec- 
tion, must sign a petition. 
What's more, the process must 
be completed in 60 days. The 
legislation was, no doubt, 
meant o fail. It was a sham or 
seam, if you prefer. It certainly 
wasn't what 83 per cent of the 
voters had demanded. 
Now to my plan. Take note, 
Gordon. To make the govern- 
ment tumble like a house of 
cards, you target three ridings 
in which the NDP won by just 
a few votes. You alert all your 
riding associations, you appeal 
to the public and conscript he 
troops you need for an all-out 
offensive on the government. 
You move your troops into 
the three ridings and have them 
battle-ready. Then you start the 
recall process. You now have 
60 days in which to get the 
necessary 40 per cent of 
eligible voters sign your peti- 
tion. 
What makes me think that 
the legislation, which was 
designed to fail, might 
succeed? The mood of the pub- 
lie. Back in 1994, it might, in- 
deed, have been difficult to use 
the legislation to unseat Idi 
Amin. Today, you could prob- 
ably recall Mother Theresa. 
It would be a monumental 
task, but it's doable. Back 
then, there was some minor 
unrest among the populace 
over the Nanaimo Corn= 
monwealth Society scandal, 
but Harcourt, one of the most 
decent men in politics I have 
cotue across, was not personal- 
ly ilwolved and still firmly in 
the saddle. 
Today, we have a govern- 
ment under siege over its fiscal 
bungling and the surrounding 
obfuscation and lies. 
If the phone calls, fax mes- 
sages and e-mail I 'm getting 
these days are any indication, 
the public is more than willing 
and ready to give the recall 
process a whirl, no matter how 
unwieldy the legislation may 
be. 
The whole scheme presup- 
poses, of course, that Campbell 
has the courage to take this un- 
precedented shot at wresting 
power from the government. I 
does take some courage, be- 
cause there is a risk of failure, 
On the other hand, the public 
mood is so volatile that the 
chances of success are a hell of 
a lot better than those of get- 
ting Premier Glen Clark to ad- 
mit he knew before the dee- 
tion that we were headed for a 
massive deficit. 
I have never been a supporter 
of recall legislation, but since 
the law is on the books, we 
might as well have a stab at it. 
One more thing: Even if a 
concerted effort resulted in the 
necessary 40 per cent support, 
within the designated 60-day 
period, the government 
wouldn't actually be bound to 
abide by the outcome. How- 
ever, failing to do so, might 
make life for the premier and 
his government even more 
miserable thau he can possibly. 
imagine. 
What are you waiting for, 
Gordon? 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: 
920.9300; Fax: 385-6783; E- 
Mail: hubert@cooicom.com 
No substitute for parents 
EVER SINCE fire destroyed 
Terrace's eommuuity center 25 
years ago, whenever the sub- 
ject of youth crime cdmes up, 
someone calls for construction 
of a replacement building, as 
though by some alchemy of its 
own the community centre 
brought about good behaviour 
among city juveniles. 
Never haviug had the 
pleasure of making the build- 
ing's acquaintance, I realize I 
missed meeting a great per- 
Nonage. The defunct com- 
munity centre is always spoken 
about with reverence an affec- 
tion like mourners reminiscing 
about Joe Ghiz. 
Lately I worry fond 
memories of the dear departed 
might be hobbling our quest 
for immediate solutions. Are 
we sitting on our hands waiting 
for a Phoenix to rise from the 
ashes when we should be tack- 
ling youth crime from every 
other angle? 
Any new building will cost 
several million dollars. Dollars 
neither the province nor the 
district has. Even if surplus 
.¸I¸  ¸p I 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
finds were available, I see no 
sign of anyone in power caring 
to spend it on our kids. Though 
every dollar spent on young 
folk keeping them safe and 
happy saves from four to seven 
dollars later in health and legal 
COSts, 
A community center B 
properly operated and super- 
vised ~ might occupy the free 
time of many kids who other- 
wise could get into trouble. 
But for hardcore individuals 
turned on by crime, recreation 
facilities won't deter them one 
bit. 
Government figures show 20 
percent of B.C. kids ages six to 
12 stay alone or with brothers 
and sisters after school each 
day. Those 46,000 kids 
deserve all the community cen- 
ters and supervised after 
school activities we can afford. 
Affordability comes down to 
fiscal priorities. Daycare and 
counseling.., or policing and 
correctional centers. 
Before we pin too much hope 
on a new community center, 
we must consider the changes 
in society over the past 25 
years. 
In 1971, more mothers 
stayed home all day with their 
children; they kept a tighter 
rein on their kids. Teenagers 
didn't have as much spending 
money; few had keys to their 
own vehicles. Drugs were a 
rarity. Alcohol was for adults. 
Teen pregnancies were 
frowned upon. 
Then it was unusual for 
school age kids to be out late at 
night. Now, like shift workers, 
teens leave home at 1:30 a.m. 
perhaps to do a tour of 
vandalism, theft, arson and 
who knows what other in- 
dictable offenses. 
On TV we hear of a 12 and a 
14 year old stealing a car, 
broad siding another, and kill- 
ing the 30 year old mother of 
two instantly. The 14 year old 
has 20 convictions already, In 
another case, parents m 
charmingly helpless ~ plead 
for police and courts to im- 
prison their uitruly 14 year old 
before he, too, kills an in- 
nocent bystander by driving a 
stolen car. 
Some parents eem incapable 
or unwilling to discipline their 
children. They expect the 
government todo it for them. 
Society fools a hefty bill for 
crimes by kids whose parents 
have abdicated their parenting 
responsibilities. This year 
alone B.C. drivers through 
ICBC will pay $100 million 
for stolen vehicles smashed or 
used in other crimes. 
A community center is  no 
substitute for responsible 
parents. 
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Election '96 
The 
Linda Hawes Val George Tim Down Rich McDaniel Ron Vanderlee David Hull 
Six elected to city council 
i .... 
~!~:: : . i~!~!!2 i i{~ .. !i!;i ~ .~:~:::~ i i  ; ? i *  ~: :: ;"
VOTING EARLY: Steve Cook was one local voter who took 
advantage of the advance poll to cast his ballots last Wednesday. 
THE THREE incumbent city council- Jack Talstra pledged that the city will 
lors- Vai George. Rich Mcl)aniel and draw up a community priority list of 
David Hull - are all back. recreation,projects for the future. 
But newcomer Linda Hawes ietted The nia2,ors tayed in their chairs in 
past them all tO top the polls Sattlrday the two other major nortfiwest cities. 
with 1.840 votes. Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney easily 
George was the next closest candidate tended off challenges from Da'*,id Serry 
with 1.797 votes, followed by and HenryBramwell. 
McDaniel (1.769), newcomer Tim Elected toKitirnat council are Jeanne 
Down (1.579). challenger Ron  Monagham Graham :Anderson. Ray 
Vanderlee (I,414) and incunibent Brad,,,. J im:Them; Bob Corless and 
David Hull ~vho secured tile sixth WendvCement; 
council Seatwith 1;409 votesi In  "Prince Rupert. mayor Jack 
City councillors Ruth Halleck and Ed MusSalem was returned by acclama- 
Gravdon did ntit run aeaim t ionl  Councillors elected are Herb 
Councillor Gordon Hull ran auainst ,Pondi Kathy Bedard Jack Rudolph,, 
Jack q'alstr~.i for tile mayor's chah' and Paul Kennecly. John New. and Padd~ 
lost by a ,,vide mitr,_,in: Greene. ...... 
Hull! said he expected a ch.iser ace In  Stewanl mayor Andy Burton was 
but isn't dissappointed, returned uncontested. Councillors 
"'I guess people were afraid of change elected are Frank Armitage. Mark 
and maybe I represented lnore Change." Edgson. Mike Ginka. Donna Hicks, 
he said. Garry Hubbard and Jim Hyslop. 
JULSETH UNSEATED 
ELECTION 
RESULTS 
Mayor Votes 
Jack Talstra 1,990 
Gordon Hull 668 
Councillors Votes 
Linda Hawes 1,840 
Val George 1,797 
Rich McDaniel 1,769 
Tim Down 1,579 
Ron Vanderlee 1,41 4 
David Hull 1,409 
Bruce Hill 1,247 
Jim Fraser 1,153 
Ri:GIONAL DISTRICT 
Thornhill director 
Les Watmough 
Peggy Julseth 
Votes 
317 
244 
Marl Brown 
Stew Christensen 
Laurie Mitchell 
John Jensen 
Hal Stedham 
1,254 
1,223 
1,195 
] ,029 
671 
Thornhill trustee Votes 
Gary Turner 378 
Ron Town 341 
Kitimat trustees Votes 
George Neumann 1,387 
Linda Campbell 1,037 
Peter King 893 
Anthony Yao 635 
Ann McCabe 615 
Mary-Lou Flegel 593 
Hazelton trustee Votes 
Charlie Willson 190 
Denise Berg 165 
Vernon Smith 118 
Stewart trustee Votes 
Angela Brand 267 
Netonia Chatelaine 79 
Susan Woodward 47 
bold type denotes elected candidates 
Watmough tal<:es Thornhill 
g 
VETERAN THORNHILL direc- 
tor Les Watmough slipped past 
incumbent Peggy Julseth Saturday 
to reclaim Area E's seat on the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
board. 
Watrnough ad held the seat for 
17 years before being upset by 
Julseth during the last elections 
three years ago. 
This time it was Julseth who was 
upset. She garnered a total of 244 
votes, compared to Watmough's 
317. Only four ballots were 
rejected. 
"I'm pleased, but it's kind of 
unexpected," Watmough says. 
"She ran a good campaign." 
was likely a major concern for the 
voters. 
"People don't like change," he 
says. 
Meanwhile Julseth says she 
hopes that she didn't lose support 
because of her positive stance on 
anmlgamation. 
"11 was way too early to be mak- 
ing predictions on that issue," she 
says. "I hope •people don't still 
think that incorporation is ,an 
option because it's not." 
And Julseth says she's happy 
with the results of her term in 
Los Watmough omce 
"We accomplished a lot and I 
don't have any regrets," she says. "But I 'm not 
Watmough says that the amalgamation issue going to disappear, I'll still be around." 
Turnout lags ice referendum 
VOTER turnout in Terrace 
was 39 per cent. and just 23 per 
cent in Thornhill. according to 
returning officer Elaine Johnson. 
That's poorer than the turnout 
for the second sheet of ice refer- 
endure ayear ago. 
Johnson said the 40 per cent 
turnout is "'an average level of 
apathy" for a municipal election 
here. adding she's dissappointed, 
"I think it's terrible." said 
Johnson, "Not even 50 per cent 
of the people care enough about 
how our city is run to come out 
and vote." 
Johnson said the 23 per cent 
figure in Thornhill was particu- 
larly stunning 
"They're talking about amal- 
gamating Terrace and Thornhill." 
she said. "There are very mlpon- 
i!!: %, 
Marl Brown 
ant issues coming up over the 
next three years and yet people 
can't come out and vote." 
Turnout was particularly low 
in particularly small communi- 
ties. Nobody voted in Kemano 
whatsoever and only six turned 
out to vote in Meziadin. 
One bright spot. however, was 
Stewart where 75 per cent of reg- 
istered voters showed up to vote. 
• Roger Leclerc StewChristensen Gary Turner 
Brown takes trustee seat 
Balance of power may rest 
NEWLY ELECTED school trustees in Stewart. 
Hazelton and Terrace will break the deadlock bet- 
ween the existing Terrace and Kitimat trustees. 
Terrace and Kitimat have locked horns in the past 
over how the new amalgamated Coast Mountain 
School District should be run. So tar it's been a 
draw. but this new board - a combination of Terrace 
and Kitimat incumbents, with three new players 
thrown in - will change all that. 
In Terrace. incumbent Roger Leclerc topped the 
polls, a tact which he attributes to his long-time 
with Hazelton, Stewart 
trustees-elect. Also there was mediator Dante 
Lupini. 
"We were all terribly nice to each olher." said 
Kitimat transition team head George Neumann. "It 
was nauseating," he joked. 
He's disappointed that more of the challengers in 
Terrace and Thornhill didn't get elected. 
"I would have liked to see a few new faces." said 
Neumann. But he thinks it should be a good board. 
Parent aml teacher epresentatives from Terrace 
are also very interested in how the newcomers to 
involvement in the community. He was followed by the board will vote on key issues. 
newcomer Marl Brown and incumbent Stew Terrace District Parents Advisory Council presi- 
Christensen. In Thornhill. incumbent Gary Turner dent John Perrus hopes the new district will adopt 
edged out newcomer Ron Town, 
In Kitimat. only incumbent trustees were running. 
George Neumann. Peter King and Linda Campbell 
were re-elected. Coincidentally. those three are the 
ones who've been representing Kitimat on the 
amalgamation transition team. 
There are two new players in Hazelton and 
Stewart. In Hazelton, Charles Willson bell out 
incumbent Vernon Smith, And in Hazelton. Angela 
Brand swept he polls. 
Kitimal transition team chairman George 
Neumann predicts the re-elected trustees from both 
Kitimat and Terrace will be counlng the three new 
faces on the board. 
The Terrace and Kilimal transition teams inel 
Mctnthly nighl in Kilwatlga. along wilh the three 
the Kitimat model of having an advisory council to 
the board made up of parents and teacher reps. 
"Up until now consultation has been selective," 
said Perras of the former Terrace board. He thought 
having the Kitimat trustees as part of the board 
would be particularly useful. 
"These are people who are used to thinking for 
themselves and giving direction to the senior 
administration, rather than taking directions." 
Terrace teachers union president Frank Rowe also 
feels cautiously optimistic. 
Of the new board members he said. ' it will mean 
it won't be business as usual," 
Rowe said tellchers expect ruslees will keep their 
campaign promises io open up the decision m.'tking 
prt~t'¢s.~. 
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The Mail Bag 
FRBC grab smacked 
An open letter to: 
Helmut Giesbrect, MLA for Skeena 
Dear Sir:. 
Re: your letter regarding FR I~ reallocation of funds. 
I suppose it's fair in politics to malign anyone who 
was not an active participant in your re-election. So be 
it. 
However, Jackie Pement was adamantly one of your 
own. Not only was she an MLA (for Bulkley Valley- 
Stikine), Minister of Transportation and Highways, but 
more importantly, a director of the board of Forest 
Renewal. She also has some thoughts on the FRBC is- 
sue, and I quote: 
"The Clark government has clearly breached ... bot- 
tom lines. The blatant raiding of the Forest Renewal 
Fund is a clear breach of trust. This fund was created 
for the purpose of ensuring a healthy forest industry in 
the province." 
She states further that, "The coercion of the board by 
this government was shameful. This government has 
the misfortune of holding a slim majority in the Legis- 
lature. With that in mind I wonder that govenlmeut 
members (particularly those in the back benches) 
would not exercise the ace they have been dealt• They 
have the card that can pressure government into better 
decision making if they are inclined to do so." 
Or had a fit of conscience? 
Let's not forget this magic billion dollars that you 
like to speak of as Opposition could haves or would 
haves is in fact the deficit provided to the people of this 
province compliments of the government you defend. 
The FRBC money grab is not speculation or election 
rhetoric. If you choose not to protect your constituents, 
it will become reality. 
Linda Hawes, Terrace, B.C. 
Column a waste of space 
Dear Sir:. 
I honestly believe you are wasting space in the paper 
printing Claudette Sandecki's column. The fact that 
you are likely paying her for writing that dribble and it 
comes out of my subscription price made me pause be- 
fore writing the cheque to renew. 
The truth is, I really enjoy receiving the paper as does 
my whole family with the exception of that particular 
column. 
I actually stopped reading her column years ago, until 
June two years ago when someone pointed out to me a 
very personally disturbing column she wrote. It was 
about, in her opinion, the totally reckless teenager that 
purposely went out of his way to knock her power out 
by being involved in an accident on Queensway. 
I hope she never has to sit in an emergency room 
watching her son in pain strapped to a back board with 
a neck brace on. I can tell her it is the siekest feeling 
you can have, and having someone make fun of it in 
the paper made it that much worse. 
I see by the letters to the editor she has managed 
since to alienate all the teenage girls in this town and 
all the people in town with Scottish ancestry. ~.~ 
I didn't have the chance to read either of those 
columns because by the time the letters came out t her 
column had since been thrown in the trash after lining 
the bottom of my bird cage for a few days. Which I 
have found is the only practical purpose for that bit of 
paper. 
Who else does she have to tick off before you show 
her the door. She must have antagonized most of your 
readership by now. 
Mona Nester, Terrace, B.C. 
In defence of Ted 
Dear Sir:. 
I was astonished at the callous way in which Ellen 
Hansen (letter to the editor Nov. 6, 1996) responded to 
Ted Hamer's misfortune when his dog was attacked by 
wolves. 
The facts stated by Ellen were not correct to start 
with. Ellen admits that she is a hobby farmer of four 
years. Ted Hamer was born and raised here and knows 
more about good animal husbandry than anyone I
know. 
He is someone Ms. Hansen could probably learn a lot 
from. Anyone who knows this area knows that some 
areas are haunted by predators more than others. 
I raise live stock. Because of the area I am in and a 
certain amount of good luck, I have never lost an 
animal or fowl to a predator. Other areas, close to a 
mountain base or to the river etc. are not so lucky, 
In spite of this terrible misfortune I don't think Ted 
Hamer is suggesting the eradication of wolves or any 
other species. It is accepted as a part of nature, al- 
though it is heart breaking to see your live stock torn 
apart by predators. 
I hope that Ellen Hansen will receive a more com- 
passionate response if she should find herself in the 
same situation. 
Lynne Christiansen, Terrace, B.C. 
They have no manners 
Dear Sir:. 
As the song goes "This is my land, this is your 
land," Increasingly so it is my opinion that my land is 
not mine, 
I moved to Jackpine Flats three years ago thinking 
and knowing it was a very beautiful and peaceful place 
to live. Then came mushroom picking season, My 
property turned into a major freeway with all the 
mushroom pickers going through it. 
The fact of the matter is that these shroom pickers 
leave behind lots of garbage and the raking up of the 
moss would make a person sick. 
I have tried putting up sign stating 'No Trespassing' 
every 60 feet on my property but to no avail. Not only 
is your privacy invaded and property damaged but you 
are also confronted attd threatened by these individuals. 
I have tried filing a complaint with the RCMP but all 
you get told is that the signs are for honest people and 
that the general public can just walk on your property, 
The only time that you can charge trespassers i be- 
tween 9 p.m. and 6:30 a.m. So as you can see your land 
is not really yours - -  it's everybody's todestroy. 
J. Ball, Terrace, B.C. 
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Post slams door 
on illegal acts 
THE TAXMEN and merchants are happy 
in Stewart. 
Sales of alcohol and tobacco in the com- 
munity have soared since the federal 
government re-opened a customs post on 
the border with Hyder, Alaska in Septem- 
ber. 
Stewart's liquor store rung up sales of 
$56,685 in September compared to $50,121 
Burton of the open border. 
Customs official McGrath said just over 
12,000 vehicles and more than 20,500 
people went through the post in its first two 
months of operation. 
"When the post wasn't there and there 
was a 1-800 number to call in and report, 
we weren't even getting five per cent of 
those numbers," said McGrath. 
last September. . . . .  i Officials collected $4,900 in duties, con- 
And cigarette purchases at the town's dueted 18 seizures and fined five people 
largest food store have jumped from an $100 each for failing to stop. 
average $8,000 a month to more than Those aren,t large numbers and point to 
$30,000 amonth. 
All that means the federal and provincial 
governments are reclaiming tax revenues 
lost from the smuggling of undeclared 
goods across the border, says a Cauada 
Customs official. 
"The issue was to level the playing field 
and to support the Canadian economy," 
said Dan McGrath last week. 
Charlie Fenner at Bob's Mercantile gro. 
cery store in Stewart agrees, "Everybody's 
(cigarette) sales are way up. We're now 
well over $30,000 a month and that tells me 
something," he said. ,, 
" l ,m paying for their wages, he noted 
of the Canada Customs people now in 
Stewart o man the border posL 
"They had turned a blind eye to this sort 
of thing," said Former of the traffic in un- 
declared goods over the nearly 10 year gap 
in having a post at the border. 
Stewart mayor Andy Burton ack- 
nowledges that cigarette and alcohol sales 
arc up in Stewart but says the figures don't 
match the several millions of tax dollars a 
year officials said went missing. 
"The smuggling wasn't a local problem, 
not when you consider the truckloads of 
cigarettes that went across the border to 
other places," he said. 
And despite agreeing that a customs post 
was needed, Burton said Stewart residents 
have lost a little something. 
" I  guess I 'm too much of a redneck. I
don't like the little bits of freedom that are 
taken away." 
" I  understand the need but it's taken 
something away from our lifestyle," said 
the effectiveness of the post, said McGrath. 
,'People are obviously aware of what the 
law is," he said. 
No firearms were seized but a knife, a 
crossbow and a martial arts throwing star 
were taken away. There were also three 
small marijuna seizures. 
McGrath :said Customs officers also do 
immigration work attd will report suspected 
impaired drivers to the RCMP in Stewart. :::ii :: . . . .  _.~, 
. . . :  : , . : : : . : . : : i :~ :~:  ~. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Although the post was to shift from a 24- • : : ::."~,:~'~::U': :" ~.:'::.. :: 
hour a day opening when fall came to 12 .... ::"~ ;:;.:..~::~:.~*'~ ::: : :  . ~ J J  
hours a day, it'll stay open around the  . '~]  
clock. ' i..~:~::.::~,.:o,..~::,.::~,:..~:~i:i;;~i~ iiiii~( :i : ;! . : .  .+~:~fi::;/ i:! !; ;! :: ": ~:"i ,~: :  : 
clock was made after speaking to people m ~:~,.~ ::,~:~,::~:~,~: ~ }~:N ~N~ .... ~NN. .~;~N::~: 
THOSE CROSSING into Hyder, Alaska will en- 
counter Mary-Ann Shea or one of her colleagues now 
that Canada Customs has brought back an entry port 
at the border. It's a two-year experiment and customs 
officers say they're happy with results so far. 
to five in the number of Customs officials 
in Stewart. 
The officers are cutting Canadian grocery 
shoppers a bit of slack when crossing the 
newly-opened border post. 
Generally speaking they won't charge 
duties when that amount comes to less than 
$3 on the value of groceries purchased, 
says a customs official. 
"This is not to say we won't charge duty 
but this is a guideline depending upon 
what's in the bag," said Dan McGrath. 
The post is a two-year experiment 
designed to cut down on the significant 
smuggling of alcohol and tobacco from 
Hyder into Canada. 
McGrath said response from those cross- 
hag the border has been encouraging. 
"The overall feeling is that people are glad to see us 
back," he added. 
McGrath did note that regulated uties and taxes on other 
goods do apply at the border. 
There's a $50 exemption ifa person stays for a minimum 
of 24 hours, a $200 exemption for a minimum 48-hour stay 
and a $500 exemption for a minimum seven-day stay. 
Duty-free tobacco and alcohol provisions apply to those 
staying at least a minimum of 48 hours. 
The maximum amount hat can be brought back duty- 
free is a carton of cigarettes or 200 grams of tobacco, 1.14 
litres of alcohol or wine and/or 24 12-ounce cans of beer. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD ~ 
"]7he Mail Bag 
Pay for it yourself 
Dear Sir:. 
The demands for language instruction in Punjabi by 
Mr. Ravi Gill and others must be viewed for what they 
really are m an attempt to get someone lse to pay for 
the furtherance of their own culture. 
It certainly won't be of any assistance to the gradu. 
ates as they make their way in a world dominated by 
trade with English-speaking Americans, the Chinese, 
and all of our Spanish-speaking NAFTA partners. 
Even more galling is the fact that money from the 
public purse would be allocated to a small and exclu- 
sive group, many of whom are already fluent in that 
language. 
You, Mr. Gill, are demanding that the taxpaying ma- 
jority foot the bill so that you can further the cultural 
interests of what amounts to a private club. 
I respect your desire to pass on to your race your na- 
tive language. And you in turn should respect he tax. 
paying majority, and pay for it youmelf. 
Rob Hargrove, Terrace, B.C. 
We don't deserve this 
Dear Sir:. 
Few would dispute the greatest proportion of the tax 
burden in this country is carried by the former middle 
class ~ rapidly becoming the working poor. 
Voters everywhere ask four basic things of elected 
officials: honesty, tax us fairly, spend our money wise- 
ly and fight for our share of the government's largess. 
When we elect a person to Victoria, the minimum we 
expect is that in return for the hardworking men and 
women of this riding having to make sacrifices for the 
good of the entire province, some offsets or compensa- 
tion for those sacrifices. 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht has sat in the legislature 
while the government gave a huge tax break to the rail- 
ways without figuring out how the tax shortfall would 
be made up for the city and regional district, canceled 
the Windy Cragy mining project, initialed the Nisga'a 
land claims settlement, canceled the Kemano Comple- 
tion Project and confiscated half the money in the 
Forest Renewal Fund without debating the merits. 
For or against hose decisions, one thing is crystal 
clear ~ we in the northwest comer of this province 
have made a huge sacrifice and are going to pay deady. 
Peter Wallin, Terrace, B.C. 
I_ James W. Radelet 
" RADELET & COMPANY Barristers&Solicit0rs 
Tax Law, Trusts, Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
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Your Decor 
Ter race  Carpet  Cent re  Ltd. 
3202 Munroe St. at Hwy. 16 W., Terrace 
635-2976 * 1"800-66~1657 
Shadez of Hair 
Great stocking stuffer ideas. 
$100 gift certificate draw 
20%-  50% off 
ALL STOCKI 
Excluding collectables 
LAZELLE PLAZA 
LATE NIGHT 
SHOPPING 
F" 
Friday, November 22 
/ 
Participating merchants open until 10 pm 
c~/V== ~e.adv c3),'=*,~ 
& C'~ridal ,Shop 
Eve~3~ suit on sale and  
Selected resses & Lingerie 
Check out our  Holiday wear  
15  o. 
~lb HOME r 
Grand Opening 
Door prizes 
NORTHERN 
SA V INGS 
CR[ D I I  UNION 
AVOID LINE UPS 
Try our new drive-thin ATM 
Enter to Win 
$100 gift certificates from 
participating merchants 
Draw to be held 
Saturday, Nov. 23 
all stock from 4 pm- 10 pm 
Draw for $100 gift certificate, 
~, ,  CENTRAL FLOWERS 
y 
Tu, ~ ,,.ag/,u.~ 
~ B I K E  
All '96 bikes & accessories 10 • 25% off, 
1997 Boards & Bikes in stockll 
ourlosv TravelJ 
ENTER TIlE ~l,e ~ 
N~OOnSTrUCK 
Cruise Drawing, Free 7 dayAlaska Cruise 
Plus Draw for $100 gift certificate 
Roastm astir,s Qual i ty  Beer ,  
Custom Roasted Orgaai¢ Coffeest : W I n e s, 8 C o o I e r $ 
~ '~  Merlin Solutions lnc 
10] 4716 l . t~e Ave, Temtee 6]5.3362 
COmPAa 
For all your Christmas computer 
solutions 
I 
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SONY  SONY 
DISCMAN Model# D-345 CAMCORDER Model# CCO TRY 21 
10 second anti skip 21/2 in colour screen 
mega bass ~ zoom :+ i ilii !~ ~,+e;dy shot ~ ~ ~  slim design 
power plus advantage 
!~i;iii!#+ 
+ J ~  ,,,.. 
SON3t ;  
MINI STEREO Model# aRC 881 
100 ~ts ~power...3 disccd ch~ ~. .  ' ~L._ 
husk c~ c~os hdd 10 ctsks) ~ ~  
~ut~e auto ~se  ca=e~e 
~B r~s~re~ctm 
am/Tin b.mr,.. 3way speaker system . . . .  
SOI"q'E  
TV Model 
rots stereo 
wireless rel 
channel bl¢ 
SONY:  
PORTABLE Model# CFD 121 
disc player 
mega bass 
random music selection 
repeat play 
%,~,* 
SONY:  
CAR STEREO Model# CDX 21OO 
20 watts x 4 power output 
RCA pre-out .......... + + ~i'+':~+?.ii ............................. ~ '+ , . 
S ON' + 
PHONE Model# SPPQ 120 
225 channel selection.., lighted keypad 1 
21 day stand by 
10 number speed dial 
low battery indicator 
I + SONY  
I TV Model# KV-32S20 
32"Trinitron... universal remote control I ~  
on screen set-up guide ~ ~  
stereo t ~  
32 in deep black Trinitron screen 
SON'Y :  
VIDEO RECORDER Model# SLV 660 
VHS hi-fi stereo 
4 head 
m,ltie band remote 
auto head cleaner 
SONY.  
CAMCORDER Model# CCD.TR 64 
12x power zoom.., colour viewfinder ...=,,,ira= 
3 recording modes ~ ~ .  
9 preset t i t les  ~ ~ ~ ! i  :~ 
power plus il 
SONY.  
RECEIVER Model# STR-DE 405 
d~by ~ j~rece~r  
70w~x3(fr°~tspe~as)35x2(~r~L'-"~"~'~~ternotec0ntrol ~ ~  1 
3-mode igitaJ sound Focessor ~ +  
S 
WALKMAN Model# WMES 398 +f~' '~ ,  
sports design 
long battery life / ++++:' ........................ 
auto-reverse ii! 
hand grip !i ..... "
Canon 
CAMCORDER MODEL# ES-2OO~ ~ii::i~ 
15X power zoom .~ 
point-and-shoot simplicity 
auto exposure ~ :~:~+:~i~ 
hi-fi stereo sound ~ !ii!! 
remote control 
Canon 
CAMERA MODEL 70 ZOOM 
2 power zo( 
red eye red 
autofocus 
large viewfil 
self timer 
Canon 
ultra compact I ~ i l i  
rubberized non-slip grip / ~ 
Canon 
CAMERA Model Sure shot t.X 
large viewfin~ 
fixed focus 
autowind/re~ 
P lONE -ER" 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
DISC PLAYER Model# PDF 505 
25 disc cd changer 
custom file 
~/ireless remote i 
P lONE -E.R ° 
The Art of Entertainment" 
CAR STEREO Model# KEH-11OO 
detachable face plate 
20 watts x4 power output 
super tuner III 
RCA pre-out 
P lONE -El1" 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
RECEIVER Model# VSX-305 
60 watts x4 ~ + 
dolby pro logic .... 
wireless remote control 
super bass control | . . . . . . . . .  | 
~r} P lONE -Ei'~" 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
CAR CD PLAYER Model# DEH-225 
35 watts x4 high power + + 
super tuner lit I i~~: '~:~7"~' : i~  
multi-colourdisplay i :~ : . t~  + 
RCA pre-out + ~ J l  
PENTAX PENTAX PENTAX I Pe ENTAX 
CAMERA Model# Esplo 7 3 ~  ......... BINOCULARS 10 X 24 Model#UCFWR CAMERA M WR . _  I CAMERA P C - 5 ~ . .  
zoom lens.., auto flash ~ multi coated lens  ~ I weather resistant ~ I large viewfinder ~ ~  
compact zoom lens ~+~! :  I autofocus I L ~  
autoaUt° foCUSwind/rewind ~ ~  c°mpact tg ~ 1  aut°f°cus ' i ~ ~ l ~  I aut° wind red eye reduction  rubber housing 
autowind/rewind ~ 1  built in f lash ~ 
~ 1  remote control . ~ 1  ~~' i i i l u iml l i~ i  
I ++- 
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PORTABLE Model# MW 8029 
auto reverse 
high speed dubbinc 
dual cassette deck,, 
CAMCORDER Model# VMEX 400 
free bag 
15 power zoom ~ . ~  
[emote control 
I AA" battery compa~ 
I focus lock I 
DEN( )N 
DISC PLAYER Model# DCM 260 
5 disc cd carousel 
remote control 
20 bit 8 times 
oversampling filter 
CORDLE 
25 chanel 
14 day star 
any key an: 
VIDEO RECORDER Model# VHR 5220 
2 head mono VCR 
universal remote D auto head cleaner . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ .  ,~ . , . .~  
DENON 
RECEIVER Model# AVR 600 
d01by pro logic 
50 watts 
wireless remote 
personal memory Plus ............................... 
| 
PORTABLE DISC PLAYER Model# CDP 635 
10 sec anti skip feature 
rechargeable batterie,, ~ 
car kit ~ , ~ ~  
PORTABLE Model# ~rn~ Q~ 
dual cassette 
programmable cd player 
bass x pander 
JVC 
CASSETI'E DECK Model# TDW 118 
dual cassette 
dolby B noise reduction 
high speed dubbinq 
auto tape selecto 
CLOCK RADIO Model# RM 7034 
seperate right speaker 
am/fm stereo 
~ ~tl ia~aCr~Sett 
sleep timer ! ! : ! i ~  
Model# AVM 2595 ~ ~ 1  
25" mrs stereo"IV | 
remote control 
easy on screen set gu id~ c'°secap'i°ned / ~ ~ ii 
JVC 
DISC PLAYER Model# XLF 252 
5 disc ~ousel changer 
exchange play 
1 bit 8 times oversampli~ ........................................ 
wireless remote . , , , .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
JVC 
CAMCORDER MODEL 
12x variable speed zoom 
quick response auto-focus 
auto head cleaner 
Panasonic. 
CAMCORDER Model# PVL 6( 
22 X zoom 
image stabilizer 
built in video light 
JVC 
PORTABLE Model# RC QS10 
front loading cd 
digital tuner 
bass boost 
JVC 
MINI STEREO Model# MX D2T 
triple cd tray 
remote control 
dual cassette 
JVC 
"IV Model# / . . . . . . .  
27" stereo "rv 
universal rem 
on screen prc 
Panasonic, 
PORTABLE DISC Model# SLS 140 
Heat resist~ . . . . . . .  
extra bass 
Panasonic. 
PHONE CORDLESS Model# i~(T C155 
25 channel 
30 day stand by ~-  ~ , ~ ~  
lighted keypad 
Panasonic  
PORTABLE MICRO Model# RN 302 
voice activated 
2 speeds 
tape included 
micro cassette 
• .~.~i:~;~'~~:~~ ' , ,~ : iT~~j ]~Rm~~.~:?~ ~ ~ '~;~'{-:.;~ '~ ,~ ~. .  
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Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psychologist Ex-forest minister Now Regulady Pradidng h'om Mills 
vents hiSspleen 
FRUSTRATED FOREST 
industry representatives 
packed the Bavarian Inn last 
Thursday to voici~ their op- 
position to the provincial 
government's planned raid 
on Forest Renewal B.C.'s 
bank accot, nt. 
FRBC regional . . . . . . . .  
Alan Parkinson was in Ter- 
race to speak at a chamber 
of commerce luncheon and 
answer questions. 
In his speech, Parkinson 
outlined FRBC's goals and 
successes in the northwest. 
He pointed out that in the 
Skeena-Bulkley region next 
year, the crown corporation 
plans on increasing its 
spending from this year's 
$31 million to $45 million. 
Parkinson also defended 
FRBC's board of directors 
for allowing up to $400 mil- 
lion to be diverted to the 
provincial coffers. 
" I 'd like to emphasize 
that the board of directors is 
made up of representatives 
from communities, labour, 
First Nations, environmental 
groups and government," 
he said. 
"They voted unanimously 
in favour of the plan ... 
which leaves approximately 
$750 million in our bank ac- 
count, each and every year. 
That is more than enough to 
do the job we set out to do." 
But many of those attend- 
ing the luncheon were not 
happy with the plan, seeing 
it as just another tax on the 
already financially-strapped 
forest indugtry. 
One-time Sacred forests 
minister Dave Parker was 
the most outspoken. He 
argued against both the 
diversion of the money and 
the existence of FRBC in 
general. 
"You say that you are 
Memorial Hospital. 
* Relationship g Family Iberapy 
• Full Range of Individual Psycholheropy 
- Training and Seminars 
• Brief resulls odenled 
• Chranlc pain g illness c0nsulfalions 
Ask ab0ul lhe couples consuholians. 
For morn [nform~ion or to book appoinlmenls p[eo~ MI: 
; 1-800-456-7733 
FOREST RENEWAL B.C. regional director Alan 
Parkinson (standing) took some punishment at a 
chamber luncheon last week for the decision to shift 
monies from the crown corporation to the provincial 
government. 
funded by stumpage rates, 
that's not true," Parker said. 
"You are funded by a sur- 
charge that is equal to the 
stumpage rate, and that pre- 
vents us from investing 
money back into the com- 
munity." 
Parker went on to say that 
Forest Renewal was wasting 
the forestry resource. 
"FRBC is a farce of the 
first order and it's killing 
the forest industry in BC," 
Northwest Singers 
Christmas Concert 
Directed by Marilyn Brodie 
he said. "This is the 
redistribution of stolen 
wealth. Don't think for a 
second that it is anything 
e lse . "  
Parker Was applauded for 
his impassioned speech, and 
Dave Parker  
ter's point, but he disagreed 
with it. 
Parkinson also promised 
to bring the group's con- 
Parkinson responded by... cenls to the attention of the 
saying that he could ap- board of directors at their 
preciate the former minis- next monthly meeting. 
FRBC eyes forest 
jobs for women 
TERRACE IS one of several sites hosting 
meetings to gather information that could 
result in more jobs for women in the forest 
industry. 
The $130,000 province-wide project is 
being conducted by the employment and in- 
vestment ministry and is being financed by 
Forest Renewal B.C. 
Jim Beebe, a senior policy adviser with 
the ministry, says the research is important 
because the status of women in the industry 
is largely unknown. 
"There's not been much research on 
women in forestry," he says. "The only 
data we have is from 1983, based on data 
from the '70s." 
So the nlinistry picked four forest-based 
communities for case studies - -  Williams 
Lake, Cranbrook, Campbell River and here. 
Using the information gathered from 
those communities, the ministry will put to- 
gether ecmnmendations for future projects. 
"We hope to use the research as a step- 
ping stone to future projects and FRBC 
grants," says Beebe. "Our preliminary 
studies show that there are opportunities 
out there for women. Not so much with 
ehainsaws and axes, but in areas like 
biological surveying, mapping, accounting 
and silviculture." 
A consulting company conducted random 
phone surveys of 100 women from each of 
the towns, asking questions about their in- 
volvemeut, or desired involvement in the 
forest industry. 
Now key women in the communities are 
getting a chance to voice their opinions at 
focus groups this month. 
"Focus groups is a little elaborate of a 
term," says Marylee Stephenson, the con- 
sultant in charge of the projecL "We aren't 
doing community consultation. It's more 
like small-scale interviews with women 
picked from the area." 
The focus-group women will get a second 
opportunity in the spring, when more in- 
tensive workshops will be conducted. A 
final report will likely become available 
next April. 
But not all women involved in the 
forestry industry arc enthusiastic about the 
project. 
"I think the whole thing is a crock 
myself," says Brenda Campbell, the mem- 
bership director for Canadian Women in 
Timber. "As a women, I lake real offence 
when we have to be singled out for special 
attention." 
i 
Saturday,  Dec.  7, 1996 
8 :00  pm 
Evangelical Free Church 
3302 Sparks St. 
Tickets: $10  adults 
$8 Students & Seniors 
Available at Erwins Jewel lers (Skeena Mall) 
Giant plastic bubble 
sold separately. 
Campbell says that the goal should be to 
get more people working in the woods, and 
not to spend money researching women, 
"It's FRBC money that's being wasted," 
she says. "Hack, we'd like to see more 
men getting paycheques too." 
. . . . . .  i 
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The new Golf IO.'comes standard with your choice of 
a really c?ol K2 snowboard or a Mler lbair of K2 skis 
and a ser|ous rush, But as for the 
bubble, that will cost extra. Driverswanted:(~) 
s245 'month. 24 month lease. 
'Otfer applies to a 24-monlh lease for o 1997 Gel| K2 Limited Ed,lion 5.speed equ,pped wllh 8 speo~el AM/FM Stereo cossefle a,d includes fmighl. $1500 Da, w~ Payment. S244.94 hrst mcx~s payment, $525 for PDI 
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1or $O.lO/km over 40,000 kin, for damage and excesswe were Reaui,es VW CIed,t Conc~da. h~: ova,oval and dealer Dort,clDalior Dealer may lease for less. See d0oler for lull data& and purchase opl/on. 
Offer ends December 3 ~. 1996. Supplies a~e tim,ted '-' 1996 Vo~Ls~agen 
Columbia Auto Haus 4109 Substation Avenue 635-571 7 o¢35, 
AVAILABLE IN 
SMALL, MEDIUM, 
I q " '  ,1~,P" ~?,v.r, 
LARGE 8: EXTRA _^ . ...1=11 ~I  ~ [] ~ l~ ~o~.~gs~,~;~ ~°'~ 
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"Payment el $448 per month, based on a 24.month lease for vehicle equipped as described. A minimum down paymool of $2780 plus $525 security deposit and 1st monlh's payment required, Tot,"* obli?tatiOnaiS $t3.532. ~Tota of p ay.,monts= %$10~752gOption 1o 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
[] Getting crafty 
IT'S a ceramics shop, craft store, teaching studio 
and coffee bar all rolled into one, Urban potter 
Joann Owens (above) hopes to have her new 
business - -  T-Berry and Friends - -  open by late 
this week. Formerly Joey's Mud Hut on the bench, 
Owens' studio is going upscale and taking up 
residence in the blue heritage house at the corner 
of Kalum St. and Lakelse Ave, The building, which 
Owens is renting from Ray McCarthy, was 
originally built in 1912 to house the B.C. Provincial 
Police. Local historians believe it's the last 
remaining of nearly 100 buildings in the province 
which house the police force. 
CAI to stick 
to route here 
AIR TRAVELLERS don't have to worry that the financial 
troubles affecting Canadian Airlines International mean 
changes to its northwestern service. 
Although Canadian wants to juggle equipment and routes 
to cut drastic losses, there's nothing planned for the 
Vancouver-Terrace-Prince Rupert run, says company 
spokesman Paul Fowler. 
"Terrace and Prince Rupert perform very well and 
there's every indication we'll be maintaining our commit- 
ment to them," he said. Translated, that means Canadian 
will continue to use its Boeing 737s on the route. 
They're big enough and powerful enough to carry the 
kind of freight up north that gives the company needed ad- 
ditional revenues. 
What Canadian does want to do is convert some of its 
runs and equipment elsewhere to its subsidiary, Canadian 
Regional Airlines. It flies smaller aircraft into places such 
as Smithers. 
"It's well known Canadian loses a lot of money in the 
east, such as the Toronto to Ottawa to Montreal triangle, so 
that's where we'd be looking at making changes," said 
Fowler. 
Similar changes in aircraft are being planned for the 
Vancouver to Calgary to Edmonton triangle, he added. 
"We think there's greater potential to be using our larger 
equipment for transborder t avel - -  between Canada attd 
the United States," said Fowler. 
Canadian wants to juggle routes and equipment to stem 
losses that have hit a $1 billion since file turn of the 
decade. It's also asking its unionized employees to take a 
10 per cent pay cut in hopes of trimming millions from its 
payroll to help balance a set of books that have been run- 
ning deep in the red since the start of the decade. 
Employees have already taken pay cuts in the past to 
help their troubled employer. 
PR machine 
cranks up 
ALCAN HOSTED a well- 
attended event Sunday in 
Kitimat as it embarks upon 
a public relations campaign 
to further its image. 
The event featured aseries 
of television commercials 
Alcan will ak this winter 
and give information on the 
wide variety of community 
and other programs i t  
Out & About 
Cell boost 
sponsors. 
Down south, Alcan has 
taken on the sponsorship of 
the omnimax theatre at 
Science World as one way 
of boosting its image. 
Across B.C., the company 
is sponsoring the Nancy 
Greene Ski League. 
The company has had its 
image battered somewhat 
over the recent years 
through its now-dead plan to 
lake more water from the 
Nechako River to produce 
electricity. 
A NEW cellular site on top 
of Copper Mountain is ex- 
peeled to improve cellular 
phone service around Ter- 
race and along Hwy 37 
south towards Kitimat. 
B.C. Tel Mobility has 
also added cellular service 
now, but on line services 
will be avaiable through the 
land title search and 
retrieval system at the 
government agent's office. 
The move, along with a 
similar closure in Nelson, 
eliminates eight and a half 
jobs. 
r in  the Bums Lake and 
Houston areas The addi- =ansrupts  
tions mean cellular service shoot up 
is now available in most 
major communities along CONSUMER bankruptcy 
Hwy 16. rose sharply over the last 18 
months, according to B.C. 
Office shut sta.st~es. 
The agency traced a rise in 
THE REGION's land title personal bankruptcies over 
office in Prince Rupert will the last decade that has ac- 
close April 1st as part of celeratcd dramatically in 
provincial government 1995 and 1996. Personal 
restructuring, bankruptcies rose 71 per 
Personal service will re- cent during that time while 
quire a trip to Prince George the population climbed 25 
per cent. 
Provincial officials 
estimate that 20 per cent of 
consumer bankruptcies in- 
volve individuals with sig- 
nificant student loans. 
And the poorest of Cana- 
dians have debt generally at 
higher interest rates than 
others. 
"The only forms of credit 
available to most low in- 
come people are retail credit 
cards and credit cards. 
These typically demand 
rates of around 30 per cent 
or more, double those avail- 
able to people with enough' 
income to qualify for per- 
sonal bank loans," says 
Harry Atkinson, in charge 
of the provincial govern- 
ment's orderly payment of 
debts branch. 
Consumer bankruptcy 
most hurts small businesses, 
which arc usually the un- 
satisfied creditors. 
Business bankruptcies are 
also on the rise - -  up eight 
per cent in the first seven 
months of 1996. 
I 
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News in Brief 
CITY COUNCIL is putting off untU December a new 
decision on whether a non-profit group will have to 
pave its new parking lot. 
Terrace and Distict Community Services Society 
recently bought a house on Park Ave, aud faces a city 
bylaw requirement to pave the gravel parking lot there 
at an extra cost of $4500. 
The society's Mike Beausoleil said renovation costs 
ended up being greater than they expected , and said the 
organization is too strapped for cash to pay for paving 
right now. He was asking council for five years toget 
the paving done, 
Councillors, who had initially outright rejected the 
society's appeal, heard the request at a recen t planning 
committee meeting. 
Mayor Jack Talstra told Beausoleil a five, year delay 
wasn't on, and councillors there talked about granting 
an extension until spring. 
David Hull noted paving can,t really be started until 
then anyway. 
Val George said the city can't set a precedent by ex- 
empting the organization altogether, but said he 
favours more flexibility. 
The issue comes back to the planning committee in 
December, when council hopes the society will have a 
betler idea of how quickly it could pay for paving. 
Gov't cuts more 
CORPORATIONS OWNED by the provincial govern' 
meut are next on the list of cuts ordered by llnailce 
minister Andrew Petter in his attempt o  reduce 
government spending by $750 million over the next 18 
months. 
Petter said last week he wants provincial crown cor- 
porations to cut $75 million in vehicle and furniture 
purchases, travel, public relations expenses, contracts 
and management perks. 
"Efficiency targets up to 15 per cent of overhead attd 
administration budgets have been set," he said. 
The list of crown corporations includes B.C. Hydro, 
the B.C. Lottery Corporation, BC Rail attd ICBC. 
Get that shot! 
THE PROVINCIAL government has emphasized once 
again the importance of people getting flu shots now 
that the winter season has started. 
"Influenza remains an important cuase of serious 
respiratory illness and deathe ach year in Canada," 
says provinical health oficer Dr. john Millar. "Therfore 
it's critical for those who are considered to be at high 
risk to adequately protect hemselves." 
Those considered elegible include adults and children 
with chronic cardiac or pulmonary disorders, people 65 
or older, nursing home and chronic care facility resi- 
dents, those with chronic conditions uch as diabetes, 
anamia, cancer HIV infection and renal disease. Also 
elig!ble are children and young people between six 
months and 18 years with conditions treated for a long 
period by aspirin. 
Contact he Skeena Health Unit at 638-2220 for more 
information. 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
Job 
cuts 
weren'lr 
easy 
ABOUT THE last thing 
Skeena MLA Helmut Gies, 
brecht expected to do in his 
new job  as parliamentary 
secretary to the small busi- 
ness ,  tourism and culture 
minister Jan Pullinger was 
to cut jobs and spending. 
'!There were tough calls 
to make and it was a dif- 
ficult decision," said Gies- 
brecht of cuts which vir- 
tually eliminate provincial 
economic development 
positions across the pro- 
vince. 
Those cuts follow the 
provincial government's 
plan to cut $750 million in 
spending over the next 18 
months. 
There was a feeling the 
regional econ0ntic develop- 
ment officers were perform- 
ing comnrunity functions 
and not one regional ones, 
said Giesbrecht. 
He did add he felt the 
northwestern officers were 
performing well but that the 
decision to eliminate the 
positions was to do so pro- 
vinee wide. 
Yet there may be good 
news for some of the devel- 
opment officers, the MLA 
continued. 
Forest Renewal B.C. had 
been relying on the officers 
I for assistance in helping 
Masters  degree  here  evaluate potential projects 
and may be hired to con- 
A NEW masters of education degree in curriculum and tinue that role. 
instruction will be starting up here in January. Northwest FRBC director 
A group of 20 students from Terrace, Smithers, 
Hazelton and Prince Rupert have been admitted into 
the University of Northern BC program. 
"The quality of our applicants has been excep- 
tional," says UNBC education professor Aame Lind- 
say. Lindsay will be teaching classes face-to-face in 
this region when the program starts. 
The university currently has two other masters degree 
programs available in the region. A masters o f  educa- 
tion in counselling began this summer, with 20 stu- 
dents, and 15 students in the masters of science pro- 
gram in community health are now entering the last 
phase of their program. 
Alan Parkinson said there 
would be a loss in knowl- 
edge the officers gained by 
working with the crown cor- 
poration. 
While there are no im- 
mediate plans to hire any of 
the officers, 
He wouldn't commit to 
hiring the development of- 
ficers but said plans may 
change later on. 
How are 1. 
we doing?l w Locat  
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Aldoff  Auto Ltd. 
Presents Another 
Car, Truck & RV. 
Auction Sale 
11 a.m. Saturday November 23, 1996 
Indoors at Canadian Freightways Building 
Highway 16W. Srnithers, B.C. 
(Next to Frontier Chrysler Ltd,) 
On offer will be: 60-70 Used cars and trucks 
Viewing Friday November 22 
Said Conducted By Aldoff Auto Ltd. 
Phone: 376-6940 Kamloops, B.C. Mobi le Phone: 372-6808 
Marital Aids • Ungerle - Body Wear • Oils • Candles • Books, 
Mail Order Catalogues 
J Hours Of Operation J 
Mort. - FrL 12 noon - 9:00 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
;'leaning and Yard Services #2-3237 Kalurn St. Ph: (250) 638-1070 
)It dorl't have to... : Terrace, B.C. Fax: (250) 638-1021 
VSG 2N4 Toll Free: 1-888-635-1070 
H ot  S ty les ,  
Coo l  P r i ces  
Check us out! We carry the latest and greatest fash- 
ions for teens, including brand names such as Iked~ 
E.N.U.F., Gasoline, Basic Red, and many more. 
Stretch your money buy the best for less. 
1 
STUDENT 
CARD 
Ne now offer student cards- for teens 
]ged 13 to "18, with each purchase you 
• ecieve a discount and your card is 
~tamped, when your card is full - YOU 
3ET A FREE GIFT CERTIFICATE! Pick up 
four student card today, from the 
:amily Fashions Department and check 
Js out! 
Absolutely Everything 
Needed 
:~::1 : / : : : : . : i : ' ,  . :  ::::::::::::::::::::: 
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A couch, T.V., Popcorn of course th whole family. 
a a For A Gre t Old F shioned 
i Family Evening! 
II ~ i  ~ If you believe that the family unit is almost a thing of the 
past think again with a little help from your friends at 
Universal Home Entertainment you can have family nights 
just the ones you used to have. 
"..' % : t~  ~._.tm= ~:, 
With over 119 channels to choose from your sure to find one you l~,T ~ ' ~ ~  
con o, enjoy , , 
For just 110:00 per month, You ii get value you won t believe just ½,~,~,J t
ask any at our satisfied customers the systems teaches entertains i I , ~ . . ~  
excites and more. ,~  I~ ,L~, , , _ "~ 
Buy from Universal. They're the best after all you wouldn't phone ~ ~ r . . ~  
a short order cook about your Colitis. ~ ~.~.~'=~" '~"  
U NIIVERS  I : : M." k . • !i i ~~'' :~ ' 
/~ O I:M il;E: I~E i )~ iE  El! ~if~A (1;' :!N:I,i:IM;:E ::N :T: 
#110 4716 LAZELLE AVE. TERRACE PH: 635-0123 
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Liberal leader 
finds true north 
IT'S GOING to be hard to say that Liberal 
leader Gordon Campbell hasn't been in 
touch with the north. 
Campbell and two aides mushed their 
way from Prince George to Stewart and 
back again two weekends ago in the middle 
of the first serious nowstorm of the season. 
them and their stuck vehicle off of the road 
near the Salmon Glacier on the road into 
Stewart. 
"I  think they and us were the only 
vehicles on the road by that time," said 
Lamb. 
At fkst it seemed the Herring vehicle 
"We didn't see a piece of pavement the came to rest near the base of some trees 
entire time. It would have been even better near the edge of a drop off. 
to see some scenery but we couldn't be- "But when we got up close it turned out 
cause of the whiteouts," said Liberal media 
relations manager Jamie Lamb last week. 
The trio made stops in Vanderhoof, Bunts 
Lake and Smithers during their snowy 
odyssey. 
Travelling in a four wheel drive, they 
even stopped a number of times to help 
push people out of the ditch. 
Some of the stranded rivers recognized 
Campbell and some didn't, noted Lamb.~ 
One couple who didn't were Dean and 
Jackie Herring of Skagway, Alaska. 
Campbell alld the others encountered 
those were the tops of the trees. Another 
foot and they would have gone down a 
long, long way," said Lamb. 
The Liberal trio took the Herrings - -  and 
their eat Tufty - -  into Stewart o arrange 
for a tow truck. 
The one benefit of the tour was a healthy 
crowd turn out for a night meeting in 
Stewart. Nearly 60 people came out to hear 
Campbell. 
One of the people the trio helped push out 
of the ditch near Smithers was a lady from 
Terrace. 
Activist wants to help 
region's poor children 
MORE THAN 10 per cent 
of the regional population is 
on welfare and the numbers 
are growing, says a worker 
at Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Group Society. 
The situation is particularly 
bad for the children of 
poorer families as they suf- 
fer from malnutrition and 
that affects their school 
grades, says Gerry King. 
King says the numbers of 
poor children in Canada 
have increased by 55 per 
cent since 1989, despite a 
commitment by the federal 
and provincial government 
to eradicate child poverty by 
the year 2000. 
Since that commitment 
was made in 1989, a part- 
nership of concerned groups 
called Campaign 2000 has 
released a report card on the 
government's progress 
towards that goal. 
This year's report card 
will be released this week, 
and it's expected to show 
that one in five BC children 
live in poverty - -  nearly 
170,000 BC kids. 
King wanls Terrace resi- 
dents to get active in 
eliminating child poverty 
here. 
Welfare isn't enough to 
provide a healthy lifestyle 
Gerry King 
for a child, he says, and 
there are 1,295 children on 
welfare in this area, as of 
five months ago. That num- 
ber doesn't take into ac- 
'count the working poor, he 
'adds. 
And at Terrace Anti- 
Poverty, which hands out 
food and necessities on an 
emergency basis, King's 
noticed an increase lately in 
the ~lui~ber Of families look- 
ing for help. 
There are always a few 
people trying to scam the 
system, but King won't 
tolerate that. 
" I f  I see someone who's 
hustling the system, I'll tell 
'em straight - -  take it out of 
here." 
King is hoping that if 
enough concerned people 
get together here, they could 
brainstorm ideas on ways to 
help poor children. 
He suggests uch a group 
could help put together bur. 
saries and school programs. 
For example people could 
look at innovative ways to 
expand the school lunch 
program, says King. 
Lack of daycare is also an 
issue here, says King. 
Staff at The Family Place, 
an access centre for 
families, say restrictive 
zoning bylaws and building 
code requirements make it 
very difficult to open a 
daycare, or even upgrade a 
licence. 
"We just don't have 
alternate places that are 
suitable," says Family Place 
coordina tor Darlene 
Westerman. 
She thinks government 
should be doing more to en- 
courage people to open 
daycares. 
King hopes a wide variety 
of people, from churches, 
the medical community, 
schools, government and 
more will come together to 
form a local chapter for 
Campaign 2000. 
"Here would be a perfect 
spot to make a model for all 
of BC." 
t ~ A va-gl lotU 
VANCOUVER DEPARTURES 
Remember to ask about our... 
To: Reno, Los Cabos, Puerto Vallarla 
and many more destinalionsl 
RENO ' 
3 H,ghls • Nov. 28, Dec. 5, 12 & 19 
PIONEER si 99 
COMSTOCK s269 
ELDORADO s329 
SILVER LEGACY s329 
4 NJghls s Dec. 1, 8 & 15 
PIONEER S199 
COMSTOCK s249 
ELDORADO s299 
SILVER LEGACY s299 
LOS ¢ABOS 
7 Highls • Nov. 29,Dec. 6 & 13 
AIR ONLY s299 
HOWARD JOHNSON s599 
7 Nights at Dec. 6 
MARINA CABO PLAZA s769 
7 Nighls * Dec. 20 
Christmas Spate Still Available/ ~ AIR ONLY +499 HOWARD JOHNSON s899 HOTEL AGUAMARINA +1549 
AIl-lnclusivn! + 
F~UERTO VALLART.£1 
Non-slop Daytime Fli9hl 
! 4 Nighls at Dec. 28 
AIR ONLY +499 
(ASA GRANDE +1549 
All-Inclusive!* 
~ Includes: All meals & beverages (except mini-bar g, 
roam service unless noted). Please see our Sunquesl 
West Revised Brochure [or delnilsl 
hkes me ~sed on 2 sho~g, Depaxtme loxes, OST and PI( ate oddiliond. F~ Yomouvet deparlvtes, AIF Is eddl. 
~nd. All often ate ~ 1o 0Ymhblily and ton thonge ~ilhool mike. tee $1~q~l West l~ol~io fat Poll 1~ 
end ton~i~m 
Tr l l v~ l~INAN~llqO 
For  Reservat ions  Ca l l . . .  
1 COURTESY TRAVEL  638-8522~ 
4718 Lazel le Ave.  
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Belure It was htp to be 
Green, Ducks'Unlimited 
Canada was comml,ed 
to ravine ha~llal ham 
coast to coast Now that 
l betng Green Is every- 
one's concorn, our lob 
[ Is rnure ~nporlant than 
i even'. We need yam" 
i help Io mnserve wet- 
promote a lands and 
healthy, mmlalmable 
environment for 
people andwfldl~e. 
Be tFeon today. 
! I~s so e,'my, 
~ :Support Du~k~ Unlimited. 
Ou¢t~ Urim/ted Camda 
1-000-66f i - l l  UCK 
NOV.  19  T'~ & 20  ~'~ at  7 :30  P .M.  
a t  the  ~ o l l  P layhouse  
The Terrace Little Theatre wi l l  be holding Auditions for 
Playwright Sam Shepard's "Pulitzer Prize Winning Play" 
BURIED CHILD 
Ro les  to  be  cas t  a re :  
Dodge:  Jn h i s  sevent ies  
les l ie :  h i s  w i fe ,  ~l/Md-s~xt ies  
T i lden:  the i r  o ldes t  son  
Brad ley :  the i r  next  o ldes t  ~on 
Vince :  T i lden '~ son  
~he l ly :  Vinze 's  g i r l f r iend  
F~Lher  De~vis :  a P ro tes tant  min i~te~ 
M~ny baokstage  pos i t ions  are  ~1~o ava i lab le .  
Everyone  is  We lcome - Br ing  a F r iend  ! 
NOW FOR WINTER UNBC 
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the 20 oulstanding sludenls who have been 
~grame beginning in January. 
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Vancouver Fall 
Getaway Packages. 
That's The Ticket+ 
379*  I Ai,Jim' mid ])'O ll l m'c,,,mu, a tlmJ 
./ill' II1'. Ili!lhl.~. 
With winter approachillg, wilt! mJt take one more kick at enlertairmwll 
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Vancorn,er's Entt'rtaimnerlt Season. Professional sports, live theatre, fiutk B restatt- 
ra,ts, top-ttotch aeco,tutodations ttttd tttore Jit'ar-rottttd attractions tkalt atujwhere 
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e~ttertainin/t In'ice. For gotu" ticket o the bi~ cit/i, see /jour travd aqent oday. 
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No hiding behind this mask 
MARK HART is keeping 
pretty busy these days con- 
juring up demon skulls, 
ghost riders and wizards. 
No, the local artist isn't 
blessed with supernatural 
powers, just the gift of being 
able to conceptualize ideas 
into art. Hart paints goalie- 
masks for players in the 
WHL attd NHL, and he's 
just finished two new 
masks. 
One is for Randy Petruk 
of the Kamloops Blazers. 
Petruk is one of the top 
goalies in the WHL, playing 
for one of the top teams. His 
trainer, Spike Wallace, 
showed him HaWs portfolio 
and he was impressed. 
"I had just gotten a job for 
the Calgary Hitmen, and 
Randy called me the next 
day," Hart says. "It was a 
pretty busy week." 
Petruk wanted wizards on 
his mask, but Aaron 
McDonald of the Hitmen- 
wasn't oo sure. 
"We talked about it, and 
he had a couple of general 
ideas, but nothing too 
specific," Hart says. "So I 
drew up some thumbnail 
sketches and taxed them 
over. Being a" graphic il- 
lustrator is helpful because I 
can conceptualize ideas for 
the goalies." 
McDonald eventually 
chose a demon-skull design. 
He was very happy with the 
results, and now the Hitmen 
want Hart do a mask for 
GRAPHIC ARTIST Mark Hart displays a mask he 
recently finished for the Kamloops Blazers' goalie. 
their second goalie too. 
Each mask takes about a 
week to produce. Hart says 
that drawing and prep work 
take up the most time ~ the 
painting actually goes by 
quite quickly. 
Then it's off to Norm's 
Autobody where the mask 
gets clearcoated thanks to 
help from Les aud George. 
That gives it a really hard 
shell - -  to help withstand 
100 mph slapshots. 
Although he's not guaran- 
teed any numbers, HaWs 
contract with the hockey 
mask company Itech means 
that his portfolio is being 
well-distributed. He's 
hoping to do a mask for the 
Edmonton Ice next. 
Boxers belt out blows 
TERRACE BOXERS ducked and jabbed 
their way to several .victories at a long 
weekend tournament in KitimaL And Ter.- 
race's Roseanne Blackburn pummelled her 
opponent with a Mike Tysonish first round 
technical knock-ouL 
Blackburn was up against Carol 
Sngiyama of Prince Rupert. Sugiyama 
came out hard and fast, unloading 'every- 
thing she had on Blackburn in the first 
minute. 
"It was a telephone booth war," says 
trainer Dwaine Ridler. "Carol scored some 
good shots but she ran out of steam." 
That's when Blackburn took over, land- 
ing some combinations that left Sugiyama 
reeling. The ref 'stopped the fight after 
delivering two standing eight counts to the 
Rupert fighter. 
"Roseanne looked great," Ridler says. 
"It was like a day at the office for her. I 
was a little concerned because she wasn't 
nervous at all. She showed no fear." 
Ridler says that all the boxers fought 
well. There were some good exhibition 
matches with Ten'ace's Lee Maximchuk 
fighting Rupert's Bruce Wahl, and our own 
Rob Doane sparring with Mel Basil. 
Maximchuk is looking to move up to the 
National evel and hopes to contpete in the 
Provincials later this month, while Doane is 
seeking to return to the National evel after 
taking a year off. 
Several fighters also stepped into the ring 
for their first real fights, ht the 132 Ib inter- 
mediate (17 to 18-year-old) division, Nick 
Mitsenberg scored a second round technical 
knock-out over Kitimat's Richard Owusu. 
In the 16-year-old Junior C division, Ter- 
race's Chad Gerow punched his way to a 
third round TKO over Kitimat's Femando 
Berde. 
And Gary Haines of Terrace lost to 
Kitimat's Lindsay Walsh after taking some 
really tough punches in the first round of 
the 132 lb Junior C division. 
For many of these young members of the 
Terrace Boxing Club, this tountament was 
their first and Ridler says he was extremely 
impressed. 
"They did great for their first fights," he 
says. "And everyone came back with really 
positive attitudes. I just hope they stick 
with the sport. If they do, I'll back them up 
110 per cent." 
The next big fight is coming up ou Janu- 
ary 19 in Rupert - -  the annual Sahnon Belt 
Tournament. 
Ringers 
romp in 
Prince 
George 
OUR RINGETFE teams 
took Prince George by 
storm last week when 
they competed in the Joy 
Hoffman Memorial. 
The young Novice 
group (4 to 7-years-old) 
played extremely well 
against an older and more 
experienced team. While 
they didn't win, they did 
show a lot of heart and 
determination, especially 
considering these were 
the first games the young 
athletes had ever played. 
The Tweens (12 and un- 
der) came out strong, 
cruising past Quesnel #1 
by a score of 7-4. Next, 
they pounced on Prince 
George #1, showing 
strong offensive prowess 
with a 6-1 win. They also 
brushed off Burns Lake 
with an easy 12-1 victory. 
Unfortunately the 
Tweens were then 
downed by Quesnel #2 in 
their next match ~ a 
close game that ended up 
at 5-4. They also lost 
their match against Prince 
George #2, 7-2. 
The Junior team (13 to 
16 years-old) also played 
Quesnel, Burns lake and 
P.G.. They put on an ex -  
cellent performance, but 
unfortunately failed to 
come up with a win. 
The ringette teams' next 
games are coming up this 
weekend in Burns Lake. 
"D ID  IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO THE PEOPLE THAT 'DOCTORS 
WITHOUT BORDERS'  WAS THERE? FOR ME,  THE ANSWER IS YES . "  
SIDN# MADDISON, NURSE FROM BRANTFORD. 0NT BOSNIA & CROATIA 
octors Without Borders 
I !1  ('~ln,"lci~t ~dnh ln f~r¢  'uc, n rk  
perately needed. Please donate 
1~ n^P¢^Fe Ui / I *k^.=* O. . ,4 . . .  
Doctors Without Borders Canada 
I .  ,h~ ¢ '~. . . I t~ .  -~ .*  . . . .  g 
Toys, toys, toys!! For most people, an old.fashioned merry Christmas Includes the look of joy and wonder on cMd- 
ren's faces as they open longed-for toys on Christmas morning. These parents, grandparents and other toy-buyers face an 
avalanche of TV commercials nd magazine advertisements. 
Unfortunately, no toys are more over-priced than most TV-advertised licensed toys. Some toy makers put most of 
their money into purchasing licenses and logos and very little into product development or esting. Some disreputable 
companies also produce these toys in sweatshops in the Orient. Beware: you may be paying more for the name on a toy 
than the toy itself. If possible, xamine the quality of the toy before purchasing. 
It is dimcult for adults, let alone children, to sort out needs from wants. At this time of year, the bombardment by 
toy makers makes itmuch worse. Children may not understand that he toys are not as nice as they appear on 1V, and 
face disappointment when the 10nged-for t y is I~ss than wonderful. One solution would be to purchase a small adver- 
tised item but o balance that purchase with a better quality toy. 
It is possible to choose durable, suitable, quality toys and to get good value for dollars pent. Several criteria can 
help when purchasing toys: 
l) Fun: A toy should be funl[ Remember that an adult's idea of fun may not be the same as a child's. Also, all play 
Is educational (see 1997 Toy Report); ffthe toy benefits he child in the area of discovery, imagination, creativity orany 
other positive way, it is a good buy. 
2) Age appropriateness: Ira child is too bid or too young for a toy, everyone is disappointed. The labels on 
packages are a guide only; there is no substitute foi" knowing the child's abilities or having the advice ofa knowledgc~able 
salesperson. The label "not suitable for under 3years" should be respected; it is a safety warning due to small parts. 
3) Durability: Will the toy stand up to some rough play or at least to the use for which it is intended? In additior~, 
if a toy is of good quality, itshould last hrough more than one child's use over lime. Any little tikes toy is a good 
example. 
4) Rexihillty:'if the toy can be used for more than one purpose, it is very good value for the price. For exmnple, a 
~hape sorter bucket of blocks can be used both for shape sorting and building; a toy such as the Playmobi1123 fishing 
~oat can be used both In and out of the bathtub. 
5) Investanent: A quality toy that fits the aliove criteria can be used for a long time. When dollars pent are divid- 
by time of use, a quality toy Is a good investment. 
The Toy Report 1997 gives the following toys the top three s'tar earing for this year: 
Educational Insights: Talking Globe, Alien Slime Lab 
little tikes: Carry Mong Tool Caddy, Easy Score Basketball Set, Explorer Wagon, Grand Mansion and Accessories, 
Little Lion Cub, Load and Ride Bump Truck, Mighty Voyager Pirate Ship, Peek-a-boo Activity Tunnel, Pickup Truck, 
Soft Rocking Cow, Sport Truck, Super Sports Table, Farmobile and many many morel 
Ravensburger: Madellne's House, Tre-,tsure Quest, Mole in the Hole, Wonder Garden. 
V-Tech: Talk n Stroll, Touch n Light mirror, Talking Scholar, Smart Start Advantage. 
Crayola: Bathtime Colour Boat, Brilliant Butterflies, Clothes Decorator, NilL Markers, &others. 
Duplo: Train Station, Fire Chief, Toolo, Waterpark. 
Lego: 17 sets, including Technic, Pirate, Space sets and more. 
Playmobil: 123 Fishing Boat, tO new sets including outdoor (like BC!), magic and others. 
Also: Gallery 58 art set, Jumbo Gems, Mosaic Roller, Switchplate S nsation, Tihkertoy~, But'tat Chef's Playset, Make 
Your Own Chewing Gum, Sequin Art and many others. 
NEXT:. 3 STAR TOYS FOR COLD WINTER DAYS. 
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Providing safe, affordable Ix)wet', now and for years to come, 
is a responsibility we take very seriously at B.C.Hydro. 
Wayt~e L 
Fm'emall 
Eh'ctricL 
and Lip.V 
Schiavol 
Acting P 
M uu ge 
. . . . . .  D . . . .  [ 
BOhydro m 
Reliable Services. Resourceful People. 
Smart projects like Seven Mile will generate more than 1,050 
worker/years of employnlent and at least $47 million in addi- 
tional revenue for provincial economies. 
Through careful planning today, we're getting more out of  
existing facilities and 
making sure there's enough 
power for years to come. 
I 
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ROB BROWN 
A few grains 
U 
sually I 'm the one who wants to go 
out after cutthroat trout in the mid- 
dle of steelhead season - -  a fas- 
cination Finlay is unwittingly 
responsible for nurturing back in the days when 
he was able to get out to the fiver on a regular 
basis - -  but this Remembrance Day weekend it 
is Webb who wants to chase them. I 'm quick to 
agree, partly because I have more flexibility 
than my partner. 
It's too cumbersome to take two rods to the 
river. Conse/vation-minded stcelheading 
demands a tough rod: a six weight at the very 
least, and catching even a robust specimen of a 
trout on such a rod is not terribly satisfying. 
Faced with a river where the chance of catching 
both trout and steelhead are present, Doug has 
to choose between his beautiful, wispy four 
weight and a two fisted ten weight salmon rod. 
I, on the other hand, have my beloved Hardy, 
a flex~le pole made when graphite first came 
on the market, and all the better for that. I 've 
caught decent sized steelhead with the Hardy 
yet it is light and supple enough to make fight- 
ing a twelve inch trout enjoyable. On a river 
like the Lakelse it lets me fish with freedom, 
without fear of being wrecked by bigger game 
than I'd bargained for. 
The well-worn path to Herman Point is cov- 
ered with tracks that attest o the heavy traffic of 
the day before, but there are no new prints. 
When we emerge from the woods a flock of 
trumpeter swans conf'mms that we are alone and 
at the pole position. The big birds, recently ar- 
rived from their summer home on the Alaskan 
coast emit muted honking noises and paddle 
ealmdy toward the sanctuary of the lake as I 
knot on a muddler minnow that could hook just 
about anything in the river and Doug ties some 
kind of salmon egg imitation on his thin tippet. 
There are probably more trout at Herman's 
Point, now that the coho are all spawning, than 
at any other place in the river. Webb stays there 
as 1 fish hurriedly downstream, probing the 
places that have served me up steelhead with 
some comistency over the last two decades. A
good hour has passed by the time I reach the 
end of the flats and am rounding the bend to en- 
ter the steeper part of the fiver that leads to Up- 
per Coldwater without a trout ~ or even a bite 
to show for my exertions. There have been 
some bulges behind and under the skittering 
muddler, Lut these, I 'm sure, are hook-nosed 
male coho slashing at an odd looking intruder 
into their spawning rituals. 
I swim the muddler past a log pile then over a 
pack of red coho provoking a head and tail trout 
like rise from what must certainly be the largest 
male in the squad. While he runs out line I fum- 
ble through my vest and find pair of pliers. The 
rod is bent double attd vibrating like a twig in 
the current by the time I have the buck along- 
side. His head is black, his mouth hooked and 
toothy. Before I can clasp the fly, he twists his 
head, and, after a snap, leaves, wearing one of 
my carefully tied steeihead muddlers. 
I hope this demonstration is exceptional, but it 
is not. I hook three more cohoes, all males, and 
lose three more muddlers on my way to Cold- 
water Creek. These are the same fish that will 
resolutely disdain any fly that is not swum 
within a centimetre of their mouths three weeks 
ago a short seven miles downstream. I'd wager 
an angler could stand and fish a muddier at the 
end of a floating line over newly-arrived 
Lakelse coho for a week without even a rise. 
Frustrated and amazed at the lack of action of 
any kind, I make my way upstream where Webb 
reports the same kind of dismal fishing. We 
return to Herman's for one last attempt, neither 
of us hopeful, given that Webb's egg flies have 
failed. I tie one of my eggs on anyway and 
quickly catch a char as wide as it is long. 
Next I get a cutthroat, then a pair of big 
whitefish then three more trout on an egg that is 
identical to Webb's, except, as he astutely 
notices, for the hook which, though it is the 
same size, is tied on a slightly heavier iron. He 
puts on one like it, lands two trout then sticks 
fast to a large fish that pulls him downstream 
without showing itself. 
While he struggles I hook a summer steelhead 
that runs upstream so fast my puny reel can't 
keep up, then heads the other way so fast my 
reel howls until it's given up almost all its back- 
ing. I lose it just as Webb is wrestling his fish to 
the beach. It's a rainbow or cuttbow hybrid, and 
it's magnificent. I 've caught hundreds of 
Lakelse cutthroat, so has Webb. This is the. 
largest we've seen. 
'Tve  learned something today," Doug says. 
We both have. A few grains will take a hook 
down a little deeper and make your day. 
Boys MESSed up at Zones 
THE CAL boys' volleyball team started the Zone Finals well, but couldn't finish off 
a tough Mount Elizabeth Secondary School squad visiting from Kitimat. 
THEIR SEASON may be 
over now, but the Cai boys' 
volleyball team went out 
fighting at the Northwest 
Zone Finals held at 
Caledonia on the long 
weekend. 
The boys romped through 
the round robin portion of 
the tournament, playing 
solidly both offensively and 
defensively. 
Everything clicked for the 
Cal team in their first games 
against visiting arch-rivals 
Mount Elizabeth from 
Kitimat. The boys took the 
first game handily, cruising 
to a 15-8 win. The second 
game was closer, but Cal 
still prevailed, fighting it out 
to win 15-12. 
However, Mount 
Elizabeth wasn't about to 
give up. They bounced back 
to win two straight over 
Smithers. And while the 
Smithers squad was still 
licking their wounds, 
Caledonia trampled them 
15-4 and 15-9. 
That put Caledonia into 
the finals against Mount 
Elizabeth. Both teams 
played well, but the Kitimat 
lads capitalized on all their 
chances. 
"We were in every game 
of the finals," says coach 
Mark Neid. "But Kitimat 
was really on and some of 
our boys didn't play their 
besL I think they might have 
been nervous playing in our 
gym." 
In the end, Mount 
Elizabeth came out on top, 
wining all three games 15- 
11, 15-gand 1.5-12. Carlo 
Desierto and Chesley 
Neufeld of Caledonia 
played brilliantly, but un- 
fortunately it was a losing 
effort. 
In spite of the disappoint. 
ing loss, the boys still had a 
good season and Neid says 
everyone would like to 
thank the team's teacher 
sponsor, Scott Stewart for 
all his time attd effort. 
Neid says congratulations 
am also in order to Kitimat 
for playing so solidly all 
year. But with a number of 
good grade 11 players 
returning next season, 
Mount Elizabeth should be 
ready for a tough challenge 
from Cal. 
Bad start stifles soccer hopes 
THEY CAME together just 
a little too late. 
Our Cal boys soccer team 
went down to the Provincial 
Finals in Maple Ridge last 
week with high hopes, but 
some early losses forced 
them to return with a still 
very respectable ninth place 
finish. 
"We started off really 
poorly," says coach Blaine 
Kluss. "Our inexperience 
definitely hurt us in the first 
couple of games." 
In their first match the 
boys met the host team, 
Maple Ridge - -  a team that 
Kluss says they should have 
been able to beat. 
"We had the talent and 
the drive but couldn't get it 
together," he says. 
In spite of two Cal goals 
by Stuart Mclsack and Clini 
Sheppard, the boys couldn't 
hold back the Maple Ridge 
offense and ended up losing 
5-2.  
That loss set the boys back 
in spirit, and they couldn't 
pull it together in time for 
their second match against 
North Van. The boys went 
down 4-1, saved from a 
shut-out by a lone goal from 
Stuart McIsack. 
"Our defense was really 
weak," says Kluss. "We 
didn't play as a team and 
when that happens, the first 
thing that goes is defense." 
But the next day the boys 
came out flying, brushing 
past Port Alberui with goals 
from Neil Nailey and Corey 
Trogi and their way to a 2-1 
victory. 
The lads continued their 
winning ways in their fourth 
game, shutting out 100 Mile 
House 1-0 on a goal by 
Corey Trogi. 
Then, in their final game 
Cal found themselves up 
against Williams Lake 
the team they had gone to a 
shoot-out with weeks ear- 
lier. But this time, there was 
no tie to break. It was close, 
but Cal came through on 
goals from Clint Sheppard 
and Corey Trogi to win 2-1. 
That win left the boys 
with a strong ninth-place 
finish. But with eight 
starters returning next year, 
Cal could be an even 
stronger force next season. 
Martial art hopefL 
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Local club kicks at tourney 
THE TERRACE Tae Kwon 
Do Club really kicked at a 
tournament in Prince Rupert 
on the long weekend. 
The club walked into the 
match with very little expe- 
rience, and walked out 
draped in medals. The group 
won a total of  eight medals 
at the tournament, including 
two bronze, four silvers and 
two golds. 
"Considering they started 
in the middle of September, 
they did really well," says 
teacher Rodcl Bautista. "I  
was really impressed with 
their performances." 
The club won medals for 
both sparring and pattern. 
Sparring is fighting, while 
pattcrn is performing a set 
pattern of moves. Both 
events require plenty of dis- 
cipline and skill to master. 
Bautista himself is a 
second-degree black belt in 
Tae Kwon Do. He's been 
teaching for about seven 
years now. Hc says he loves 
the sport, but hc teaches 
mostly for competition, not 
self defense. 
That's not to say that the 
popular sport isn't physical. 
Ninety per cent of it in- 
volves kii:king - -and it's 
full-contact so it's not for 
the faint of heart. 
Even so, the club draws 
both men and women of all 
sorts interested in the chal- 
lenge of learning an ancient 
martial art. It takes a lot of 
discipline too, but Bautisla 
says he thinks his group is 
up to the challenge. 
"They'll do well if they 
stick with it," he says. 
"They should have a good 
shot at the provincials." 
Those Provincial 
Championships are the next 
big challenge facing the 
club. They are coming up 
this March in Vancouver. 
TAE KWON DO enthusiasts hit the coast by storm'--%-n 
the Remembrance Day long weekend at a tourna- 
ment in Prince Rupert. The team picked up eight 
medals. That's Wojtek Jewulski who won bronze in 
pattern, Trevor Elkey who took silver in sparring, 
Christine Paavola - -  another winner of silver in spar- 
ring and Michelle Lafferty who won gold in sparring. 
Taylor Peters was a double-medal winner, taking sil- 
ver in sparring and bronze in pattern, and Alyn Jones 
who won the gold for sparring and a silver for pattern. 
~so pictured with the club is teacher Rodel Bautlsta. 
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BADMINTON CUNICS were held last week to help out both youth and adult 
players, and officials for the upcoming Northern BC Winter Games. That's coach 
Tom Boeptger of Badminton BC teaching a Grade Six class at Cassie Hall. 
Clinics help racketeers 
TH~ NORTHERN Winter race schools last week, 
Games are just around the giving the kids some helpful 
corner and that means that tips and trying to get them 
many sports groups are involved in his favourite 
holding clinics for both sport. 
athletes and officials to help "Badminton is a great 
them prepare for their sport ['or kids to learn be- 
events, cause they can keep playing 
Last weekend, both bad- it all their lives," he says. 
minion and basketball "We have players from 
clinics were held in Terrace. seven to 89-years-old." 
Tom Boeptger from Bad- And Boeplger says that 
minton BC was here to help getting young people in- 
officials bone up on the volved in individual sports 
rules and etiquette of the is important because itgives 
courts - -  to ensure all the different youths a chance to 
games run smoothly and participate. 
are played fairly. "Some kids don't like 
And Boeptger sure knows team sports," he says. "So 
badminton. He's been play- sports like badminton offer 
ing for more than 30 years, them another athletic outlet. 
and he's been coaching for It helps to promote ahealthy 
more than 10. lifestyle and a healthy 
But Boeptger wasn't just mind." 
here to coach the officials. According to Boeplger, 
He also wanted to help out the most important thing to 
the aihletes and get younger learn is the proper grip and 
players interested in the swing technique. Mastering 
sport, those basics is essential to 
"Lois of emphasis today good play, he says, so 
is on team sports," he says. Boeptger tries to give the 
"Sports like basketball and children a finn grounding in 
hockey are very popular, those areas. 
But sometimes that means "Once the kids have the 
the individual sports like basic skills they will be able 
badminton get forgotten." to enjoy the game at a high- 
So Boeptger toured Ter- er level," he says. 
Boeptger didn't limit his 
coaching clinics to youths. 
He also taught an adult 
group last Thursday and an 
advanced group on Sunday. 
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A Sincere THANK YOU 
to all who supported our "1994 Poppy 
Campaign". Special Thanks to participating 
businesses in purchases of wreaths & allowing 
Poppy Trays in the Stores, 
- #747 Air Cadet Sq uandron who once again 
helped with our poppy sales, 
- members of Branch #13 for their participation. 
- Stewart Legion members for their contributions. 
WHERE YOUR POPPY DONATIONS ARE SPENT 
ll~ 
l~  Money donated.during The Royal Canadian 
[ ~1:1~ Legion's annual Poppy-Rememberance 
I Campaign is placed in public trust funds, Some 
of the many ways this money is used to improve 
life for people in your community include: 
• providing assistance to needy ex-servlce 
members and thier families 
• paying for bursaries for needy students 
• purchasing medical equipment and appliances 
for community health facilities 
• providing support services to senior citizens 
(meals-on-wheels, drop-in centres, etc...) 
• paying for medical research and training 
• building affordable housing for veterans and 
Poppy Campaign Chairman 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch #13 
Score Board 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Bantam Rep - -  November 8 
Terrace 4 KiUmat 5 
November 9 
Terrace 4 KitJmat 4 
Bantam B - November 8 
I~timat Peewee 4 Terrace 1 
November- 9 
I~timat Bantam B 2 Terrace 8 
Pee Wee House Division "November 9 
Farwest 3 Kitimat Mr. Mikes 
November 11 
Bradford 5 Kitimat Jose's 
Atom House Division - -  November 8 
Ken's Trucking 8 Copperside 
All Seasons 7 All West 
November 9 
Lazelle Storage 8 Copperside 
Centennial Uons 4 All Seasons 
November 11 
I~timat Wings 4 All West 
All Seasons 11 Fire Fighters 
Novice Division - November 11 
Elks 2 Kitimat CEP 
Terrace Men's Indoor Soccer 
2 
0 
4 
4. 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
November 3 
Forestry 4 Castoffs 
Overwaitea 11 United 
Forestry 5 IntemaUonals 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey 
November 10 
Norm's Auto 4 Precision 4 
Back Eddie Bullies 6 AIISeasons 3 
November 12 
Norm's Auto 7 Skeena Sharks 2 
All Seasons 7 White Spot 5 
November 14 
Back Eddie 6 Preceslon 4 
Terrace Men's Oldtimers Hockey 
November 9 
Subway 7 SRD Blues 0 
Northern M. Inn 5 Timbermen 4 
November 13 
SRD Blues 3 Timbermen 3 
Northern Okies 5 Subway 2 
• j • . *  
S_ orts Scope 
Cash Spiel scores 
THE TERRACE CURLING Club held its annual Ter- 
race Open Cash Spiel two weekends ago, with teams 
coming from around the northwest for the event. 
Club manager Keith Melanson says that although 
entries were down this year, the bonspiel was well sup- 
ported by local sponsors. 
First Place went to Bill Lira of Prince George, second 
place to Don Palmer of Smithem, third place to Ter- 
race's Keith Melanson and fourth to Kevin McDougall, 
also of Terrace. 
Consolation round winners were Kiln MacDougall of 
Terrace and John Kennedy of Terrace. 
The next events at the Cuding Club are the Senior 
Ladies' Zone Playdowns this weekend, followed by the 
Senior Men's Zone Playdowns on December 6-8. 
You r 
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is welcome 
E Coffee Hot Dogs 
_ .  _~.x~.sii!!~\ Coffee Ch.;... _ 
N.GW G 
Full Of Great Ideas... 
Time For 
CHRISTMAS 
GREAT NEW FURNITURE! 
/ 
Your Monthly Payment Only 
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JUST ATHOUGHT.  
KATHY FLORITFO 
Encore, encore 
L 
ADIES AND gentlemen....he has 
entered the building[ 
Those eight words were guaran- 
teed to turn even the most jaded of 
Las Vegas audiences into a quivering mass of 
expectations. Just knowing "The King" was 
somewhere in the vicinity was enough to elec- 
trify the air. 
Earlier this month, on Saturday, November 2, 
the phrase "he'll be here soon" had the same 
effect. Normally rational, unflappable folks felt 
their knees turn to jelly... Jonah Sebastion was 
about to make his entrance onto the world's 
stage. 
And what a performance[ Produced by our 
fabulous and amazingly capable daughter, 
Claire, and directed by the enthusiastically ac- 
claimed and indefatigable Dr. Paul Warbeck, 
with the ablest of assistance from the love- 
ly,honey-haired Nurse Donna and her excep- 
tional crewmates, Jonah's first one-baby 
presentation was a resounding success. 
Billed as the lunch-time ntertainment at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, young Jonah, it's predicted, 
will have a long and outstanding run on the 
global footlights. At some point in his minimum 
allotment of three score and ten, make sure you 
attend at least one of his shows - -  it's an expe- 
rience you won't soon forget. 
Mother and child are doing magnificently, 
thanks. Mom's brother, "The Coach", should 
becoming out of his coma any day now and 
Jonah's grandparents are recovering as quickly 
as can reasonably be expected. 
Jonah probably figures if he can evoke this 
reaction just by showing up - -  wait 'til he really 
does something! 
Claire's Dad is now a None (English transla- 
tion -grandpa)and I am a Nana (Italian transla- 
t ion- Noni or Nona). For some of you, this 
grandparent business is old hat, but for us it's a 
whole new experience. 
On Sliakespeare's "stage" we may, indeed, 
be bit players, but if we play it right, who 
knows? Claire has two brothers and two sisters 
- -we  may be called on for eneoresl 
Wee Jonah is, of course, adorable. Weighing 
7 Ibs 6 oz and only 19.5 inches long, with deep 
blue eyes (for now, anyway), hair the same dark 
hue as the rest of us, a "real" nose, lovely long 
fingers (and. feet[), a beautiful smile and a cleft 
in his tiny chin, he's every bit as wonderful to 
gaze at as were our own children...sheer perfec- 
tion. It runs in the family. 
Waddya mean I 'm bragging? Perish the 
thought!! 
I 've changed my mind. This baby can 
squeak all he pleases ~ he can yell in 
my ear, need changing a gazillion 
times a day, stay awake all night 
anything he Hkes. 
While raising our own set of rug tats, I seldom 
gave thought o what sort of grandparents we'd 
be, As they grew and fell/flew out of the nest, I
rather enjoyed the idea of having them and their 
offspring visit us...you know,..me, with cookie 
jar at the ready, None down on the floor com- 
mandeering their toys (and their cookies). 
They'd go home and we'd smile a big sigh of 
relief thinking how pleasant i  was to look for- 
ward to another visit sometime soon. 
But more nlghts of pacing the floor? More 
diapers? Not this Nana! Uh'uh. I had my turn 
let our kids enjoy the world that only an in- 
fant can create. 
I,ve changed my mind. This baby can squeak 
all he pleases m he can yell in my ear, need 
. changing a gazillion times a day, stay awake all 
night m attything he likes. His morn 
demonstrates wonderful parenting instincts and 
she knows just when to hand him over to None 
and Nana (funny how that work.,;). Life in the 
Floritto family household couldn't be sweeter. 
Jonah Sebastian is a very lucky little boy. He 
has a mother who must've been born with child- 
caring skills. Being the youngest, she had no si- 
blings to mind as she was growing up and her 
mother, after raising her own brood, had no 
desire to introduce more little ones into the 
equation - -  so she didn't learn it from me. But 
from wherever it arose, she's the kind of morn 
every child should have..,,and his grandparents, 
welL.need I say more? 
Yeah, yeah - l know...I've said enough al- 
ready. But, did I mention what a wonderful 
grandson we have? Babbling?? Mol?l' 
Lest 
We F °rget 
BOTH THE parade and the crowd at this 
year,s Remembrance Days ceremony, 
showed a big increase 'ih"fiumbers,com- 
pared to last year. That's because this 
year there was no snowstorm and drifts of 
snow to keep people from coming out. 
Still that cold wind must not have been 
very pleasant for the kilted bag-pipe 
players and ladies of the Legion Auxiliary. 
Clockwise from the top: Legion presi- 
dent John Greet salutes the cenotaph at 
city hall; Many dignitaries laid wreaths 
around the cenotaph, including the mayor 
and Skeena's MLA; the parade saw a 
good turn out this year of vets, legion 
members, air force cadets and pipers and 
drummers. 
/ 
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Caledonia perfonning arts students, runs Friday 
p.m. Val Kilmer and Michael Douglas star in Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. and Saturday, Dec. 7 at 1 p.m. 
• TERRACE L ITI'i~E THEATRE presents 
country artist Rachel Matkin in conce~ on Wed- 
nesday, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. in the REM Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are $22 each at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel and proceeds go towards build- 
ing a new performing arts centre for Terrace. 
• TERRACE INDEPENDENT" MUSIC 
EDUCATORS present a student recital on 
Thursday, Nov. 21. at the Pentecostal Church. 
Performances at6:30 and 7:30 p,m. will include 
strings, guitar, voice and piano. Entry by dona- 
tion. 
• KERMODEI CHORISTERS present heir 
fall concert, Can't Help Singing at 7:30 p.m. on 
Nov 23 in the Evangelical Free Church. Tickets 
are $7 for adults and $5 for'seniors and students 
at the door. 
• THORNHILL JR. SECONDARY band 
plays a dessert concert at the Pentecostal 
Church at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 29. Tickets are 
available at the school. 
• THE TERRACE MINISTERIAL Assoc. 
presents its annual Community Christmas Carol 
Sing at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Dec. 1 in the 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly on Eby St. Child- 
care available at the afternoon performance 
only. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday and 
Sunday at George's Pub in.the Northern Motor 
Inn, every Sunday and Monday at Hamky 
Panky's and every Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
MOVIES 
• Playing at 8 p.m.' only it's SLEEPERS with 
a star-packed cast which includes Kevin Bacon, 
Robert DeNiro, Brad Pitt and Dustin Hoffman. 
THE GHOST AND THE DARKNESS. 
Starting Friday 
• Christmas hopping driving you crazy al- 
ready.'? Take a break with J INGLE ALL THE 
WAY, starring Sinbad and Arnold Schwar- 
zenegger at 7 and 9:15 p.m. And at 7:15 and 
9:30 p.m., the makers of the Naked Gun movies 
bring you HIGH SCHOOL HIGH. 
THEATRE 
• TERRACE LITFLE THEATRE presents 
HARVEY, a play about an invisible rabbit who 
is causing havoc with the lives of those around 
' him. The show runs Nov. 21-23 at 8 p.m. at the 
McColl Playhouse. Tickets are available at 
Uniglobe Travel. 
• Kitimat's On Cue Players present PLAY 
ON. This 3-act play by Rick Abbot is a comedy 
about an amateur theatre group's misadventures 
from rehearsal to opening night. It plays Friday 
and Saturday, Nov. 22 and 23 at 8 p.m. at the 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre. Tickets are $15 and 
are available at Video Stop and Sight and Sound 
in Kitimat and at the door. 
• AUDITIONS for TLT's Buried Child take 
place Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the McColl 
Playhouse. Seven actors are needed included an 
older man and woman, two middle-aged men 
and a young man and woman. Backstage posi- 
tions are also available. Auditions arc also tak- 
ing scheduled for The Watering Place at 7:30 
p.m. on Dec. 3 and 4. This is a dark comic 
drama set in Chicago during the Vietnam War. 
Actors are needed to play one older male, one 
middle aged female, a 22-28 year old soldier 
and a young woman. For more info call 
Marianne at 635-2942 eves. attd weekends. 
and 8 p.m. at the REM Lee Theatre. Seats range 
from $5-10 and tickets are available from Sight 
and Sound and at the school. 
ETCETERA 
• NUTCRACKER SUITE --Terrace Con- ' 
curt So'ciety presents Ballet Jorgen's version of 
the Nutcracker Suite at 8 p.m. on SaL, Nov. 30 
in the REM Lee Theatre. Tickets are $25 each 
and are available at Erwins in the Skeena Mall. 
They're going fast. 
• FESTIVAL OF TREES - -  The Miss Ter- 
race Pageant Society will be auctioning off 
decorated Christmas trees attd wreaths from 2-4 
pan., Sunday, Dec. 8 at the Coast Inn of the 
West banquet morn. Proceeds to go to local 
charities. Plenty of entertainment and activities. 
• THE REM LEE THEATRE presents its 
first art show of the 96/97 season, entitled 
"Paper, Canvas, Color." The show includes 
recent works by Dawn Germyn, Fiieka 
Humphrey, Alan Soutar, Gall Turner-Sears and 
Maureen Worobey. The show will be on display 
until mid-December. Also on the upper level are 
new works by PJ Vaal Henke. 
• TI IE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents the Lost River Series, a display of 
paintings by Terrace artist Roberta Robson. The 
show runs till Nov. 30. at, 4610 Park Ave. in the 
lower level of the library. Gallery hours are 
Wed-Fri, 12-3 p.m, Friday evenings from 6:30- 
8:30 p.m., Saturdays 12-4 p.m. and Sundays 1-4 
p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event o tim Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday for the following week's paper. 
BUNOLES 
OF JOY 
Baby's Name: 
. or RhysTulloch Woods 
Dale & Tiate of BlAb: 
October 3, 1996 at 7:21 pm 
Weights: 7 Ibs 4 oz Sex: Male 
~male Parents: Fred Woods/Chris 
Tulloch-Woods. Brothers Spencer 
& Drew 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Jamie Nicole Sparks 
Date & Time orBIrth: 
I 
hale October 3, 1996 at 8:03 pm 
ki. Weights: 8 Ibs I oz.sex: Female 
Parents:Ron & Leanne 
L 
• t 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Emma Grace How Elisha Darren Mercer McLean 
Date & Place of Birth: Date & Place or Birth: 
October 6,1996 at 10:51 am Sept. 30, 1996 at 8:16 pm 
Weight: 9Ibs Sex: Female Weight: 8 Ibsl5.5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents:John &Cindy How Parents: George &Marlene 
\ Ivan 
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0 WINTER 
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1-800-661-2990 • Skeena Mall ° 635-5236 
Wednem:lay, Nov. 20 
CASSIE HALL school hosts a 
scholastic book fair today and 
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. The 
vent features the newest titles for 
young readers from over 70 pub- 
lishers. For more info call 635- 
5646. 
CHILD CARE providers drop by the 
Family Place at 9:30 a,m. for a 
child care provider and children 
drop in. For more info call 638- 
1863. 
CANADIAN WOMEN in Timber is 
holding it 6th annual Christmas 
bazaar from 7-10 p.m. at the Coast 
Inn of the West banquet room. 
FREE SWIM from 6:30.8 p.m. at 
the aqua centre. Everyone is wel- 
come. Sponsored by the Family 
Place. 
Thuraday~ Nov. 21 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER bureau 
hosts its AGM breakfast at 7:30 
a.m. at the volunteer bureau at 
4621 B Lakelse Ave, beside Have 
Java, All members urged to attend. 
PARENTS JOIN parents end chil- 
dren at the Family Place activity 
room for some fun. For more info 
call 638-1863 
FIBROMYALGIA and CFS(M.E.) 
support group is having a meeting 
at 3 p.m. at the Happy gang 
Centre. For more info call Elreen at 
635-9415. 
TWIN'S CLUB meeting is today at 
7:30 p.m. at the Family Place. For 
more info call 635.9669, 
Friday, Nov. 22 
FLU VACCINE clinic is being held 
today at the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditodum, 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m, 
only. 
Saturday t Nov, 23 
TICKETS FOR the Choices Pro- 
gram annual Christmas Party, to be 
held Nov. 23, are on sale now. 
"lqckets are $10 for adults, children 
6-12 are $4, and under 5 are free. 
Supper is at 6 p.m. in the Terrace 
Arena Banquet Room. Buy from Jo 
at the Choices office at 2- 3215 
Eby St. 635-7863. 
SALVATION ARMY home league 
hosts their tea, craft and bake sale 
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. at 4653 Walsh • 
Ave. Cost is $3 per person. 
Tuesdayt Nov. 26 
ORIENTATION MEETI. NG for 
those interested in volunteering for 
the crisis intervention program 
phone lines, at noon and 7 p.m. at 
the Sexual Assault Centre 202- 
4630 Lazelle. For more info call 
635-1911. 
Wednesday, Nov. 27 
CHILD CARE providers can bring 
their children to the Family Place 
from 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. for a 
morning of movement, including 
making instruments. For more info 
call 638-1863. 
RCMP COMMUNITY Consultative 
Committee meets at 7:30 p.m. at 
the RCMP detachment. All citizens 
are welcome to come discuss polic- 
ing in their community. For more 
info call Steve Leach at 638-7415. 
Thursday, Nov. 28 
THE TERRACE Salmonoid Enhan- 
cement Society is holding its an- 
nual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Inn of the West. For more 
info call Doug Webb at 635-9237, 
Friday, Nov. 29 
THE SKEENA Learning Connec. 
lion is holding a tutor training 
course from 6-9 p.m. today and 
tomorrow from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p,m. 
register soon as space is limited. 
Call Janet Harris at 635-7368 for 
more info. 
Saturday, Nov. 30 
DISTRICT 88 Parents Advisory 
Council is having its annual general 
meeting at the Skeena Jr. library 
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
ANNUAL BOOK AND BAKE sale 
sponsored by the Terrace Regional 
Museum Society goes from 10-4 
p,m. at the Skeena Mall. Stop by 
for home made goodies and local 
heritage books. Proceeds go to 
Heritage Park Museum. 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR, bake sale 
and tea, put on by the NWCC child 
care centre runs from 10-3 p.m. at 
the college, room 2001.2002 in the 
main floor of the cafeteria building. 
Proceeds go to buy playground 
equipment for the centre. 
Tuesday~ Dec. 3 
THE LEGION LADIES AUX. hosts 
a potluck supper, followed by their 
regular meeting at the legion. Sup- 
per is at 6:30 p.m. and the meeting 
starts at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 6 
CASSIE HALL Parents Advisory 
Council is having its annual Christ- 
mas bazaar at Cassle Hall school 
from 6:30 to 9 p,m.. Crafters are Tuesday, Dec. 10 
wanted. For more information, call TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY 
Charlotte 638-7713. hosts its annual ceremony of re- 
membering from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 
TERRACE ART GALLERY hosts the Elks Hall at 2822 Tetrault St. If 
its annual Xmas arts at ~d crafts sale you wish to place a gift, in memory 
tonight from 7-9 p.m. and tomorrow 
from 10-4 p.m. at the art gallery, 
downstairs from the library on Park. 
Call 638-8884 for more info. 
Saturday, Dec. 7 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH holds its 
annual Xmas Tea and Bazaar from 
2-4 p.m. at the church. Everyone is 
welcome, 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
of your loved one under our tree, ganizations. 
we will forward them to the Salva- This column is intended for non- 
tion Army after the ceremony. For pro# organizations and those events 
more info call Diane at 635-4811. for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be. 
THURSDAYS fore each event. 
SINGLE liARENTS support group We ask that items be submitted by 5 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park in which it is to appear. 
Ave. Supervised child's activities. Submissions should be typed or 
Phone 638-1863. printed neatly. 
Working 
together • O O 
There's" a bond that only 
occurs when people work 
together. 
People you work with have 
fought many of  the same battles 
that you have. 
That's why f i remen get 
together and talk about fires. 
It's why credit unions were 
created. 
It's much easier to be under- 
stood by people who share 
something in common with 
you. 
Become a member today. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
Web 1 ngtoyo eo u:' 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution.,. 
we belong to you: 
MANY PEOPLE find it hard to read things like medicine labels. That doesn't 
mean they're not smart. It just means they lack some reading skills. If you would 
like to improve your reading, then call Patricia Woods. She's the woman in the 
picture and she works at t~e Volunteer Bureau. Her phone number is 638-1330. 
Reading can be fun 
IF IT is hard for you to read those medicine S~:n;;~;nwt~lpf°; the stories.e×traheip' The Terrace 
labels or write a letter, you are not alone. 
Four out of every ten adults in Canada have 
problems with reading or writing. 
A new project has been started by the 
Northwest Community College, the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau, and the Terrace Stan- 
dard. It is called the "Community Readers 
& Writers Project." 
This project will help you improve your 
reading and writing. You can get help with 
reading, you can learn to write stories, and 
you can learn how to use computers. 
The Northwest Community College has 
provided the computers. The Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau has provided work space 
This project is for anyone who wants to 
improve their reading or writing. To read 
and write today you need more skill than 
you did 30 years ago. Also, if you do not 
read or write regularly, you can lose some 
of these skills. 
If you want to join this project, please 
stop in to see Patricia Woods at the new 
Volunteer Bureau office. It is at 4641B 
Lakelse Avenue, beside Hava Java. You 
can also call Patricia at 638-1330. 
Look for stories from our students in the 
new year. 
~ l m m m m  
! Weekend ] 
[ Getaway Ii 
, 869 , I I 
I Come on out to the coast | 
| and enjoy Northern BC's | 
I only Four Diamond I 
Hotel. Overlooking Prince 
I Rupert Harbour, the I 
Crest Hotel offers many 
amenities and services 
| for your enjoyment. Work I 
| out in our well equipped | 
I exercise r°°m' have a I 
soak in the outdoor hot 
tub or relax in our 
I soothing steam bath. For ! 
| your dining pleasure, we I 
| have three great choices | 
I from which to choose: I 
T h e Waterfront 
Restaurant, Charley's 
I Lounge featuring nightly I 
enter ta inment  and 
I Rockwell's Coffee I 
I Shop. Treat Yourself to a I 
getaway weekend! 
l c res t  Hote l  l 
I Pri.c .ul, ert I 
| 1-800-663-8150 i 
L. . . . . . . . . .  _1 
i 
Friday, Nov. 22 9 am - 9 pm 
Saturday, Nov. 23 9 am - 9 pm 
Sunday, Nov. 24 I pm-  6 pm 
" • Handpainted Gifts 
• Quilting • Knitting • Weaving 
_ • Other Wool Products 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
.m=, , , ,  PALACE 
3 
Thomhill Juni0r 
Secondary 
School 
10 
Caled0nia Senior 
Secondary 
School 
17 
Terrace 
Cornrnuinity 
Band 
24 
Skeena Juni0r 
Secondaff 
School 
4 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
11 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
18 
Te~ace 
Minor 
Hockey 
25 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
5 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
2 • 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
19 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
26 
6 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
13 
Shdne 
Club #18 
Terrace.~mat 
20 ¸ 
Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics 
27 
Kermode . Terrace Pe~ 
Gymnastics 
Fdendship ~selas Volunteer 
Society i Rre Dept. 
Order of Royal 
Puqole 
Terrace 
Anti.poverty 
11TtceRingCe 
Te~ace 
2rLc~ Minor 
Softball 
Tefface 
~-p0verty 
28 
Ten-ace L~e 
Thealxe 
Teffaco 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
NOVEMBER 1996 
F- 
1 2 Can. Paraplogic hl Assodah~ 
Ass~alJon IOnette Oub of 
N~ga'a T~I TPrra~ 
COU~I Search & Rescue 
~an. ParapTegic ~o~th Ambassador 
Association Tenace Youth 
Nisge'a Tnbal Soccer 
Coundl Ter. S~ng Club 
15 16 
Big Brothers ~_).~ ofCol.~ 
& Big Sisters ~mk=um k;~o 
Nisga'a Tn~ Kurn~l Simrhood 
Council Te~. Hospice 
22 23 
Can.Paraplegic 
Association 
Nisga'a Tnbal 
Cou~l Ter. Skal~ C~ 
29 30 
Can, Paraplegic ht Assodat~l 
Assooalion ~0ne~e Club of 
Nisoa'a Tnbal Te~ace 
C~ndl Search & Resom 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:16 
Games 10:00 p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesdayofthe month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
Around 
Town 
Red Cross 
appeal 
THE RED CROSS has 
launched an international 
appeal to help ease the crisis 
that is currently ravaging 
central Africa. 
Fighting has driven nearly 
half a million from the 
homes in Zaire. They need 
food, water, shelter and 
medical aid. The Red Cross 
is already on the scene, but 
they desperately need more 
help, before thousands 
starve to death, or are killed 
by disease. 
The generous upport of Ca- 
nadians is desperately 
needed, and 100 per cent of 
donations will be used 
directly to support the sur- 
vivors of this conflict. 
Make your cheque or money 
order payable to Canadian 
Red Cross, Central Africa 
Appeal. They can be mailed 
to 1800 Alta Vista Drive, 
Ottawa, IOG 4J5. 
i' 
! 
................ ,'~.. o. ............................................. (.~ 
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The All Wheel 
Drive Has 
Arrived 
• m  [] mmmmm 
I~LL  L J JHEEL  DRIVE 
°""  $33,500 Caravan SE 
Starting from 
  TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD, 
4916 Hwy.  16West  
1 -800-31  3 -71  87  D I r .  5958 635-71  87  
MaRe your  Chr i s tmas  
SEW great with 
PFAFF 
MODEL 6085 
Variety, versatility, ger- 
man quality. Loads of 
features. 
regular 769.00 
.... ,,~"~ PFAFF Creative 7570' 
Pfaffs new sewing and embroidery 
sensation will be on display during the 
Christmas season. Please check with 
the sewing department for times. 
regular $3899.00 
. ,  CREATIVE FANTASY ~'i' 
Embroidery unit, comes with 
two hoops~ let  program card, 
plus hard carrying case. 
regular $999.00 
FOR BOTH UNITS 63999 °° 
$Save 6 8 9 9  °°  
PFAFF MODEL 6091 PFAFF MODEL 301 
Dual feed, loads of Great value, Ideal machine for 
special features, beginners. 5 utility stitches, free 
regular 999.00 arm, built in buttonholes, snap on 
feet. regular 479.00 
6539oo s82900 62790o 
save  6230 °° save  6170 °° save  $200 o0 
+ taxes 
*'~ ~i~ l l~]  
PFAFF Hobby Model 309 
• ~ ~ J w - -  11 utility stitches, 4 decorative stitches & auto 
~'~J I ~;":~:7:/~;;~.'i!:~i!~i buttonholing sews through 5 layers of deniml 
/~"  : l~t i  regular 599.00 '35900 
• '  ,~ :. ~t,~: save s240 °° 
Plus lots of other 
Models to choose from 
LESSONS INCLUDED! 
HOBBY LOCK 756 
SEW like aprol 
3/4 thread with differ- 
ential feed, convenient 
free arm, comes with 
video, 
regular 799.00 
6579 oo 
save  s22000 
~ 6 0  
Loades of features 2, 3, +4 thread 
overlock optional feet. 
regualr 1269.00 
6869 °° 
save 6420 °° 
PFAFF 
SERGERS 
SUPER SPECIAL ONLY 2 
LEFT! PFAFF 788 
2,3, +4 threading serger, 
automatic lower looper 
threader differential feed- 
5 layers of fabric can be 
trimmed - comes with video. 
regular 1269.00 
s799 oo 
save  6470 °° 
I 
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GRADE FIVE students at Clarence Michiel take part in a lesson on spirit dancing, 
taught by cultural awareness teacher Bossy Bolton. The lesson is part of a num- 
ber of new initiatives sponsored by the school district, in order to bring First Na- 
tions culture into local schools. 
Native culture celebrated 
ARTISTS, STORYTELLERS and carvers 
will be visiting local schools next week as 
part of the celebrations for First Nations 
Week. 
The events are being organized by the 
new First Nations Education Centre at 
Clarence Michiel School. They're to 
celebrate the contributions of local First 
Nations people. 
The creation of the education centre was a 
joint project between the school board and 
representatives from the local native com- 
munity. Money to run it comes from special 
funds set aside by the education ministry. 
The best logo from students in grade 8-12 
gets $100, and the second-best gets $75. 
Students from Kindergarten to grade 7 have 
a shot at the same prizes. The logo will be 
chosen from the two first prize entries from 
each grade category. 
Local artists from the schools and com- 
munity will judge the event. Winners will 
be informed uring First Nations week. 
Also during that week Rosalee J. Tizya, a 
world renowned researcher in oral history, 
will be making presentations in Terrace and 
Thornhili. 
She'll be sharing the story of native 
Since the beginning of the September peoples from 800 BC to the present. 
staffat lh.~ed~tion c¢~e haye been busy .. And on Friday, Nov. 29, the ,we 
dev'c~loping ~i~uium~,~:organizing~Culturalb,. wrap up with w, potluck from 5-7:30 
activities'and providing resoure~s and role Kitselas Hall. Tizya will speak again, and 
m6deis. They'rd'~lib phmhing after school prizes will be awarded for the logo contest. 
activities including drama, puppetry and 
personal growth. 
One of the events planned next week is a 
logo contest for the First Nations Education 
Centre. All students are invited to try their 
hand at designing a logo, based on the sub- 
ject of First Nations education. The logo 
will be used for letterhead and envelopes 
for the centre. 
Guests will also have an opportunity to 
meet and speak to Tizya and meet he team 
from the education centre. 
Organizers are looking for contributions 
to the potluck dinner, and volunteers for 
setting up, serving, cleaning up, and pick- 
ing up elders. If you ca, help, call Caroline 
at 638-6395 or Kathy at 635-6394. 
Crisis line needs help 
IT'S NOT AN easy job. It's 
emotionally demanding, 
even exhausting. And 
there's no guarantee the per- 
son you're trying to help 
will even end up okay. 
But the thought of being 
able to help someone is 
what keeps crisis line 
volunteer Laurence at the 
phones. (He prefers not to 
use his last name.) 
The sexual assault crisis 
line exists to help victims of 
sexual and spousal assault, 
both adults and children. 
Volunteers staff a 24-hour 
phone line and also ac- 
company victims to the po- 
lice station and hospital if 
doing research on it for a 
school project. 
"It was an opportunity to 
start helping people," he 
said. "I like being able to 
step in and emotionally sup- 
port people who've gone 
through a very traumatic 
time." 
Volunteers don't need any 
formal training, since an ex- 
tensive training course is 
provided. 
The sexual assault centre 
only has three volunteers 
right now, and they're 
urgently looking for more. 
Counsellor Bonnie Bruce 
acknowledges that it's a dif- 
ficult job for a volunteer, 
They must be at least 19 
years old, and go through a 
screening interview and a 
criminal records check. 
The crisis line volunteers 
aren't expected to be 
counsellors, and never offer 
advice. Instead, Laurence 
said, "we try to have people 
talk to us, release their own 
feelings. They come up with 
their own answers." 
There's an orientation 
meeting next week for inter- 
ested volunteers at noon and 
7 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 26 
at the K'San House Society, 
on the second floor of the 
employment centre, 202- 
4630 Lazelle. Or for [nore 
Try a set  of  
GUARDEX 600 
WINTER 
We're always happy to tell you all about 
how our new Guardex 600 Winter Radials 
outperform on ice and shawl But why take 
our word for it? Because, for a !imited time, 
we're offering a 30.day trial. If you're not  
~ ~ [ ]  ~ [ ]  S completely satisfied, just bringthem back . : 
i l ::= O ~  and you'll get an equivalent credit towards  
an), other product you choose. So now that 
0 you have nothing to lose - get a grip! YOKOHAMA ~>~Y Performance Radials 
KAL TIRE 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
4929 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. ( If We Sell It...We Guarantee  It" 
635-61  70  
• See us r 
complet( 
details: 
GUARDEX 600 
T7  
asked• but it's very rewarding, info call Bonnie at 635- t~ l ,  
Laurence, who is studying And because of the nature 1911. 
to be a social service of the work, the sexual as- Training sessions wili start ~ ,  
worker, decided to volunteer sualt centre needs to be very in the new year. 
with the crisis ilne after careful about its volunteers. 
Members need to pitch in , 
By PETER CROMPTON and a midnight snack and plenty of prizes. ~pb[ 
• y . 
41 
6 
D,  : 
i 
Our Ladies' Supper in late October went 
off well, and everyone there seemed to en- 
joy the food. 
We again will be serving a Christmas 
Dinner to our senior citizens on Sunday 
Dec. 7. We could sure use your help to 
serve this dinner, so come on out. 
We have had the branch painted, and the 
entrance cleaned up so the old building 
should make it through the year. Next year 
our Ladies Auxiliary will be celebrating 
their 70th birthday and I know they will be 
petting on a show. 
That reminds me, Branch 13 will be 
celebrating its 80th birthday in 1999. Any- 
one who has old pictures, news clippings or 
any information about the Terrace branch 
please contact me. 
Just a reminder, there are still plenty of 
tickets available for the Sound System raf- 
fle. The draw takes place New Year's Eve. 
- i 
Legion Past President 
WELL, YET another successful Remem- 
brance Day has past. Our Poppy Campaign 
again went well, however we sure could 
have used more help. It seems like it's al- 
ways the same few that have to do all the 
work. 
Those of you who missed our 50's Dance 
in October missed a great evening of enter- 
tainment Also, our Halloween dance was 
well attended. 
The nominating committee has brought 
forward a slate of officers for our election 
night on December 10. I urge all members 
to come out and vote. 
The notices are up for all the Branch 
Sports playdowns - the winners will go on 
to Zone. Also the notice is up for the pool 
tournament which we hope to get underway 
in early December. 
Tickets are now on sale for the New 
Year's Eve bash. The ladies inform me 
there are only 125 tickets for sale, at $25 
each. Doors open at 6 p.m., dinner is at 7 
p.m., dancing to Jack of Clubs at 9 p.m. 
There will be free rides home until 3 a.m, 
And for those people who haven't gotten 
around to it, you have until Nov, 30 to pay 
your DUES to be classed as an early bird, 
Over half the members have paid now~ so 
come on let's make it per cent. 
,ee 
% 
tht InI e. 
Ya!llnVictor . 
1389" " ' " ' " " '  J?om ~fi ............... ~,,,i .... ]01 111'0 It~llltl.~ 
There's norhin~j like love m warm the heart and soul. 
And there's no place lihe Victoria in theJhll to revisit that special fedi,.q 
all over a.qain, l'crhaps it~ the mihl coastal breezes that slip throt(qh el'cu] a,ru,lll• 
Or tile peacqful pace ql'/ife on Vancom'er lshmd. Here. tjo, can 
do al;solutdtj nothil(q or evelgr!tin~ all in a datj. Discover quaint little shops, 
restaurants and caJgs on evenj corne~: Or simphj stroll to wherever 
tilt' spirit moves you.dnsr Inin!l alomd ~JOUr fin,ourite Jhll sn,eateJ: all open m illd, 
am/oJ'£ollYSt' all open heart, 
l';,r/i.'dw, i qi, rm,timt ,all I "  800-  641-  6140 '" '" " ' . " " " " ' " "  ,,,,,',,,. 
4 
~ *Chtllet'l~['2Olllalcls.|'li¢CSbilst'dottdouillL. l;,'¢tl,~lnt.~ ~Cll,t.r~oll.;lirlaxt,.~t*,, .3  t I I I | l l ' t |  ~tt' ~ .~  vF  r t  s ss  
(|~1~'~ a¢l~.;lncv I,ulcha~e rt'qtiilt*(l I{,ITt'~ ~ltllit'~l t~t m~fil,fl,flilV I',lck~l~es an* Imn-lranffer~lble ,Hid all Aales'ate Ihh,l. 
i 
i 
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TERRACE'S  first schoolhouse was built in 1911 at Kitsumkalum. A one. room 
building, it doubled as a church on Sunday. 
That old schoolhouse 
TERRACE'S first school- 
house opened its doors in 
August, 1911. A classic 
one-room school, the com- 
munity was very proud that 
it Was built from lumber, in- 
stead of logs. 
The school was built in 
response to a number of 
pioneer families that had 
moved to the area. It was lo- 
cated in Kitsumkalum. 
During the weekdays tu- 
dents attended classes there, 
and on weekends the school 
converted into a chuch, 
overseen by Reverend 
Thomas Marsh. 
The community was sup- 
posed to provide eight stu- 
dents before the school 
opened, but they could only 
get seven at first. 
So they enlisted Belle 
Frank and Tom Marsh, who 
were only four years old at 
the time, to join the school. 
Now, over 85 years later, 
two of those original stu- 
dents recall their classmates 
who have since passed on. 
In particular Belle (Frank) 
Watt and Floyd Frank re- 
member Ted Johnston who 
died on Aug. 18 this year at 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Below Belle writes of her 
friend Ted: 
Ted Johnston, Floyd Frank 
and I were the last of the 
pioneers till living who had 
gone to that first little one 
room white school at Kit- 
sumkalum. 
YVONNE MOEN 
Sam Kirkaldy, Vernon 
Eby, Ella and Ivan Frank 
and Bob Hcnwood have all 
left us, and now Ted has 
joined them. 
Back then we all started 
out with slates and slate 
pencils that squeaked when 
used. The children in our 
family only had 200 feet to 
go to school, but Ted had to 
walk three miles from the 
bench. He had to watch out 
for grizzly bears on his way. 
Ted's father had been at- 
tacked by one, which 
resulted in 200 stitches in 
his scalp and a broken 
anlde. 
Ted left for a while to go 
to school, then returned to 
Terrace, looking for work. 
He and my brother Jack 
were both around 14 years 
old at the time, and they 
went to see George Little 
about jobs. Little needed a 
sawyer and a blacksmith, so 
the two boys both did ap- 
prenticework. 
Years later, after I 'd 
moved away, I came back to 
Terrace for a visit. So much 
had changed since our 
school days. We all were 
married and had families. 
Jack was a millwright in 
Prince George and Ted was 
selling insurance in the Ter- 
race Co-op store. 
I will say this about Ted. 
He was a real gentleman 
and always provided his 
family with a good home. 
After Ted's wife passed 
away, he spent his time 
visiting his children who 
were scattered all over BC 
and Alberta. 
Ted also stopped in to see 
me in Calgary, and showed 
Belle Watt 
me his book on the pioneers 
of Terrace. He read pas- 
sages of the book to me, 
since I'm blind, and I have 
the recording on tape. 
Bless you Ted. Goodbye. 
You could have Osteoporosis 
and not even know it. 
Osteoporosis trikes one in 
four women and one in eight 
men over 50. It causes bones 
to weaken and break leading 
to disability and the loss of 
independence. 
Knowing your isk factors and 
early diagnosis can keep you 
from the breaking point. 
For more information call the 
Osteoporosis Society ofCanada. 
• : i " * ' ; . :  O,,eo~0,o,;, 
" i.:..~.'.').: Society 
"'.'~:tt). "" of Canada 
1-800-463-6842 
I~  / / \ ~ f Only 2,700"% 
, ~ r ~ ~ ~ N ~  ,,. Open House Every 
. . . .  " ~-~ Saturday  11-4  
4103 Temple  S t .  Ter race  
ililili~ i'~ ~, ~o.,..v,,,,.,,,~., ~i:~r~'~!ll~,'~:~ ~~l~I~ ~ !iiii!i!!il 
I TerraceVoluntee;Bureau Mohawk (open 24 hrs) ~.~ ~)  I=,.J, 
I Gemmas Bed & Bath Boutique End Of The Roll L¢ I "  
i 
, - , .  
,i 
-i 
s 
!:ii 
,,,, , . ,  
i: 
Double  Swiss Deluxe Combo ~] 
with Fries or  fresh Onion Rings 
Introducing the Double Swiss Deluxe Burger from A&W. It's two specially 
seasoned patties, topped with crisp, smoky bacon, processed Swiss, fresh toppings 
and tangy dijonnaise. Have it as a combo with either 
Fries or fresh Onion Rings and a frosty mug o fA&W ( 
Root Beer®.The Double Swiss Deluxe is here only 
i until December I, 1996. So get yours at its peak! See the Beer,, 
[ 4616 Keith Ave. Skeena Mall 
Terrace Terrace 
i © 1996 A&W Food Services of Canada Inc. ) 
TIS THE SEASON 
"LET'S ALL HELP" 
,,ovem er, , , , , ,  
I1:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
Join in the fun - get in the spirit as Terrace Home Hardware, 
Mulligans Homerun and Cactus Flower Dance Studio ~.~ 
Present 
There will be mqny in store specials at tlomehardware. ~,~,.. 
~¢  Treats and Games at Mulligans Home Run. ~¢ 
Carol Singing & Gift wrapping al Cactus Flower Dance Studio. ~¢ 
(Girl wrapping by donation to the Youth Centre) 
~,,~ Free Coffee, Donuts, Hotdogs and Hot Chocolate. 
Lots of Fun For Everyone. ~ 
~: I Cap off the day by attending. 
• "Brtn  a k,ds qtft" 
~!%, . v I There wdl be a dance at the Cactus l~'ower Dance 
~[  Studio. Starting at 8.30 p.m. Saturday Nov. 23 ~ 
~,  All the gifts collected w,II be donated to the Salvat, on Army. 
I l l ;  Iho  I~,rl.lCc, ,ql,lnd,ud. Wudnesday. November 20, 1996 
! 
' t -&.. .~ 
with  the  
Downtown Merch 
• ~; .  ~ ' d l . _  ~-C . , - f~ . . .  l ' t '~" - ,~  ~ ' ~ : .  . 
and the 
Terrace 
hopping Centre 
FR IDAY,  
, o .  NOV.  2 
with an evening of late 
Don't Miss The 
night shopping 
L [] = • 
.':i! : i2  %.  ':i 
• ; .  ~. 
NORTHCOAST AN, GLER~ 
Early Christmas Shopping Sale on Now! 
r 
Terrific prices on all in store stock 
Scopes " Binnocculars " Rods" Reels ° 
' Waders " Australian Outback Jackets " 
' Flats ° Shirts ° Columbia Sportswear " 
Plus much, much more! 
MOONLIGHT MADNESS 
Friday, November 22 
Get in on some EXTRA 
SPECIAL 
All purchases entered . / , ,~  
into draw for a 
$100 Gift Certificate 
Northcoast Anglers Ltd. 
"We special ize in hunt ing & f ish ing" 
Randy & Leona Murray 
3217 Kalum St. Downtown Terrace 
635-6496 
Watch for 
our flyer 
coming 
soon, filled 
with many 
more 
Christmas '~f 
G~Ideas ~)  
This year, give a gift that keeps on giving year after _ _ ~ ~  
year. Stunning tennis bracelets are a final touch of 
elegance to compliment todays fashion. 
DD553 TW. 13 CT 
reg, $420 
O I..05 CT 
58 I'W. 1/2 CT 
reg, $480 .~ 
DD649 TW. 2 CT 
These plus a dazzling array of other 
fine jewellery is on sale now. Look  for 
your  D iamond Days  Flyer In your 
mailbox. 
ERWIN'S 
SINCE 1910 
Skeena Mall Terrace Shopping Centre City Centre Mall 
635-5111 635-7440 632-3313 
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Open House Every 
4103 Temple  S t .  Ter race  Saturday 11-4 
Pick your ticket up at the 
Volunteer Bureau next to tlavaJava 
Friday November 22 
9:30  a .m.  - 9 :30p .m.  
at the "Once in a Blue Moon" 
shopping ,tight 
Eli, 
Phone orders 
Call 638-1330 
Once in  a 
Blue Moon 
Sale 
Frida~ November 22 
;7}7 
' L :  
,;#' 
"laity Foods & Gifts 
638-0300 
Sidew-a lkers~ 
I Join Us_For Great Savings ,it'" "-" I 
I _ FridT'_ _N°vember 22 I 
I a l l  i ' l l  tni/ Birke.nstocks I 
I " - "  "" i  ooo,or, ~.es I 
~ ~~-~'  ~ I I ,~[  ~ ~'~'~ Clothing and :.l 
I ~ ~ / 13 Accessor,es 
Giftware from India Unique clothes for every oct 
Jewells from British Columbia Lots & Lois of hats 
3231 Ka lum St, Ter race  638-1711 
Once in a 
Blue  Moon 
Sa le  
Join us Friday, November 22 
For great savings All Day Long! 
~o~ ~ ~k 
ii~? ~.,~ ,j:~,~,~::~:,~  ,,~,~®~-:,~,,~,~+~,~~%~~-~~ : '  '~"  ~ :'~i~ ~'  ":: :" "~ " ~'' ~ ~ ~ 
Terrace Interiors ' , ,~,~, 
4610 Lazelle Ave, Terrace 635.6600 :UI' ; ~ -
Clip & Save 
*30% off any 1 Item in the store 
7 pm - 11pm Friday only,. 
*(excluding lingerie) 
ONCE IN A BLUE 
Evo~y~h|ng  
(Excluding Wedding Dresses & Decorations) 
MOON SALE~ 
These are just a few of the lines we carry: 
• Joseph Ribkoff 
• Jessica Mcclintock dresses and fragrance 
• Algo 
• Fabulous formals. 
• Lingerie by Vogue, Warners & Mare 
G j Wearl I
i I  ,.-----~:...Glass Slipper Bridal Boutique 6~'~-- -"~, '~ 4605 Lazelle Ave. Terrace Ph: 635-6966 
:\. | 
II1 1 
Christmas at 
stib, u, 
"i'It~" Place for Home-Accesso~es! 
Join l~ #r 
free hot mulled drinks 
at our 
"Once in a Blue Moon Madness Nigbtt" 
Friday, November22. 
We will be open until 11 p.m. 
. for your Christmas hoping 
, experience! 
4t507 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
~ Phone: 635-5884 
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SAN 
We are your source for unique, 
thoughtful and above all, exciting 
holiday gifts. 
20% Store. 
Located in the Coast Inn of The West 
Our Christmas Wish 
Here's wtsbing you the best of the holidays. 
And may the magic of the season fil l your 
] I heartandbringyou/oy. 
m 
MOONLIGHT 
MADNESS 
Friday November 22 9:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Terrace Store On ly  
13 INCH All Xmas wrap, Do vs, 
Color T.V. 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. cards, tr, p a tree 
--'remote Reg 229.99 decorahons and lig I t s .  
99,s 
. CITIZEN 
VCR "eg 199.99 1 
s17999 
BASF T- 120 
Blank Video 
Cassette  Reg 3.97 
2/s5°° 
• . . .  
25% Off 
COLGATE 
Toothpaste 
"" ' Reg. 97¢ 
9* 
~LIGHT 
Detergent 
|L Box 
~99 
Flash Snacks | 10 p.m.-  11 p.m 
AB-Rider or 
Power AB 
s399' 
VALUE HOUSE 
Bread 
79 ¢ 
While Quantifies Last 
Hours  
MARDI-GRAS 
Papertowl 
Friday, November 22 
3 pkg.- Reg. 3.99 
s299 
Mylex 
Enterta~nmentt 
Centre ~ ~ 
s75oo 
HILLS BROS. ,,,, 
Instant Coffee 
200g - Reg. 5.76 
Open till 11 p.m. I S399 
m 
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Kathleen I 
~urFashionStop 
2 Day  Sa le  
Friday, November 22 & Saturday, November 23 
V OFF 
ALL MERCHANTS PRICED 
MERCHANDISE 
~-~J~R 811~% OFF One regular priced 
~ V  Item ofyour choice 
only between 7 pm - 11 pm Friday, November Z2. | 
" - - - - - - - - - - - - "1  I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !  Katldeen & company Kathleen & company 
sOO/oO,, 11 soo o,, : 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON , • SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON 
,e Regular Priced Item of Your Cho ice . .  I I One Regular Priced Item of Your Choice. | 
BB 
COUPON PER CUSTOMER. VAUD NOV. 22 & 23,1996.| i ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. VAUD NOV. 22 & 23,1996. i 
II l imB' I~ i l  I l i a ,  iBBm i i i l i  ~ mi l l l  i i~ l  ,BB i  B ID  I~ l  I I l I  ~ i i I  i nai l= I~1 I~BB a iD  ~ i i  
I I  
IUNT COUPON 
tern of Your Choice. I 
E VAUD NOV, ~ & 23,1996, | 
I I  Imam I~ IB  IBIIIII IIBIB 
ra te  
;~iiii:ii!iiii~i;iiii;i!:;ilil;iiii;;ii~i~iii!; 
LIFE BRAND III NINE LIVES ! QUAKER 
lbuprofen Cat Food 
200mg 24 caps BB Reg.59¢ 
Reg.$2.49 
99* 13/99 
Rice Cakes 
Cheddar- Reg 2,29 
99 
RIALTO RIALTO i~ ~ ALBERTO % 
Cafe Cup & Gardening O(UP  Of f  Balsam 
Saucer Set Kit Shampoo or 
Reg. 9.99 Reg. 995 Christmas Conditioner 
S399 S399 Wrap& ~11~'7 
Bows ¢ 
NELSONJCADBUR IORGANC CARE i I Family Shampoo or 2 5%Of f  Spray 
Bars Conditioner Snow 
Reg,1.59 Reg. 2 .99 Assorted Reg, 1.99 
69* S 479 ! NintendoGames 99 
F----CTi; ~'save ~ ' : i| ~ii The eternal beauti 
I ~ Friday only ~ : : I  i:sparlkingdiamon(~ 
| ~ ~ ::1 every special ,ram 
i,~:~ ~1 fo rever ,  i 
- l l pm 
a 
are back just in time for Christmas. 
Look for our fabulous 'Diamond . ,~  
Days'flyer in your mailbox now. ,~, 
pay the equivalent of the Gst 
& Pet taxes on regular 
priced items, 
II - -  I 
I : i : 
. . . . .  I 
! Clip this coupon and save 20% off any regi ! 
_t : price item: in the store,. I 
I::: i~i i91"~m-11pm only • i:.i ~ ~:~.;~;I 
L____~_ .___  _~J .  
Save 30% off Bulo 
Diamond watches 
Friday only 9 am~. 
i Terrace Shopping Center R~~ IN  S 
• i ¸ i •~. : i /~  • 
i 
i • ~ i ¸ ¸  7 • • • 
635-7440 
• •i ¸¸ SINCE 1910 
I 
I 
I Friday, November 22 only 30 
from 9 am - 11  pm we will 
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Join us Friday, November 22, as we 
kick off the holiday season with sav- 
ings throughout the entire store~ _~ 
1 0 %  OFF THE 
ENTIRE 
STORE 
,4 
4607 (a~e~ 0--~. 6X, f-,.eS'03 
Seasonal Savings 
BUY 1 ITEM 
At regular price 
and get the second item 
1/2 PRICE 
of equal or lesser value 
Check out our great selection of 
shoes & boots 
: E l iZabeth  FaS l  
: " :  i 'i 91 >" :xSr : :w!8 : :C : : : i i : : i : ' i  ¸ / ::!:::{::: 
• ~%, :  ~ ~ . . . '  .:~., ~,~ ~.'...~  ' ~.W::' ¢;t':/~q ,~,.....,.,~,,,. ,,,. .~.,::~,:,~,~:,~,,. ............:~;,..:,,:..~ .. ........... ~ .... :..~...,.,. 
; ~ :~ %,. ,: G~:~ ~ ~ !~ ~ ~ ~$.!i;~i: t~  :¢: ~i~ ~!1 
Ev s Mens Wear 
, : ,~ ~ .. ~::~;;~ ' ~,~..~$:~; .'.< "~ ~ :4' 
10O of 20% Off 
soluteiy yerythlng i Our Complete Stock 
~ ~ A Great  Oppor tun , ty  To Shop For That  ~_.4 
Everyt~ il~g is hand crafted in B.C. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. November 22 ~1~ 
Spec ia l  Man In You Li fe! ":~ 
"~;:~"j " ~o~ ' . , ~..,., :,,, .~ ,~,,-~.'-,'~,~, :•, - ........... ' ;: ""~ :'~' 4605~Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
~l~..~__j,--~- 4606 Lakelse Ave. Ph:635-9660 ) 
p- -  
Oe©e Blue 
i iiioon Sale 
i ~" This is the place your friends have been 
~' ]e raving about. Ebony's contains a comfortable, 
relaxing atmosphere with friendl~ helpful 
i ~ Friday, November 23rd until 11 pm staff. 
and Saturday until 5:30 pm 
~~p, ,=~ ~ , = ~  E bony's specializes in beautiful lingerie in 
plus sizes. We have in store catalogues for our 
customers to order that special outfit for that 
special someone, i 
":¢': , , ,  u 
Kids QUILTERS ELAN 
Prints Fabric Fashion 
41~0/= Ends 
_L~/0  ~-~ m p~eces Buttons 
30o 30%50% 
0F~ o~ 0F~ 
3308 Kalum St,, Terrace,~.~, ,~  
"Enter the Realm of he Senses. Yes we t " 
carry a wide selection of "Kama Sutra" 
products that leave you feeling reborn. 
Experience our tastefully decorated "Black 
Light" dressing room. And yes, we sell black 
lights in two sizes four foot and two foot. 
We also have a wide assortment of adult toys 
and games for lovers . . . . . . . . . . .  i ....................................................  
' . i~',if!i~iii~i~i~i:ii?iiW"i~i~i:?i~P:i!i;;!i~:iiii!!!i~!iii:i:iii:i:!~! 
Ebony's will soon be sellin !i~i!:!~!!ii'!! 'i i:?:~' " :~:i::;i~!U'i~i!i:@i'!'i'!~ 
g : ::ii#i}iiiii!it i:,  .". :!:: ;i !~i ~ili:t !iiiii! 
and rentin adult videos .... ts~:~ ':~i!~ ',t::t:~':': g • !i::i¢!i!i! i iil . ..~$ iii:::;! ii! !i iii::iil 
;iiiiiiiiii ii;;i'::i~,".: .'::~" ;i!!il}ii:iii~i:ii::::il;i!iiii!ili: 
'f': t ! :$  : ............................ #.:~: i: .: 
~ I i i  . . . .  . . . .  ~.::, . . . .  ..%.:%.¢:,, %!iiii:ii:! 
#2-3237 Kalum St. Ph: (250) 638-1070 I ~W~J l im: l l  II 
Terrace, B.C. ' Fax:(250)638-1021 I v ~_IWI i  II 
V8G 2N4 Toll Free: 1-888-635-1070 . - - -  
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ACTION AD RATESI 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all d isplay and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.50 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $5.00 ca. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.68 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo $12.60 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For  regional coverage  place your  ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advert iser.  
10. REAL  ESTATE 
CTION 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Car~ For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Madne 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Famn Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memodum 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
D 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classif'/ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he ~rovincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and Io retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hotd" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard n the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by Ibe advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
• .omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start  Date 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  
r-i V ISA  [ ]  MASTERCARD 
Credi t  Card  No. Exp i ry  D a t e ~  
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 2 
6 
11 
16  
6 .65  
7 ,40  
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
12 
17  
6 .80  
7 .55  
8 
13  
18  
6 .95  
7 ,70  
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VeG 5R2 
4 
9 
7 .10  
14  
19  
STA .  DARD 
7.85  
For  longer  sO, 
Phone 
638-7283 
5 
10  
15  
20  - $6 .50  
7 .25  
nn  
deaoe u~e a separate  sheet  
Fax  
638-8432 
10. REAL  ESTATE 10. REAL 'ESTATE 20. MOBILE  
. HOMES.  ~ ~:. 
20! MOBILE .  
HOMES.  ' .. 1.8 ACRES in Jack Pine Flats 320 ACRES along Kispiox river. 
on dead end road, off Old 1/2 mile of river frontage. Some 
Lakelse Lk Rd. Previously timber, year round creek, 
logged, new growth, NOW par- $183,000. Call 842-5434. 
tially cleared, driveway in.  Ask- 
ing $37,000. Call for more into: IN THORNHILL, well main- 
638-5913. tained rancher, 1440+ sq ft. Lot 
78 x 200, 3 bdrm, n/g, stove, 
dishwasher included. Laundry 
room w/pantry and workshop off 
kitchen. Ceramic flooring in foy- 
er and kitchen. 4 piece bath. 
Call 635-2707. 
1/2 ACRE fully serviced in New 
Hazelton asking $18,000. Call 
842-5964 or 842-5741. 
12 X 68, 3 bedroom mobile 
home. immediate occupancy. 
Asking $16,000, phone 635- 
1569. 
1700 SQ ft, 3 bdrm home on 
large lot at Copperside Estates. 
$125,000. Phone 635-3486. 
3 BEDROOM house on 5 acr- 
es. All fixed up for horses. Quiet 
neighborhood. Just a couple of 
minutes from Houston. 
$175,000. Call 645-7856. 
30: FOR RENT '~ 
: . . i .  . .  . . tt 
4 BDRM, 3 level split house in 
Houston. Large flat driveway. 
Room for R.V., renovated up 
and down. 3 baths, sauna, new 
n/g fireplace, h/w tank and fur- 
nace, new roof. Asking 
$122,000. Phone 845-3389. 
MUST SELL, Lake view house 
on 2 acres, treed, near Koote- 
nay Lake. More acreage option- 
al. Owner transferring for work. 
Call 1-250-227-9569. 
WANTED... VIEW lot around 
Terrace, pref. raw land, but old 
building ok, must be reasonable 
priced, have cash money. Tel 
(250) 593-4271, Fax (250) 593- 
4276. 
HOUSE FOR SALE  
Recently renovated 1140 sq., ft. home on a 50 x 
120 lot, 4 bdrm, 2 full bath; n/g heat.& hot water 
i~:~::::,::-~:~:.:.:~.:.:.:.:.:.:..~<~o. ..... 
1932 Queensway Ddve 
* 900 square feet 
* 3 bdrms. - n/~ heat 
* New roof 
* Connected to Thornhill sewer 
$64,900 MLS 
Just move in and enjoy this newly renovated home. New 
carpeting, new line, and freshly painted. Large dining 
room, natural gas fireplace in livingroom, patio doors 
into yard. Frid~e, natural gas stove, and all blinds are 
included. Large covered eck, paved parking, and a 12' 
x 20' workshop with concrete floor. $103,500 MLS 
available immediately. 
328 Old Lakelse Drive 
2.2 acres 
1,600 sq. ft. + full basement 
Custom built modular 
12.8 x 16 oak kitchen with island 
Soaker tub in master ensuite 
$179,000 MLS 
Sheila Love 635-3004 
P~/',~/II~ of Terrace 
ilIiHOME FOR SALE ONSUNSn B 
One year old in immaculate condition. 
Oak Kitchen 2 1/2 Bathrooms 
Natural Gas Fireplace Walkout Basement 
Built in vacuum Security system 
Call 635-6412 or 638-8386 
NEW HOUSE on southside, 3 
bdrms, natural gas, 1188 sq ft. 
Still time to choose interior 
designs. Priced to sell. Call 
635-0737 and ask for Rod.qer. 
BENCH/UPLANDS AREA. 
Split level six bdrms, n/g heat 
and fireplace. Built in dishwash- 
er, lot size 85 x 127. Phone 
638-0581. 
OLDER TYPE home, two bed- 
rooms plus sewing/office on a 
double lot on Graham Ave. 
$83.000. Phone 635-5917. 
NEWLY CONSTRUCTED fami- 
ly home in new subdivision on 
bench. 1317 sq ft, spacious 
plan with 3 bedrooms and full 
basement. Asking $189,000 
plus GST. Call 638-0660. 
BUILD YOUR dream home 
while living i~ 1986 deluxe mo- 
bile on 6 acres, 5 minutes east 
of Smithers. $137,500. Call 
846-9529. 
UGLY TUB? I can regtaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishinq. 1-250-638-6388. 
COUNTRY LIVING minutes 
from town. Split level log home. 
2420 sq ft. Country kitchen, oak 
cupboards. Island, all applianc- 
es included. Sunken living 
room, 4 bdrms, 2 full baths, fully 
finished basement. Excellent 
drilled well, water accessible to 
all 5 corrals, plus barn, (32 x 
24). Riding arena, out buildings, 
landscaped, fenced, a must 
see. Owner moving. Burns Lake 
1-604-692-7669 days, 1-604- 
698-7459 eveninqs. 
• : i  OPENly;  HOU :!i 
: .i 3982 O Id  Lake lse  LakeDr ive  : '~I :; 
iNo.vemberi~23i2~oo pm~'i~ 4:oo prn  
' :  HOste~By i : iSTEVE:COOK :: ~:  
K, ] ; , ]  ~e] .  ;~  d irl.~ I;1115 dH ~ ~ [ , ] :~  . '¢ - - I  
COUNTRY ESTATE 
Available Immedlatelyl 
Custom built 1384 Sq. Ft. rancher 
featuring 2 bedrooms plus den, cus- 
tom oak kitchen, elegant master 
suite, double garage on private 1 
: i ,: !i~:i acre lot. Below replacement at only 
MILL ION DOLLAR V IEW 
~ Good family home on full basement, 
=.  .,~..¢~-'~.~- 3 bedrooms plus 36x24 shop. 
Located on a quiet cul-de-sac adja- 
cent to Skeena River, Beautiful 
scenery. 
0nly $139,900 MLS 
FRE IGHT TERMINAL  
FOR LEASE 
2900 sq. ft. *7 bay freight erminal on 1.5 acres 
Includes offices & drivers' lounge* Open to offers* MLS 
CUL-DE-SAC BUILDING LOTS 
Prime "Bench" Location. Starting at $39,000 + G,S.T, These 
lots are going fastf MLS 
COUNTRY L IV ING $89,900.00  
This 14' mobile has been set on a beautiful 2 acre lot and is sur- 
rounded by pine trees and mountain view. 
This home is available December 1, 1996. 
SPECTACULAR V IEW 
• .~:~!~. ~;- !.:~.|~ ::~- , : .  
This 276 acre "nature lover's" haven is situated on the Skeena River just a 
few kilometres south of Kitwanga. Grassy meadows, parkling creek, thou- 
sands of pine, spruce, cedar, cottonwood, and aspen make this outdoor para. 
dise a tremendous opportunity. Spectacular view of seven sisters. Only 
$209,000 MLS 
12 X 48 with 10 x 32 finished 
addition, new twin sealed wind- 
ows, doors, natural gas furnace, 
carpet same owner for 17 
years. Located at Blue Spruce 
mobile home park. $24,900.00. 
All painted ready to move in. 
Available Dec. Burns Lake. 1- 
250-698-7686 days or 1-250- 
692-3822, Janet. 
1973 2 bedroom double wide in 
adult park. 4 appliances includ- 
ed. $28,000. Phone 635-7411. 
1981 14x 70 3 bdrm, complete 
with six appliances. $27,900. 
1981 14 x 70 3 bdrm, front liv- 
ing room, with 5 appliances. 
$28,000. 14 x 70 3 bdrm, 2 full 
baths, new carpets, new line, 
Excellent condition. $20,500. 
Free deliverylll 1-306-694- 
5455. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from. 1-800-809- 
8041. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
SRI MANUFACTURED home, 
2 bedrooms & 2 baths, sky- 
lights, fridge, stove, microwave, 
dishwasher, has to be seen. Set 
up adult Dark. Call 635-5350. 
SRI MANUFACTURED home. 
2 bdrm, front living room com- 
pletely set up in family court, 
close to schools, $60,000. Call 
635-5350. 
TRIPLE E manufactured home. 
Front kitchen, skylight, fridge, 
stove, dishwasher, 2 perches & 
patio price to sell. Set up in 
adult park. Call 635-5350. 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
2 BDRM duplex in Thornhill 
available immediately. $550 per 
month. Damage deposit and 
references required. Phone 
635-5678 or 638-6359. 
2 BDRM unit, 5 appliances, n/g 
fireplace, utilities included. Non- 
smokers, no pets. 2 ret's re- 
quired. $875 per month. Call 
638-0797. 
2 BEDROOM suite, f/s, w/d, 
gas fireplace, lots of storage 
space, must be non smokers, 
no pets, includes cable, $665 
per month plus 1/4 utilities. 
Available Jan 1/96. Reply to file 
#35 c /o  Terrace Standard 3210 
Clinton Ave., Terrace B.C. V8G 
5R2. ..:~ ~ .. 
2 BEDROOM trailer available 
Dec; '1/96 in Cop~e~i~le ~'ea. 
Large addition, n/g: henri plus 
wood. No dogs, $700 per month 
plus secudty deposit. Call 635- 
2065. ' ' "  
3 BDRM condominium down- 
town close to schools, N/G lira- 
place, no pets. Available Dec. 
1/96. $800, call 638-0714. 
3 BDRM house w/natural gas 
fireplace, sundeck, private yard 
and natural gas heat. No pets 
$950. For appt to view Call 636- 
8084. 
Well kept 2'187 sq, ft. home in prime location, fin- 
ished basement,  3 + 1 bedroom, 2 baths, 2 fire- 
places one natural gas. Paved driveway, new roof, 13 
x 18 detached shop. 80 ft.. frontage with private 
backyard and surrounded by hedge. Close to  schools. 
$154~500 immediate occupancy. 
Agents welcome. 638-1393 
i i ; i l~  ;~ i  ;' ~:i~ : :I~ • ~:i ~ 
Large 1 year old hon,e in family neighborho~ n bench. Full finished basement. 
Four large bedrooms &many more extras. 
Asking $22 !,900. 
Pleose cull 638-0660 for more informution. 
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• 30 ,  iOR RENT" .  -40~ Cc)MMERcIAL! 
SPACE FOR RENT 
50. WANTED TO 'I 
RENT ' 
70. FOR SALE 
; : (M ISC: ) , I  1 AND 2 bedroom aprs 
available Nov. 15 and Dec. 1st. 
Call 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
'3 BDRM townhouse available 
Dec.t/96. Close to school and 
shogpincl. Phone 635-4448. 
4 BDRM house on quiet street 
on bench, n/g heat,' fireplace, 
sundeck, garage and private 
yard, available Dec. 1st, $950 
per month. Phone 635-5510. 
5 BEDROOM house, n/g heat. 
Located in the Horseshoe, 
• available Dec. 1/96. $950 per 
month. Phone 638-1702. 
AVAILABLE FOR non srnokerl 
shared accommodations close 
to bus route. Phone 638-8608 
after 5 pm. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
ROOM for rent in newer subdi- 
vision. Includes cable and utili- 
ties. Own phone and laundry, 
Close to college, $350/month to 
view call 635-3790. 
AVAILABLE NOV. 15 -all utile- 
ties, reasonable rent, large 
yard, on school bus route, quiet 
area in upper Thornhill. Phone 
635-6321. 
70. FORSALEI:I : (MlSC,) 17 ,: 
CLEAN, QUIET 2 bdrm duplex 
in Thornhill for 1 or 2 non 
smokers, No pets (turtles ok), 
$650 utilities included. Call 635- 
4200. 
FOR RENT in Terrace. Large 
executive home (new), no. pets, 
3 bedrooms, double garage, 
gas fireplace, $1150 plus dam- 
age deposit. Call 632-6249. 
Bench area. Available Dec 
1/96. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
40, COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FORRENT 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit._ss 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-5968 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom base- 
ment suite, central location, 
separate entrance, w/w carpet, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
Available immediately. $525 
month. Phone 638-1505 after 5 
Pm. 
GOOD QUALITY 2 bedroom 
duplex situated on large lot 
.close to downtown area. $800 
per month. Available Dec 1. 
Call 637-5347. Excellent refer- 
ences required. 
KULDO 
COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT 
APTS 
632-4899 
KITIMAT, B.C. 
LARGE 1 bdrm apt -centrally 
located, perfect for single ca- 
reer person. Appliances, hot 
water, heat. washer & dryer in- 
cluded. Non Smoking. No Pets. 
References required. Available 
January 1. 635-6741. 
MODEST 3 bdrm house suit- 
able for n/s. Professionals, no 
pets please, references re- 
quired. Available immediately, 
Call 635-5081; 
R FOR rent. 4 appliances $675 
per month. In quiet trailer park. 
Phone 635-2126 evenings 
please; 
RENTAL SUITE in :fourplex 
building. Ref's and deposit re- 
quired. No pets: Call 635-2932: 
RENTING FOR Dec. 1/96, new 
3 bdrm condos, 1320 sq feet, 5 
appliances, blinds, mini-stor- 
age, $875/month. #2609 Braun 
Street, Terrace BC, Call 632- 
6636. 
RESPONSIBLE, EASY going, 
individual needed to share spa- 
cious downtown apartment, fur- 
niture welcome!! $300 plus. 
Phone 635-0995. 
ROOM FOR rent for working fe- 
male. Use of kitchen and utili- 
ties included. Phone 635-3927. 
ROOM FOR renL Non smoker, 
non drinker, available Dec. 
1/96. Iohone 635-2276. 
ROOM TO rent to working man. 
Quiet home. n/s, n/d. Phone 
638-8293. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS for 2 
bedroom basement suite 
w/laundry facilities in Horse- 
shoe. No smokers, no pets, on 
site management. Available 
Dec t, $600 per month. Ref's 
and security deposit required. 
Call 635-7391. 
RETAIL OR office space ap- 
prox. 400 sq ft plus 200 sq ft of 
. storage space, available imme- 
diately. Phone 635-2360. 
J 
.OFFICE SPACE AVAILAB.__. ~ 
450 square feeL, $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
ALMARLIN BUILDING, 
J FOR ENT OR LEASE I 1008 sq. ft. of office or retail 
space in Thornhill. 
Good location, reasonable 
renl. Available Immediately 
(604) 849-5080 
1178.5 sq. ft. 
Ground floor off ice 
4623 Park 
Good access and parking 
across from Lower Little Park 
corner of Park & Emerson. 
Phone: 635-6330 days 
635-9725 or 
635-4435 evenings 
5000 SQ. ft. warehouse with 
dock level loading. For more 
inform_arian, call 635-2801. 
iii1 ) 
PROGRESSIVE 
VENTURES LI"D 
Developers and 
General Contractors 
i ¸ i 
if! i!i,/ 
635-7459 
For Lease 
New Of f ice/Warehouse 
Complex 
2,000 or 4.0~gf~. ft. 
units, i~ q~mk~..'~41~ront, 
wa~up~]~l t  h OH 
dod~,~an ine  option, 
NG Gear, parking. 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
Office/Warehouse 
1,728 Sq.Ft. 
Storefront, offices, 
warehouse, 
c/w OH door, NG heat, 
Keith & Kenney Street 
Warehouse/Office 
Two ur~itsadjacent, 950 
sq. ft. each OH door, 
NG heat 
5002 Pohle Avenue 
Retail/Commercial 
Space 
Excellent Exposure 
Hwy. 16, adjacent to 
Home Hardware. 
PROFESSIONAL NON smok- 41" N.E.C.T.V. Excellent con- EVENING PRIMROSE OIL VC DOUBLE cassette deck, 
ing couple wish to rent reason- dition, $1200. Phone 635-7664. Suffer from symptoms of PMS, new, $200. Will sell for $100. 
ably priced 1 or 2 bedroom menopause, skin Irritations, Barely used. Ca11635-6350. 
home or apartment in Ter- 7 FT hand made Santa Clauses 
race/Thornhill starting Jan 1/97. and snowmen. Just in time for rheumatoid arthritis, diabetic WELL SEASONED FIRE- 
Call 635-0131 after 6 tom. Xmas yard decorating. Order neuropathy, excesses of alco- WOOD, birch, alder, hemlock & 
now if you want any. Ask for hal. Research shows Evening 
TRAILER PAD ON private land Gerry 635-3783. Primrose Oil has beneficial el- pine. Will deliver, buy now while 
with full hook-up for 14 x 70 fects on all of these problems, supplies lastl Call 635-6910. 
trailer, by Dec 1/96. Phone col- ALTO SAX, good condition For Information and ordering 
lect 1-250-847-3301 or leave $500. Phone 638-8604. call or write Sunshine Distribu° 
messaqe at 638-1144. BEEF BY the side, $1.50/Ib, de- tars, Box 1571, Burns Lake U !:. 
livery can be arranged;Call B.C. VOJ 1E0, Phone (250) TO;SELL 
/ i t :  Calj:l(aren. 
; ] L  ! 638- , ,  
0068 
842-6450. 692-2362. 360 capsules, 
500rag; ~ 10% GLA; With Vitamin 
BLAZE KING fireplace insert, E 39.85 price includes GST, 
Winnie the Pooh crib and 
HALL FOR rent for New Years mattress. Wooden high chair, shippincl & handling. 
Eve. Call 635-5121 or 635- stereo -teak, table and chairs FIREWOOD FOR sale, Phone 
3160. (6),4 tires P215. Phone 635, . 638-0254. 
2351. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .................. 
MORTGAGES BASED on 
DODGE RAM, hood ornament, Equity in Real Estate or 
paid $45.00 wilh tax from River Mobilesl not Income or Credit, 
side Auto Wrecking, bought Intel Financial (11 years in 
BIRCH FIREWOOD for sale. new one from Dodge dealer for business) 861-1526. 
$120 per cord. Cut split and de- $37.00. Will sell Riverside orna- 
levered. Kitimat delivery ment for reasonable price of ONTARIO ClGARE'n'ES for WANTED: STANDING timber 
$140.00. Call 635-7772. $25.00. Phone 632-7285. $31.00 per carton or less. In- with or without property. High- 
cludes shipping and handling est prices for large volume. Call 
13TH ANNUAL Burns Lake & FIREWOOD: FOR sale, and G.S.T. For your order from 250-330-4433. 
District Arts Council Craft Fair. $80/cord, hem ock/pine mix, call 1-800-293-0152. 
Saturday November 30. LDSS $60 per pickup load. $90/cord POOL TABLE, excellent condi- 
gym, Door s open 10:00 am birch, $70 per pickup load.De- teen. New felt, 4x8x7/8 one 
60+ seniors: 10:30 general pub- levered, small dump truck load, piece slate, $1300 obo. Call 
lic. Comeone&alll $100 per hem/pine, $110 per 638-7982review. 
birch. Split add $15. Call 635- 
1996 COLUMBIA Tri-axle, 2424 for more into. PRE FABRICATED wood con- 
long/short logger. (250) 836- INVENTORY CLEARANCE struction utility sheds. From 2489. 
fall Salel 50% off PINE FLOOR- $600. Also garages, workshops, 1967 CHEVELLE and Malibu 
ING CLEAR grade 'shorts'. R.V. shelters. Phone Dirk Bak- S.S. rebuilt 396, and rebuilt 
12.5" - 25" lengths. Only $1.30 ker at638-1768 after 5 pm. transmission, buckets, consul, 
~ lanket  sq ftl Very attractive and suit- QUEEN SIZE box spring and rallyes, 12 volt Possi, excellent 
able for low traffic areas, easy mattress on bedframe. Lady runner, winter price $5500. 
| |1 N aVe l lowLea J  installation for the 'Do-it-your- owned 8 years, new. $150 firm Phone635-6128. 
seller'. While stock lasts. Men. - 635-6197: 1985 MAZDA RX7, GSL, 
Fri. 9 - 5. Francois Lake Wood- SINGER SALE: Due to school 162,000 kms, fully loaded, new ~,~n ere n Uassutned working Phone: 695-6405 Fax: budget cuts, new unsold singer stereo, $4800 abe. Call 635- 
695-6550. sewing machines now offered 7566. 
LOOKING FOR great gifts at to public & must be sold, Mad- 1987 CELEBRITY Eurosport 
Your ad will appear in discount prices? Visit SAL- ern Singer, heavy duty, drop-in auto 2.8 V6 air, pw, pl, tilt, 
Terrace Standard MONBERRY'S ANNUAL bobbin, Sew all fabric, including cruise, low kms, great condition, 
• Smi~ers Inferior News CHRISTMAS SALE. Save 15 - vinyl, canvas, cotton, silk and but powersteering weak, hence 
• Prince George Free 50%11 Enjoy a hot drink even leather. Freearm singers $4150obo. Ca11635-2510. 
Press browse antiques, jewellery, great value, $299.00. 25 year 1989 HONDA Civic 4 dr 90,000 
ornaments, handmade can- warranty. We ship anywhere kms auto, tilt, excellent condi- 
• Houston Today dies, woven throws and only 9 from warehouse in Le- teen, abe. Call635.2510. 
• Burns Lake Lakes Dislrld moretl Boyd's bear's dealer, duc. Also 4 spool sergers 
News Gift Baskets. Visa. 1/2 kms on $499.00. Phone (403) 986- 1989 HONDA Civic 4 dr 90,000 
• Vanderhoof Express Coray Rd, 45 minutes West of 3018. Visa, Mastercard, cheque kms auto, tilt, excellent condi- 
• Ft. ,St. James Caledonia Burns Lake. 5 men East of En- or COD accepted. Leeds Leduc teen. $7,000 abe. Call 635-2510. 
Courier dako, Call 1-250699-8570. Sewing Centre. 4713 50th Ave, 1991 DAYTONA ES V6 Auto, 
Leduc, Alta. T9E 6Y5. Singer 105,000 kms. Electric windows, 
• Kifimat Sentinel , authorized ealer, locks, seats. Cruise control 
Onefor fouweeks.iSsuein seven communities FRESH 8EAFO01} jl r-'l "BUY oR SELL  i/ 7057.%595°' Burns Lake. 1-250-692- 
i !~Sh~i~on~=~~ H AUBUToSHRIMP , 1"-~" FORD Tauras station CRA  • SOLE • COD Tupperware wagon. Air conditioning, cruise, 
CII.~'BAM SOUll] Sf.M'OOD I KAREN MATTEIS power windows. 59,000 kms. 
Excellent condition, asking 
o~r Tel/Fax 638-1050 635-7810 Pacific 12,500.00. Phone 1-250-696- 
; 3211. 
~ i  i ~ ' ~  1992 PONTIAC Sunbird, excel- Skeena  lent condition, very clean, 
Dr iv ing  am/fro, cassette, 50,000 kms. 
• Call Classifieds at - sc.ool $7900 abe Ca,, 835 6350 
1993 CADILLAC Seville STS, 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" fully loaded with leather and 
I Giff Certificates J slider. One owner, like new, 
"" 44,000 kms, $33,500 abe. 1/2 Looking for thaL~ price of new one. Call 847-9564 
leave message 
PEPSI KERMODEI  hard to find gift for 1993 F250 4x4 351 CI5 speed. 
B E V E R A G E S  Chr i s tmas ,  A/C/Tih, 105,000 kms, am/fm 
cassette. Headahe rack, excel- 
Planning Your Christmas Party, Birthdays or  lent condition, ,'we tone paint, 
$16,900 plus GST. Call 1-250- 
Wedd ing  or  Fundraiser? Graduotion  692-3292. 
• Assessments ~/~( v )] MUST SELL 1969 GTO Ram 
Call us for all your beverage and • Evaluations ~ ~  Air IV Coupe. 400 cu in., 370 
beverage system needs. HP, turbo 400 automatic 
Termce, Killrnot, , / f# /  numbers match P.H.S. Docu- For more into call Bruce Prince RuPert ~'~j/ mented collector status. Phone 
Tel: 638-1211 • Fax: 638- : ! .252 Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 (250) 632-2433 days or (250) 
Toll Free:  1 -800-661-0134 I'H/F~ 635-7532 632-2742 after 9 pm. 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Ho- se P-- ans A-- ailab/e Let T  ese Professionals PI'o=V--a-G 
 i]dm 
emil;mr 
Monday to Friday 
8a.m.-6 pm 
Saturday 
8:30 am - 5:30 pm 
3207 Munroe, Terrace Fax 635-5093 I I 1, A n l i Serving the N0rth~ 
/,-:= r lome vVOrK. Ph:635-1132 
And I)iscount Suppliers 
Ip Yo J With Your 
Chimney Furnace and 
Cleaning of air ducts 
problems, improves air 
efficiency and reduces aller! 
Insured and Bonded. V 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 20, 1996 - B13 
-280, BUSINESS 
SERVICE S- ., 
300,HEL~P. • 
WANTED GRANISLE COMMERCIAL RIDE TO Vancouver wanted GYGER, WILLIAM Gottleis, ~r 
1978 GMC half ton pickup AI- property. Large corner lot with Nov. 20 - 22. Shared expense, passed away peacefully in his ~ " ~ . . . . . .  
pine am/fro cassette. Excellent trailer complex. Ideal location. Phone 635-0069. home in Terrace on November DO YOU Need Some R & R? A GROWTH opportunity awaits 
running condition. $1600. $37.000. Call W. Jeffrey 1-250- 2, 1996. He was born in Adel- Come to Lakeside Reheat for a the success-minded self-moti- 
Phone 635-7566. 697-2337 or J. Smith 1-250- 
baden, Switzerland on Septem- B & B weekend and enjoy being vated individual who is accept- 
1988 FORD E250 cargo van, 697-6353. Does Your Child bar 14, 1923 and immigrated pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' ed into our training program. 
nat. gas conversion, mech in- HAY FOR sale. 170 square ""  "~to~,g .~JVeea:T~ with his family to the Bulkley boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- For those students with market- 
spectionswelcome. Brandnew bales. $4.50 each. Call 638- Valley in1937. He served in the heart Special", family package inn, hiring and training skills, 
white paint. $9300. Call 635- 8809. I (an help, I am looking I0 tutor Canadian Army for 8 years, tel. or give yourself a treat. Phone fast promotions to Branch and 
2202. THE TACK Store. Start thinking ~:gr~ ] Ihrougb 7.  lowed by logging, prospecting, 1-604-573-4549. Pinantan division responsibilities are in 
1991 F360 crew cab pickup, about Christmas. Everything for welding and farming. After rais- Lake, Kamloops. store. Call 635-3066 for an in- 
4x4, XL model, like new condi- the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, I gm ebte 10 lulor log subjed~ ing a family on a farm in the val- terview and ask for Kathy. 
tion, 61,000 kms. $22,000. Brayer horses. Order by Oct15 i : :Reosonnble Rntes!  ley, he moved around the prow- CIVIL TECHNOLOGIST, 
1989 Aerostar ext van, excel- to avoid disappointment. Open inca usa carpenter for several TERRACE design technologist for the 
lent condition, XL model. Wednesday - Saturday. 10 - 4 To book fnll sessions or for years before settling in Terrace. Slithers B.c. office, reporting to 
170,000 kms, $5000. Call 846- pro. Call 846-9863. e,:inf0rmlian please call Bill is predeceased by his par- GUTTERMAN branch manager for field sur- 
5504. TWO APPALOOSA'S, Wren- :0~ ............................. ........ .... ants Fritz and Rosa Gyger, his vey, detailed design and con- 
1992 F150 super cab4x4 short- gler Zip get. '94 gleding, tall, older brother Fritz Jr., older ~ tract administralion of municipal 
sister Rosa Luder of Brazil, his J ~ A I  engineering prolects. ACAD ex- kms,b°x' 302a/c,V8,tilt;automatiC,cruiSe, Canopy, ~75'000 '95gentle'stallion;ground broke,chunky,$1500.00.cutting 635-2606 youngest son David and grand- parlance and computer skills re- 
cuslom wheels. $17,500 abe. prospect, $3500.00. Both grand son Dirk Mendel. He is survived ~ quired. Minimum 2-5 years re- 
Phone638-8400. champion over adults. Hillcrest by his sisters Mary Walton and lated experience. Competitive 
1992 FULL size Blazer. Fully Appaloosa's. Phone 1-250-692- PSYCHIC Emma Dohler of Smithers, salary, performance bonus, 
loaded, CD player, keyless en- 3403. children Theresa Brinkac of Ft. SPECIAL IZ ING medical/dental plan. Reply to: 
try, new motor, re-built trans- Nelson, Ken Gyger (Eileen) of in 5" cont inuous Dayton & Knight Ltd. Consulting ANSWERS Nanaimo, Darlene Mendel (Eck- Engineers, Box 939, #1-1210 
mission, excellent condition, ard) of Slithers, Gwen Hunter aluminum gutters, Main St. Smithers B.c., V0J 
Phone 635,4357 or 635-5545 LIVE & PERSONAL (Don) of Thelly Island, nine SOffit and fascia 2N0. 
and leave messa.qe. ~tEa #m tN CA.AOA 
1994 F150 4 wd, 300 6 cylinder, THE FARMERS market is now eVANLV ~VS tALK grandchildren and two great installations. 
5 speed, 53.000 kms, new closed but pfentiful preserves is LIVe ! ON e esgrandchildren'were held M moriaINov. 6, serviC-at the FREE ESTIMATES Terror Hospice Society 
toyos, Kenwood stereo, still open. Look for us at your fa- LOW ~ e lm MacKay Funeral Home in Tar- is seeking an experienced 
lOO,0OO kms extended warren- vorite bazaar and call us for Me,or ~ ' '~C~I  e: u~p' race with reception following at SERVING TERRACE Bookkeeper 
ty. E.C. must sell $15,000 abe. free delivery or orders of $20.00 ¢~=e,, VeNICe the Legion Hall. In lieu of flow- & K IT IMAT 
Ca11847-5057 or 846-9642. or more. We now do gift bus- ere donations to Terrace Legion with computer skills for 
1994 GMC 3/4 ton Suburban. kets. Phone 635-3259 or fax 1"~O0-4~! -4055 Branch for d st.but on to 638-7054 approx. 4 hrs. per monlh. 
Leather, loaded, 454 on pro- 635-0186. 24 HRS. $2.99/min-  18+ the extended care unit at Mills 
pane, comes with snow plow 220. LOST AND ~ Memorial Hospital and War Great 0pporlunity for a 
blade. Phone 636-1162, ask for , . . . . .  HAPPY  HALF  A Amps are requested in honor of 
Rob. : FO U N D retired person. their unstinting community serv- 
• I 1~111~ ' t / / '~T  T . . . .  . 29&: BusIN'ESS 
OPPORTUNITIES • . . . .  : ' ARE f0U CENTURY Ice. For more informalion LOST: a box of Christmas dec- ~ J '~[  To Bill, my thr i l l  please call Diane ot 280,:BUSINESS 
SERVlCES~ ' 
orations with sentimental valve, TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE I love you still BEST HOME BASED BUSI- 635-4811. 
between Graham Ave and Jack offers 24 hour safe shelter to nnd always wil l  NESS EVER! Manufacturer 
agent seeks local persons to re- Pine1279. Flats. Please call 638- YouW°mencan withcall, Evener withoUtjust to talk.Children lheBeSt"OIder"WisheSwomanfr°m A'n'ENTION SMALL business- stock established locations hen- [,~ZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~,~ 
es, why pay high accounting d,ng,~esavers candy. M~nimum ~ Look ing  fo r  1'' DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new LOST: LARGE grey Tabby cat, Battering is not o.M nnd your fami ly  fees for your bookkeeping investment $8500. Work pad or H 1'4~4 & used motorhomes, diesel White paws in Uplands area. It is not o.k. for someone ~ 1,4 1'4 - 
pushers, slideouts, trailers, van qeward offered. Phone 635- tohityou R ,R&B I~ needs? For confidential, profes- full time. Product has over 1'~ Child Care? . 
conversions, campers, trades 5128. 
are welcome, we deliver. Only or push you ~ ~ sional bookkeeping service. 300% profit. For free color H ~ 1.4 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 or yell at you 9592.Manual or Computer call 635- erbr°chureat 1-800-336-4296.call marketing manag. ~1'4 program°keena carlchildhelp car you makeSupp°rtthe .1'~1'4 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- p~ dghl choice tar your child. For ~ 
668-1447 or Internet wvwv.voya- )4 information on choosing care and 1'( 
geur-R.V, com. ~ available options, call ~i 
~ Coco at 638-1113.. 
SNOWMOBILES ~: 
or scare you 
,ARE YOUR concerns weight You can be safe. DON'T REPLACE that old tub DISCOVERY TOYS, education- 
loss or gain, improved health, There are safe places, or sink-reglaze ill Color chang- al toys, books, and games. Call 
from allergies to high blood es and chip repairs available. Louise anderson at635-9495. 
pressure. We have programs TERRACE TRANSITION Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. )4 H FOR SALE.. BE YOUR OWN 1,4 Afreesetviceprovidedbythe 1'4 
for you. Lost 40 Ibs in 14 HOUSE: BOSS - Sunny Okanogan Elec- 1'4 Terraca Women's Resource Centre 1'4 
weeks. Husband lost 44 Ibs in For Prompt 1-~ tronics Franchise, Osoyoos, I t  and funded by the Ministry of 1'4 
1'4 13 weeks. 100% natural. Toll 635-6447 ~ ~ B.C. RV. VCR, STEREO, MU- ),4 Women'sEqual~. 1'4 Snow Removal ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ 1993 V-max 4, excellentcondi- free 1-888-858-8021. Fax 1- 24 HOURS A DAY NORTHERN - -  SIC, Cellular Phones, Internet & .'='U.'~".'='=,=..*.=A,=,=A,,.,=,U,, 
tion 3500 kms, PSTquad pipes. 604-B58-8471. • Driveways LAB 5 ~ LTD.  Loomis Depot, CD's, Case, 
New 2' comoplast track, new DID YOU know that....? Brain • Sidewalks more. Business in 12th year. 
covet, too much to list. $8000. waves can be recorded in the • Parking Lots WATER & Great opportunity...call Brant to- BOOKKEEPER 
692-4266 Burns Lake. preborn child six to seven day 250-495-6394. 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. is cur- 
1995 POLARIS XLT SP 600. weeks after conception. Terrace ENVIRONMENTAL INCREDIBLE BUSINESS OP- rently seeking applications for 
New 1.5" long track, fox shocks, Pro-Life, Box 852 Terrace 635- Ge ier ' s  Brother ' s  TESTING PORTUNITY AVAILABLEI the position of bookkeeper. 
mt bars, skid plate, excellent 9552. Contracting Purchase a portable deluxe Applicant must have no less 
condition; only 700 miles, DIET CENTER: Still the Bestll cappuccino bar. C/W Neouvo than 4 years experience, 
$6000 obo. Call 846-9692 or "Success to Gel" Inexpensive, eh :  638-8124 1-800-990-9522 Seminelli single, automatic es- Duties include: accounts pay- 
846-9294 eveninqs. Easy long-distance program, o r  638-5832 proseD machine (plugs into able, accountsreceiveable 
1996 FORMULA III, 2" long Get ready for Christmas hOWl Prince Rupert 110v). Aulomatic espresso and payroll. Must he able to 
track. Pay no tax! Asking $8500 CALL 1-800-431-9446. grinder, Silver King commercial prepare a complete set of 
financial statements. 
abe. Call 847-8798. IF ALCOHOL is the problem, Shnne M(Colman, oformer gradu- refridgerator/freezer, and grey 
m apnyhavejound,, help,..w~h ale of Caledonia Sr. Secondary "" e water tank. You provide the Io- Must have experience in corn- 
~;o~"~'~;33  ~''d''r~''v'uu°' Schoolin Terrace hosreceived an j ~  Harmony Clowns ! ,c.ation with hookup to a water- puters. Automotive Accounting 
~ i Fine unaer pressure, unly a definite asset. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  award from lhe Northern Alhedo _~~~~~~~~~l/~ =, , ,~  ~,~. , , ,  ~ . ,~ i  ~ I $10,000 plus GST. Contact car- 
LOOKING FOR a good honest inslilule ofTechnology for hJgheg =',~P"~"~;"~ O~O'{~OUU ~' ~1 ~,~ I inna@ 250-632-4116. Forward resume to: ..... 
16 Fr. fiberglass wood river wha[~b'~Ww~m~nnjo;s°o~u?~o~ s ;~k:nii~,,,l!e,;,~.~.Y Q.u~ ~; :~V~=~ FAX, 6~, ,~60~ I WA.TED: LOCALL', made 
• • ........ c/o leri'~e~Stl~,~Mf-~- • ~p l~ l l l l t l~ , l l  I I p lU~lU l l l  boat 50 hp. Merc. Jet. Comes activities, dining out camping . . . .  I' , .. v-V.,T4~ 3987 Keroy Street, Terrace, B.C. ~ '  I natural products for innovahve ," 3210 ell;iior~'~i~'~ ~ 
retail outlet Send roduct tufa with trailer. Exc. running Reply to file #34 ' ne was also runner up nenvy au~y BIRTHDAY PARTIES - PICNICS - SPECIAL EVENTS ~k~-~/ I tofile.41~c.olntPe~rir . '  .... .... Terrace, Be " 
condition $2,200. 638-8609. ~ mechanic of the yeor for 
W?(~gEtRmlNg gHEA;H ~ GglJ~. Edmonlo, n,. He ,s presently BALLOOLNeDavECOe~NoGt~FnOaRaWE~DINGS.&M..EETINGS 3,  I Box 2;0 Sr~;thers ~CN~/~' VgGSR2 
. . . . . . . . . .  employeonyuonco~quipmenrin g outowningrousr 'E J 2NO. ' ' Condition. C/W mt bare, cargo OF H,--~LIr=. wimour gooa .., . 
tomonr0n rack and cover. Asking $6200. health, we have nothing. Phone 
Call 1'250-692-4215. Shanon 635-2224. 
er canoe, flat stern. $1500 firm. 
Ask for John days phone 250- 
635-6203. Evenings 250-635- t~ I Ray Rioux, owner of Terrace Carpet Doctor ,~  
3303. ~ am not and never have been in business 
FOR SALE 24" welded alumi- 'E~ with Rob Roy's Carpet Do~ ,r. 
num Jet boat, Comes with 460 
Ford motor, 3 stage Hamilton ~ I have recently closed my business and I m now with ~1~ 
jet, sliding canopy, sounder and ~ Northcoast Cleaning. 
many extras. $23,000 firm. Ask ~'~],  For qualily work you expect from me call 
for John and days phone 250- ~ Shannon, Northcoost Cleaning at 638-1144.  i '~  
635-6203. Evenings phone 250- ~ Thankyou ~ 
635-3303. 
/ s ince  1973 
l FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
1975 CLARK 668B line skidder. L 
and RecYcling I 
..................... i .............. / 7 :  : : : )  ................ : :  ................... 
' Copper, Aluminum, BrasS* ]-,cad, Stainless steel ':""'7 New motor, radiator, cradle and 
Chrome* Nickel, Silver, Electrical Wire; Wire a0pe;: winch, includes extra tires, ELINOR CLARA SPENCER ..... : Radiators;Batieries, lBc~s;:p] 
chains and water tank. $18,000 Born Nov. 16, 1927 at Phillips, j 
firm. Call 847-9839.. Maine. Fourth child of Weston and ASs 
I 1980 - 668C Unc skidder; 653 Porker. Her hrolhers were: engine; comes with 5 tires; 4 chains; good working condition. Tom (De(eased), Harold (Deceased), 
Asking $25,000. Call: 1-250- Olin (Dece=ed), Phillip and Lance. J G-US NEBR]I'~TG 3901 Dabble St. 
845-2551 (Houston). The Parker family moved Io Terrace [ TEaRACE, B,C. TR]',: (250)635-1228 FAX: (260)635-8151 Cloudeffe Sandecki 635-9434 
FOR SALE 1987 743 Bobcat from Maine in 1936, where Elinor and 
loader. Serious inquiries only. her brolhers afiended the first Kalum 
Phone 638-8832. .School. Elinors mother operaled astore Lorno Moth~sen 
in Terrace for some years, Loler the SqlSoftWorks/nc, 
: ( ;1801 PETS Porkers purchased land in R=swood 
. ,. . . . .  and homesteaded there for several (60,4) 635-9694 
PETS FOR sale: 2 baby yeors. (~)  535-6584 (FAX) 
budgies - $15 each, 4 baby re- At about age 12, while horseback riding in Rosewood, Elinor met George 
male cockatiels - $20 each, 5 Frederick Spencer. On January 27, 1941 they were married. 
baby lovebirds - $35 each. [liner and George lived Iheir firsl year of married life in lhe Nose in o log 
Phone 638-1246 leave rues- house which George had bull1. George's parenls, Benjamin and Anna Spencer l - ' rOTeSSlOnOl services offered: 
saqe on answerinq machine, livd near by. Custom system des ign and  programming 
REGISTERED BLACK lab pup- [liner end George then moved to Hozellon where George was working in Database  design and  Installation 
pies, vigorous field trial stock, lhe'Red Rose" mine. Hands-on training programs 
1st shots, ready to go Nov 10, In 1944 [:liner and George luded lheir family wilh George Jr., lhe finl of 8 F~aoson ~
19g6. $400 (250) 842-6447. children. To follow were: Jim, Phillip (decensed), David (deceased), Herb, 
SIBERIAN SLED dog puppies. Laurel, Jeff & Shirley. 
Excellent love companions. George Jr. Was born of Itazellen. Second son Jim wns born in Ihe "Old VVV V. kermode.net 
gorgeous quality without red Holel" el lhe fool of Kabm Lake. 1be olher six were born in Terrace. They then (~%~ Desktop Publ ish ing by Lee Burk i t t  ~ i  . i~  .. 
tape of paperwork, Shots. $200 moved Io R=sweod lived for a time at Ihe "Goat Ranch" Next Ihey bought pro- Phone 638-0877 ~:": ~' • email •internet access 
- $350, Call 635-3772. perly in ResiDed and buill a log home lhere in 1949. ~ey lived lhere far 2 "% '~ Business Image Design ° Small Volume Publishing • web pages • training 
THE TACK STORE. Everything many years as well= having ahouse on Kolum Lake Drive in Terrace. / / ~ computer Tutoring 
for the horse lover. Gifts, her- Later Ihey sold the pln(e on Kelum take Drive and houghl o house on lhe ~ " " Terrace's only locally owned full service 
ness and saddlery" 4 kms' °ut Queen CherJ°fle's" ~eylroveled b°ck °nd f°dh, spending time at hath P laces. ) ~ 9 ~  ~ ~ T  l Jnternet prov ider .  
of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. In life, Binor en eyed the ouldoors. She loved to go fishing, hunting for Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
-4  pmor by appointment 846- Grouseor(o eding0golesonlheb,zh. Elin0rw=dse0novidgordenerond RGS Internet Services 
'853, many happy hours were spent picking berries or such ~lh her children, who - - ___~"~. ,  I'-Y)-~ ~ '~£~1. / ' , '1n  4722 Lakelse Ave. 
enjoyed Ihe fruils of Iheir labrs. [liner worked side hy side with her husband , - - - - -  ,,,~ Ph.: 635-3444 
George to build a home and raise their children Ihrough good times and 
hot'hips. Fax: 635-9727 emalh sales@kermode.net 
ALFALFA MIX hay for sale. Lo- George Spencer Sr. Passed ,w~/in 1982 and [liner lived the remainder of 
coted in Terrace. Phone 638- her years in R0ssw0od where mosl of her children and grandchildren still live 
o .4. ,,a,. ] Twin# SJ, Su#y I ALFALFA MIX round bales. Upon her passing, Od. 1D, 1996 il may he censidered like lhe end sf en era as & Pure 
Delivered semi load lots. Cow as Elinors was one of the I=I Irue dd-limers of Rosewood. 
and horse hay. Square bales "l~e family 0f Ihe late Elinor Spencer would like Io express their appredoli0n VICTORPoHAWE $ I ~ i ~ j . ~  . Super Seledion o,Cal Six~ s I also available. Call (250) 963- In Dr. Phillips, Dr. Hsu, Dr. Kenyon and oil the slofl al Mills Memorial Hospilol • Chalice:Is & Fragrances 3499. (or Ihe wonderful core given Io Elinor during her illness. Thank you Io CERTIFIED C.E.F. English g Rosswood(ommunilyAsso(inlionnndeveryoneelseforlheirkindnessond OPTOMETRIST I 0   U B'z iards . FilrerCleaningSelvices Western Equestrian coach sympathy following our tecenl loss of Elinor. ~ . availabtrJ for lessons. Available | Ir/I,'liJ~lJ.ll!,l.l.Ul,l:ltl:Ul.I! ° FREE Woh,r Teslinq 
,r, yr,,,, hr, rse wr,, 'We her v,'ry,,,,,,'/i. 638-8055 
Call IJ,,a Harrmr tb; fi35 7250. 
GOATS AND 5her,p for ,,air, at '// le Apem'er y ,nti[ies arid IIW 'l'arl£t,r '1 amilir,~ # 1 - 4748 LAKELSE, ,TERRACE 
tr,Jat or ~a,' Pftttr, l it j r't,r,n~ ' (Also wilh Iocotions in Smilhers and Houston) 
b';P, ~;,,r:,~ 
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SENIOR 
TECHNICIAN/OPERATIONS 
MANAGER 
1'0C COMMUNICATIONS is a highly innovative Communications firm 
based in Northwest B.C. We provide an excellent opportunity for 
individual with a desire to achieve and the ability to respond to an e r 
changing hi.tech environment. Our company is looking for o Senior 
Technician/Operations Manager to contribute to a profitable commercial 
and industrial business portfolio. 7he successful candidate must have a 
proven track record in design and imphmentatior of Radio and peg ng 
systems. A so id technical background in bench repair, base station and 
radio repeater sites necessary. Sis highly organized individual should 
be a definite team player With strength in supervisory and leadersl~ 
skills. We are an exciting firm with a proven track record of excel en 
in quulity and commitment to our customers: 
Please forward your resume by letter or fax to: 
TOC Communications Ltd., #4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 3V1 
fax (604)638.6081, Altention Mr. Ed Graydon. 
 (J6ER (ON$(JLTItl'G- 
I I~ - -~:PR IVAT~tYan mae I RtTo~:;NGo¢;;  I'I'U~ON 
Have equipment ,  w i l l  t ravel .  
LEVEL 1 FIRST A ID  
Nov. 30, 8:00am - 4:00pro ........ . ......... $75 
' 320,  WORK 
WANTED '~ I  
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Dec. 1 8:00am - 4:00pm ..................... $75 
LEVEL 3 FIRST A ID  
Dec. 2 - 13 8:00am TO 4:00pro ......... $595 
( i0  seats left) 
NEEDED: owner/operator Feller Buncher 
FOR HIRE: processor with a "Lake" Head 
FOR SAUE: Grader 780 Champion 
Order your Loggers 
Calendar now! 
There will be a $25 deposit required to hold your seat 
,330 .  NOTICES Millwright 
Journeyman 
Kemano, Alcan's Hydro Electric 
Generating Station requires a 
') MUlwright'Joume~/ma n. 
~ " Resp6hSibiliti6s include 
maintenance ofpowerhouse air 
and hydraulic systems, 
generators, and powerhouse and 
townsite pumps. 
The successful candidate will be 
a qualified Journeyman Millwright 
with an Interpmvincial Ticket or 
B.C.T.Q. Preference will be 
given to those with welding and/ 
or machinist expedence. 
Powerhouse xperience would 
be an asset. A Class 5 Ddver's 
Lieenoe is required. 
An excellent compensation and 
benefits package is provided. 
Employees are represented by 
the Canadian Auto Workers 
Local 2301. 
Alcoa invites applications from 
qualified women, man, aboriginal 
peoples, visible minorities and 
persons with disabilities. 
If this position matches your 
qualifications and ambitions, 
please submit your esume in 
confidence, attaching relevant 
trade certification, and quoting 
Competition Number T9624, by 
December 14, 1996 to: 
Kemano, situated 
100 km southeast~ 
of Kitimat on'" 
B.C.'s noithwest 
coast, is a modem 
community in a 
wilderness etting. 
The 215 residents 
enjoy excellent 
opportunities for 
outdoor activities 
includng golfing, 
hiking, and fishing. 
Community 
facilities include a 
mini-mall, 
recreation centre, 
swimming pool, 
library, bowling 
alley, curling and 
more. Principle 
transportation to
Kitimat (population 
l Y,5OO) is by a 
company operated 
sixty-one 
passenger vessel 
with service twice 
a week. 
ChemlcalsLtd [I 
Employment Co-ordinator 
Box1800 II .Ill,, Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 2H2 
Fax: (250) S39-8602 /ALCAN , 
@ 
THE :.. 
INLAND 
GROUP ~. : INLAND KENWORTH 
FINANCE/CREDIT MANAGER 
Inland Kenworth/Parker Pacific 
Equipment Sales is seeking a Credit 
Manager for our branch located in 
Terrace, B.C. 
Duties include: reporting to the local 
Dealer Manager and the General Credit 
Manager in Vancouver administering the 
finance and accounts receivable 
portfolio, promoting internal finance and 
insurance sales and general office 
management. 
The successful applicant wil have a 
minimum 5 years credit experience, be 
highly self-motivated and have a good 
understanding of the local economy. The 
position offers an excellent salary, 
benefits package and chance for 
advancement. 
Submit resumes in person to John 
Lyle at 3671 Hwy 16 East, Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 4M2. 
I 
i 
Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited is an integrated for- 
est products company with a commi~ent o env ronmen- 
tally responsible practices and reforestation i itiatives. We 
have an opening at our Houston Operations for a 
Certified Benchman/Circular Sawfihr 
As a member el the Filing Deportment, you will be responsible 
for benching saws, working Gn round saws and band saws and 
comphling the necessary maintenance on filing room equipment, 
grinders and benches. 
As the successful candidate, you will have some experience 
working in sawmills and be qualified in all the tasks of a Filter 
and Circular Sawfihn In addition; you will have we develoo 
organizational, Communication=and lroubleshootina s~., 
Considerable initiative and the ability to work in a team environ- 
ment are also required.' . . . . .  
Candidates with lesser qualifications ie. Circular Sawfiler, may 
be considered for this position and are encouraged to apply. 
A competitive hourly rate will be offered in accordance with the 
IWA Collective Agreement. 
If you are interested in this position, you are invited to forward 
your application or resume by December 6, 1996, to: 
Human Resources 
Northwood Pulp 
Houston Region 
Re. Box 158 
Houston, B.C. V( 
Fax: (604) 845-,' 
:.i-north  
:;.~,~  pulp and tin' 
Personal Banking 
Representative 
Super ior  customer  service. A commitment  to 
prov id ing a w ide  range of  super ior  products. A 
focus on excel lence in every business initiative. 
These combine  to make CIBC a recognized and 
growing leader in the f inancial  services industry. 
This oppor tun i ty  calls for  an indiv idual  who  is 
able to respond ef fect ively to customer requests 
and prov ide sound investment  and credit advice. 
Your strong sales and service or ientat ion and 
des i reto  work  in partnersh ip  with your  customers 
is complemented  by previous investment and 
personal lending exper ience.  You are an excellent 
communicator  who  works wel l  in a team oriented 
env i ronment  and, important ly,  are always seeking 
out new and better ways  of  prov id ing customers 
with the very best expert ise. 
We offer an attractive, remuneration package 
together with opportunities to broaden your career 
and professional scope. Please send your resume, 
in confidence, quoting Ref. RK.111a: ClBC, Box 340. 
Terrace, BC V8G 4B1, Fax: (250) 635-4129 Attn: Rob 
King. No agency solicitation will be considered. 
CIBC thanks a/l appflcants for their interest, however 
only those under consideration will be contacted. 
CIBC is committed to diversity in our workforce and equal 
access to opportunities based on merit and performance. 
DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
SERVICES 
The Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako has an opening in its 
Environmental Services Deparlmont for a Director of Environmental 
Services. This is 0 full-time position which will be of interest to an indi- 
vidual seeking a new challenge and career advancement. 
The Diredor of Environmental Services will be responsible for lhe over- 
all operation and management of the Environmental Services 
Department. Reporting to the Administrator, the Director of 
Environmental Services will he involved with: supervising the operation 
of the Regional Distrid landlill sites; overseeing the implementation of 
the Regional District's Solid Waste Management Plan; carrying out the 
development of design and operating plans; implementing the 
Regional District's weed control program; and, supervising the main- 
tenance and capital improvements of the Regional Distrid's water and 
supervising the maintenance and capital improvements of the Regional 
Distrid's water and sewer systems. 1he Director will be assisted by u 
Solid Waste Management Planner. 
Preference will be given to applicants who have: 
* engineering/environmental studies degree or equivohnt 
* minimum 7 years work experience Jn landfill design and operations; 
' strong communication and writing skills and the ability to deal with 
elected representatives, government officials, landfill controcters 
and tbe general public; 
* working knowledge of computers, WordPerfect and Lotus 123. 
Individuals with lessor qualifications may be considered depending on 
the responses received. 
The Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako is situated in north central 
British Columbia and is responsible for the area from Vanderhaof to 
Smithers. Its office is located in Burns Lake, a scenic community Iocaled 
in lhe centre of the Lakes District. The area has excellent outdoor 
recreation opporlunities in a small town sefling. 
The Regional Distrid offers a comprehensive benefits package, flexi. 
bh working hours and a salary commensurate with qualifications. 
interested applications should apply in confidence no later than 4:30 
p.m. Monday, December 30, 1996 to: 
J. Jay Simons, MOP, Administrator 
Regional District of Bulkely-Nechoko 
Box 820 
Burns Lake, B,C. V0J 1 E0 
PARTS PERSON. Due to our 
new expansion we are actively 
seeking qualified parts persons, 
Preference will be made to 
those with Ford and ADP ex- 
perience. Good roles of pay 
with bull benefits to successful 
applicants. Reply immediately 
by foxing to Geoff Stone (250) 
847.4653 or in writing to PO 
Box 400 Smithers, BC V0J 2N0. 
QUALIFIED JOURNEYMAN 
automotive mechanic. Forward 
resume to Jacobsen Ford P.O. 
Box 1330 Revelstoke or fax 
837-2229. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
qualified journeyman automo- 
tive mechanic: Forward resume 
to Jacobsen Ford, P.O. Box 
1330, Revelstoke, B.C, or fax to 
837-2229. 
WANT AMIBITIOUS go-getter 
for summer work., Full-time ca- 
reer potential. Earnings oppor- 
tunity of $250+ per week: Call 
Kathy 635-3066. 
WANT PART time money? 
Have a computer? Free into, no 
cost to you! Call (250) 964- 
7761, or (250) 564-1999. 
WANTED: EXCAVATOR op- 
erator experienced in road 
building. Grader operator, ex- 
perienced. Loader operator, ex- 
perienced in snow clearing. 
Reply to File #32. 
Join the expanding 
Tim Hortons team. 
Now accepting appli- 
cations for full-time and 
Part-time customer ser- 
vice personnel for our 
soon to open new 24 hr. 
drive-thru outlet on Keilh 
Ave. Flexible hours. 
Starting wage com- 
mensurate with previous 
experience. 
Applications may be 
obtained at our Lakelse 
Ave. outlet for submis- 
sion with resumes. 
1655 Lakelse, Terrace 
'ou'v¢ Always Got Tlrrt¢ For Tim |lorl/)lls 
FRONT DESK POSITION avail- 
able at Mount Layton Hot 
Springs. Call 798-2214 and ask 
for Marleen or Debbie. 
l i l  teens? ill 
[fi Want more informa~0n on f0stedng? !i!l 
i l l  Ministry of Social Services i l l  
!! 638-2330 il ~.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~.:~:~:.`~) 
Prince George Regional 
Community Care Society 
Invites ml~y~t  al~catms 
Registered Sodal Workers 
for the newly licensed adoption pro- 
gram. We desire hourly conlrodud field 
R.S.W.'s. 
In various communities throughout the 
North, Io assist with adoption I rm 
fur birth parents and adoptive an 
Experience with adoption and cu i 
awareness i  on asset. 
Phase apply to: 
Human Resources Mgr. 
P.G.R.CCS. 
1552 S. Lyon St. 
Prince George, 8.C 
V2N 1T2 
Applications dedlino: 
Monday, De(ember 2/96 
WANTED ]J 
orlhwest Plumbing I I  
uired immediately a II 
B" Gasfilter servicel l  
hnician. Minimum 5111 
rs. experience in ser- I I  
ice work. Full t ime l |  
ermanent position. II 
26,00/hr. a n d II 
ertime, and benefits II 
on. [ I  
Call: ill 
(250) 774-2566 ~ 
CRUISE SHIP Jobsl Earn 
$300/$900 weekly. Year round 
positions. MenNVomen. Free 
Room/Board. Will train. Call 7 
days. 1(504) 641-7778 ext 
0565C46. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B. C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Francine 635-2688 
Tarry 635-6348 
Gil l lan 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
of us a call. ) k,~ ne 
CARPENTER/HANDYMAN, 
AVAILABLE for construction, 
renovations or just repairs. Fully 
experienced. Call Richard 
Thornton. Call 638-8526. 
HARVESTER PROCESSOR, 
cut to length, Lake on Hyundia 
carrier, with operator for hire. 
Fax or phone at 842-5662. 
MAN WITH truck will haul gar- 
bage, do odd jobs, split wood, 
shovel snow. Call Don 638- 
0119. 
MOTHER OF one wishes to 
babysit (days) in my own 
home Kirkaldy (Copper 
Mountain) area. Excellent 
references. Newborns 
welcome 
Call  638-7222.  
PAINTER, 15 years experience, 
special rates on interior, 
houses. Special rates for fall 
and winter months and seniors. 
Free estimates. Phone 635- 
3783. 
TOP QUALITY HOME or office 
cleaning to your satisfaction. 
Please call 635-6197. 
"•X-X  KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
[~ ' - '~ / /  ~""  STE; 202 -* '4630 LAZELLE AVE. ..~ e~ ,~30 
~I.1#B' ~ raRUCa. B.c. vso ,so 
Ill I'~ [# t~ PHOne: (604) 635-2373 
tU .L I .~  FAX: {604) 635-2315 
WOMEN'S COUNSELOR 
The closing date on this position has been 
extended to November 29, 1996. All previously 
submitted applications are still under review and 
need not re-apply. 
Qualifications: Minimum grade 12 with extensive 
related work experience and participation in 
continuing education, and or post secondary 
education through undergraduate degree/college 
diploma programs. Preference given to applicants 
with combination of both. 
To obtain more information including a job 
description please contact Lorraine Mould. 
Only short listed candidates will be notified. 
NON-PROFIT organizations. 
Did you know your group can 
earn 15% or your "Tupperware 
Sales", earn gift for bridal show- 
er or a house warming? Contact 
Alfreda or Denise at 635-7602 
or 635-6780. 
THE NORTH West Company. 
Attention Trappers: Brian Fin- 
layson, North West Company 
fur buyer will be at the places 
and times listed below: Smith. 
ors: 3 - 4 pm Smithers shopping 
mall parking lot- Nov. 28, Dec. 
12, Jan. 16. Hazelton: 6-10 pm 
at 28 Inn - Nov. 28, Dec. 12, 
Jan. 16. 
, •  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
. .~  & HEALING CENTRE 
OPEN CHANNEU. REAOINGS- 
P~-Presalt.Fulure.PhysicaI.Em0~. 
Spi~ual Levels 
Tarot avalable (]uedw~ welcomed 
Relaxed and Confiden~ A nosphere 
Dr. ~rd Gregg asc. O. Phd. 
Phone 635-7776 
3611Cotlnmd inl'hor~g 
Nordic Ford is a growing 
dealership in Burns Lake, B.C. 
and has openings for a qualified 
service technicians. Ford 
Experience is an asset but not a 
requirement. Burns Lake is 
located in Central B.C. and is the 
heart of the Lakes District zohich 
boasts o.1:3000 miles of fishing. 
To Apply: 
Contact: Rod McLeod 
Dealer Principal 
Ph#: (250)  692-7165 
Fax#: (250)  692-3320 
or send resume to 
Box 1299 
Burns Lake, B.C. 
VOJ lEO 
THQ~RNHILL  
CO~NITY"  
CHURCH 
Sttnday~.gh rvtee, I~: 4 5 
Teens & Ad~It Bible Classes 
Suduy'u Cool Clib F~ qe* 2.12 9:30 
Colleg~ &,~areers 
Teens Youth Groups I 
Adult M/d-w~ekIBib,e Studies l 
~u~s mesch0Ol&'M.O'.M.S I 
~days  e ,:~°" ,1!L,00 Oct'May I 
P~to [..'Rob] in:Ill a~h I "P,iiffd~.635:5os8" j 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Min is ter  
The  Rev, M ichae l  
Hare ,i 
Bodyman/ 
Painter 
Combine 
varied work with 
a unique island 
lifestyle 
Queen Char lo t te  I s lands ,  
B.C. 
MacMillan Bloedel Limited 
This opportunity is in the Queen Charlotte Division of 
MacMillan BloedcL Canada's foremost forest products 
company. 
It calls for a versaUIc, fully.qualified individual who is 
capable of repairing all types of equipment from light 
vehicles to heavy duty logging equlpmem. Own tools are 
essential. 
You will be based at our maintenance shop In Juskatla near 
the communltT of Port Clements on Graham Island. This is 
not a camp setting and accommodations are available In the 
area. Pert Clements i  central to all facilities on Graham 
Island - Including shopping, airports, schools, recreation as 
well as first.class fishing and hunting. Relocation assistance 
is available. 
For prompt consideration, please send your r~sum6 
or  letter by 11/29/96, tot Bob Currte, Employee 
Relations Supervisor, MacMillan Bloedel Limited, 
Queen Charlotte Division, P,O. Box 10, Juskatla, B.C. 
VOT Uo, 
M7741 
"Mak ing  the Most  o f  a Renewab le  Resource"  
CONFIDENTIAL. Your self im- 
provement plan will be OUR 
LITTLE SECRET. More energy, 
better health, weight control? 
Free consultation. CDT Health 
& Nutrition. Burns Lake 1-800- 
698-7319. 
HEALING TOUCH level I - IIA 
in Smithers Nov. 22 - 24. Learn 
energy based healing of body, 
mind and spirit, for yourself and 
others. Call 847-4883. 
the B C Lung A~o¢i~U~I ~ gw¢ I Ftthrr's D~y Sift 
om ,,,111 is1 u, Idl br,z~e e~ljet 
$26.75 Includes GST ~ .  
eR~1511COL~H HIA 
t LUNG As SOC1ATIO'~ 
Call Tlcke~gllr i11504) 210.4444 I | 
= ,.:o0~,.,j,,, I~1  
St. Matthew's  
Ang l i can  Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph, 635-901g 
• Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays  10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays  7:00 p.m 
i 
HIGH GRADE CONTRACTING 
LTD. Operated by 
Randy Vhal of 2645 
3rd Ave., Prince George 
is in no way associated or 
affiliated with 
HIGH GRADE ROAD 
MAINTENANCE Operated by 
Steve Angal of RR1 Burns Lake. 
Fo~ 
TIMBER SALE LICERCE/~,'1~342 
Take notice ~at, pu~uant to Se~o~ 16 of 
the Forest Act, sealed tondm applitations 
will be received by the Dist~ct Manage~, 
Cession Forest District up to 4:30 p.m. 
Ja~ 06, 1997 for 13mbor Sale Ucence 
authod;dng the removbi ef timber located 
adjacent to the Devil Creek Forest Service 
Road, Iskct Supply Block. 
VOLUME: 16,665 cubic metres, more or 
SPECIES: Hornlodc 36.95% 
Spoon: 23.59% 
LP Pine 3.ZZ~'.o 
L Balsam 36.24% more or 
less 
LOGGING METHOD; Gt0ond Sy~lems 
BlUJNG METHOD: Scaled 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $43.48 per cubic 
mere for ¢1 cor~e~= spede~. 
Only sealed feede~ from Small Business 
Forest Ecterpdzes Program registrants 
Category 1or 2 wi be accepted. 
Tenders will be opened 3:00 p.m. on 
January 07, 1997 at the Gassier Forest 
DLs'~id brace. 
Additional information may be obtained 
from Pete, Prendergast at the Cession 
Forest Disb~ Office, P.O. Box 247, Deese 
Lake, British Columbia. V0C 1L0. 
Telephone: (604) 771-4211 Fax: (604) 
771.5700. 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAI_S 
The Ministry of Environment, 
Lands, and Parks (BC Parks), 
invites proposals for the purpose 
of operating recreational Facili. 
ties within the ~ollawing 
Provincial Pork. 
MEZIADIN LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK located 67 km East of 
Stewart on Highway 37, 
Facilities include a 46 site camp- 
ground and boat launch area. 
PROPOSAl. INFORMATION 
Potentlal proponents are advised 
that: 
a) Park lands, facilities, and 
resources hall remain in the 
ownership of the Province. 
b) BC Parks may reiect any or 
all proposals submitted; 
and, 
c) Proposals packages will be 
available at the oftices Indi- 
cated below between 8:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. (local 
time), Monday to Friday, 
belwean November 13 and 
November 29, 1996 
inclusive. 
NOTE: In lleu of a mandatory 
site visit - video packages wit be 
available showing Meziadin 
Lake Provincial Park and opera- 
tlonal standards Far registered 
proponents. Each video package 
(VHS) may be purchased for 
$10.00 (G.S.T. included) non- 
refundable f e or viewed free oF 
charge at the offices indicated 
below. 
The deadline for submi,ing pro- 
posals for registered proponents 
at the offices indicated below is 
4:30 p.m. (local time) December 
6, 1996. There will not be a 
public opening for proposals. 
Each proposal package may be 
purchased for $53.50 (G S T. 
included) non-refundable f e or 
viewed Free oF charge at the 
offices indicated below. All fees 
must be in the form oF cash, 
money order, or bank draft and 
payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate 
Relations. To obtain more infor- 
mation about this opporlunily 
and view or receive copies of the 
proposal call packages contact 
BC Parks at: 
5KEENA DISTRICT OFFICE 
Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2NO 
STIKINE AREA OFFICE 
Box 118 
[:)ease Lake, B.C. 
VOC 1LO 
I.AKELSE AREA OFFICE 
Lakelse Lake Pray. Park 
101-3220 Eb); Street 
Terraco'Ti~:. 
V8G 5K8 
Contact person is BE Parks, Area 
Supervisor, Jamie Hahn at (250) I 
798-2277. 
Ministry of Environmenl, 
Lands and Parks 
FO ATION 
This Foundation is dedicated to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and the improvement of 
sports facilities. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
BAILIFF SALE 
Bids are invited for the following: 
1993 27' Prowler Fihh Wheel Travel Trailer. 
For further information of nppointmenl o view call 635-7649 or i-800- 
665-7010. All sales on "As is, where is" basis, no warranties or guaran. 
lees implied or given. ]he highest offer not necessarily accepted. 
Bids close December 2, 1996 at 12:00 noon. 
R. Smile 
Caledonia Collections Agencies Lid. 
#3-4554 I~zelh Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 152 
(250) 635-7649 
PUBLIC SALE BY TENDER 
ON AN "AS-IS-WHERE-IS" BASIS 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 22, 1996 
I) A 1982 6e~co Trackless Snow Machine ~kxloJ A~ATI 1, serkll ~T3224 
¢/w- mowblo~r 
snow blade (serial number ~026} 
broom (serial hunter A53061} 
2) A Bomford Rail Mower [farm him 435) 
serial number 10';4A (main home) 
sedol number I084~ (cowl) 
3) Four lois of Bicycles rials of 15 bikes) 
nT:MS MAY BE INSPECTED AT: Tha Public Works Yard, 5003 Graham Ave. 
MAY 8E INSPECTED ON: Friday November 22, 1996 
8:00 a.m.- 12'.00 noon only 
BIDS ARE TO BE SUBMITED: In a sealed envelope marked 'Sale By Tender' by 12:15 p.m. 
Friday Novem~ 22, 1996. 
RE~E NOTE G.S.T. is applicable on oil items. ]he highest or any ten~e~ bid will not neces- 
son~ ha orcepled. Any Hems not claimed on or before Ihe fihh wkino day after nofi~a- 
lion may ha s~d to fh0 ~xt bidder. 
S.C (~rklemon, Oiredor of Engionedng 
Llvxng  
Exercise Yo.rOl,li,,tLs t '~  ~" )~- 
D!a,betes £J 
Aldoff Auto Ltd. 
presents another . 
11 a.m. Saturday, 
Nov. 23, 1996 
Canadian Freightways 
Building- Indoors 
Hwy. 16 W, Smithers 
(next to Frontier Chrysler) 
On offer will be- 
.....  Jcks i ' &!Tr i "  . . . . . . . . . .  
• VieWing Friday, NOv.   22 ' / . . . . .  
Sale conducted by Aldoff Auto Ltd., 
Kamloops, B.C. 
Phone 376-6940 
Mobile Phone 372-6808 • 
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The need is real. The time is NOW. 
Help  Us  He lp  Others .  
Canadian Red Cross 
F-I $1so Q S25O $ ................ 
(your chores) 
Please charge my Visa/HasterCard (circle one) 
# 
Exp!ry 
Signature 
L________  
City Prov. 
Postal Code Tel. 
Please mail this form with your cheque or money 
order to your local Red Cross or to 
1800 Alto Vista Drive, Ottawa. KIG 4JS 
Make your cheque payable to Canadian Red Cress, 
Central Africa Appeal. 
/ 
- J  
W co.u..,..,,. N e t w o r k C I a s s i fi e 
A II II (I g I A I' I § N These ads appear in approx imate ly  100 i (~r ) "7  for25words ITo place an ad call 
JFJlIIJl ColemHd =nd ~lJh l  community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon N,/¢,,, ! 5 $ 6.00 each this paper or the BCY. 
and reach more than 3 mil l ion readers, add tonal word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
AUTO BUSINESS EDUCATION FINANCIAL SERVICES PERSONALS 
O DOWN. 4X4's,Supercabs, 
Crewcabs, Diesels, Sport 
• Utilities, Lease 'returns; 
Flexible terms, Free Dblivery. 
For pre-approval call Mike 
Roessler 671-7775, Paul 
617-0177, Toll.free 1-800- 
211-6644. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS your 
job is your credit. Low pay- 
ments, purchase or lease. 
Cars, Trucks, Vans, new or 
used. Trades welcome. 
Delivery anywhere in B.C. 
Adam 760-0602. 
FREE DELIVERY anywhere 
in B.C., cars and trucks. Sas, 
diesel 4X4's, all makes avail- 
able. O.A.C. For pro-approval 
call Don (604)597-2184 or 1- 
800-663-7918, DL# 7348. 
$3,000,000 TRUCK INVEN- 
TORY. We will beat any G.M. 
light duty truck purchase or 
lease. Call collect: Klassen 
Auto Lease. D#5370 ask for 
Brad/Rob/rony 594-2277. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance pro- 
grams Information available. 
For your new or existing busl- 
nasa. Take advantage of the 
government grants and 
loans. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
HOME PARTY plan of the 
90'e. Morn Pantry Products, 
quality Food/Pastry/Gift 
items, requires home party 
sales representatives. 
Excellent Commission/Home 
Based Business. 1-800-350. 
6667. 
MAKE $1C,000 PROFIT with• 
In the next 30 days, then 
$5,000/wk. No nonsense, re. 
alistlc, unequalled profit op. 
portunlty. 1.888-662.3111. 
GREAT CANADIAN Dollar 
Store franchise opportunity 
now available In your area 
$55,000.00-$60,000.00 n- 
vestment (including Stock). # 
201 - 321 St. Julian St., 
Duncan, B.C. VgL 3S~3 Fax: 
604-746.6135. 
DISCOVER HOMEBASED 
Business. No selling, no In- 
ventory, easy to start and 
run. Send Self addressed en- 
velope: =Friends", 291 
Seymour River Place, North 
Vancouver, B.C. V7H 1S6. 
BE YOUR own boss. 
Become a distributor for high 
quality Canadian made prod- 
ucts. Excellent profits. 
Call/write Ior Information: 
Wonder Crafts, 10 Plnelands 
Ave., Stoney Creek, ON, LSE 
3A5. 1-905.862.8116, Fax: 1- 
905-662-8179. 
OPPORTUNITIES BOOKKEEPING AND 
MONEY MACHINEII Home Income Tax Coursesl Learn 
or Office Based Business. Income Tax Preparation and 
Vo ice ' '  'Mall, Talking Bookkeeping by correcpon; 
Personals, Party Chat Line. dence. Earn your certificate 
Talking Yellow Pages. Multi now. For free brochures, no 
Line/Voice Mail System from obligation: U & R Tax 
$1895. 24hrs. (604)420- Schools 1345 Pembina 
6316. Hwy., Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
R3T 2B6. 1-800-665.5144 
ENTREPENEURS WANTEDI over 20 years of tax training 
Highly successful non MLM experience. 
program pays $500 per sale. 
No selling, great guarantee. 
Call 24hrs. 678-3209 (Van.) 
or 1-888.324-7790. 
FREE COMPUTER Disks. 
167 Business & Financial 
Reports. Copy & market this 
disk for up to $49 each. 
Includes copy of report enti- 
tled "How To Make $100,000 
rn 100 Days". $20 registration 
fee (includes S & H). To 
order: S.H. Rory, Site 15A, 
Camp. 13, RR#1, Sorrentc, 
B.C. VOE 2WO. 
EDUCATION 
DUBRULLE FRENCH 
Culinary School professional 
training programs. Classical 
French Culinary/Pastry and 
Desserts /Breadmaklng.  
Enrolling now for January 
1997. Student financing/job 
placement. (604)738-3155, 
1-800-667-7288. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vancouver offers 
correspondence courses for 
the Diploma in Counselling 
Practise beginning this 
month. For a brochure 
phone Toll.free 1-800.665- 
7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/con domlnlum 
managers needed, all areas. 
We can train you right nowl 
Free job placement assis- 
tance. For 
information/brochure call 
681-5456p 1-800-665-8339. 
HELICOPTER LOGGING - 
Training for men and women 
In an exciting, high paying 
career in the forest Industryl 
Comprehensive 5 week 
ground crew training pro- 
gram. For Information call: 
(250)897-1188. 
BE A Successful writer,,,write 
for money and pleasure with 
our unique home;study 
course. You get individual tu. 
Ition from professional writers 
on all aspects of wrlting-ro. 
mances short stories, radio 
and TV scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll-free 
1-600-267-1629, Fax'. 1-613- 
749-9551. The Wrlling 
School, 38 McArthur Ave,, 
Suite 2690, Ottawa, ON, KfL 
6R2, 
FUN, FAST & Easyl Learning 
piano by video at home. The 
world famous Bastion Piano 
Professor complete adult In- 
struction program receives 
rave reviews! =Quality of the 
videos is First Ratel The rn- 
structor Is superb, our sin- 
cere hats offl Bravoll " (The 
Piano Eduction Page, Sept. 
1996). Play your yuletide fa- 
vorites by Christmas, now 
only $79.95. Call 1-800.617. 
7529. Obligation free, trial 
offer. "lt'sTIme To Play". 
COMPUTERS. NO previous 
computer experience neces- 
sary. Exciting opportunities 
now available In computer 
programming. We will train 
suitable applicants. CMS 1. 
800-477-9578. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SAWMILL NORTH of 
Edmonton is hiring for 
welders, mechanics, electri- 
clans, and mlllrlghts for per- 
manent full-~me positions. 3 
years experience required. 
Forward resume to: 
Buchanan Lumber, Box 38, 
High Prairie, AB, TOG 1E0. 
Attention: Ken aug. 
EXCITING WINTER 
Opportunities availablel 
Camp catering staff required 
immediately for winter work. 
Harem Catering presently 
seeking ladles/gents to work 
as cooks, cooks helpers, 
camp attendants (house. 
keeping). Experience an 
asset, not a requirement. 
Looking for energetic per- 
sons with good interpersonal 
skills, willing to be a part of 
our team. Fax resume: 1. 
403-462.6784. Mall: Harem 
Catedng, 3050 Parsons Rd., 
Edmonton rAB, T6N 1B1 
NTERNATIoNAL AGRICUL. 
TURAL Exchange -Ages 18. 
30 with agricultural experl. 
once to live/work with family 
In Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan. Costs/details 
• 1-800-263.1827. #105, 
7710 - 6 Street S.E., Calgary, 
ABp T2H 2L9. 
EQUIPMENT 
SELL OR Rent Crane 
Trucks, T/A water trucks, A62 
loaders, fuel trucks, 4X4 
backhoes, compactors, tilt 
trailers, S/A dump trucks, 
graders, excavators. Call VIc 
(604)493.679t, 
CONSOLIDATE ONE easy 
payment. No more stress. No 
equity-security. Good or bad 
credit. Immediate ,approval, 
immediate relief. National 
Credit Counsellors of 
Canada. 737-8285(VAN) 
951-1073(SRY) 864- 
9700(ABBOT) 1-888-777- 
0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
SAWMILL $4895. SAW logs 
into boards, planks, beams. 
Large capacity. Best sawmill 
value anywhere. Free infor- 
mation 1-800-566-6899. 
Norwood Sawmills, RR2 
KIIworthy, Ont. POE 1GO. 
SHEEPSKIN PRODUCTS. 
Fleecy Insoles $10, Mitts 
$29, Gloves $49. Australian 
Footwear, Rugs, Seatcovers, 
Bedding Products. Credit 
Card orders 1-800.667-2261. 
Dealer enquiries invited. 
HEALTH 
VITAMINS AND Herbals By 
Mall. Best quality at best 
prices. We are exclusive mall 
order dealer for Trophlc, 
Webber, Holista. Call Vltallfe 
Health Products 1-800-201- 
5517. Ask for your free cata. 
Iogue. 
MOBILE HOMES 
USED MANUFACTURED 
Homes Inventory Clear Cut. 
12, 14 and doublewides. Call 
John In Alberta. 1-800-797- 
5717. 
NOBLE HOMES will custom 
manufacture your new home. 
Buying direct will save thou- 
sandal We can beat their 
price • they can't beat our 
quality. Call 1-800-621-1589. 
MODEL/TALENT 
AGENCIES 
WANTEDI MODEL & Talent 
Prospects for Vancouver 
International Convention. Call 
(604)331-9950 for further in- 
formation. 
PERSONALS 
CLAIRVOYANT PSYCHICSI 
Master the power to choose 
your future. Truthful, accurate 
answers by authentic psy- 
chics. Problems solved, des- 
tiny awaits. 1-900-451.3778, 
24hrs. 18+ $2.99/mln. I.C.C. 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Spiritual 
Consultation, Relationship, 
Career, Life. Only$2,99/mln• 
18+. 1-900-451-3783. 
BC's LARGEST chatllnsl 
Over 2000 Women a day, 
Connect live or JUst Ilstenl Try 
our free trial (604)267.5700, 
Or from only .35/mln. toll-free 
at 1-800.551-6338. 
LIVE PYSCHIC& Love, rela- 
tlonshlps, money or prob- 
lems. 3.99/mln 18+ 24 hours 
1-900.870-1025. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASSESI 
Safe, rapid, non-surgical, 
permanent restoration in 6-8 
weeks. Airline pilot devel. 
aped, doctor approved. Free 
information by mall: 1-406. 
961-5570, Ext.404. Fax: 1- 
406-961-5577. http:/hNWW.Vl. 
slonfrsedom.com Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 
ADULT VIDEOS. Order the 
best by mall and pay less. 
Free video offarl Free explicit 
catalogue, Discreet. HMC 
Video, 4840 Acorn, #1201, 
Montreal, Quebec H4C lb6. 
IT'S FREE to call me. Be ex- 
tremely popular this festive 
season and give a personal 
gift. Affordable Aromatherapy 
Products await your order. 
Distributorships available. 1. 
888-990-9966. 
REAL ESTATE 
OWN YOUR own mountain 
retreat in Elkford B.C. Newly 
renovated r0creational con- 
domlnlums. Pdced from only 
$25,900-full ownershlpl For 
Information call toll-free: 1- 
688-355-3557. 
RECREATIONALLAND 
BC RECREATIONAL Land 
For Sale By Owner. Water 
frontages, acreages, small 
lots. Free catalogue. 
Financing available. Nlho 
Land & Cattle Company. 
Phone: (604)606-7900. Fax: 
(604)606-7901. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stralghtwall quon- 
set, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, we 
won't be undersold. Service 
and satisfaction guaranteedl 
Western Steel Buildings 1- 
800.565-9800. 
STEEL BUILDINGS from one 
of B.C.'s largest steel compa- 
nies. Quonsets and pre-engl. 
neered buildings, Erecttng 
and foundation services 
available. Phone: Norateel 
Building Systems Ltd. 1-800. 
773-3977. 
SALE ON All Steel Buildings, 
Many sizes to choose from. 
Quonset, Stralghtwall. 
Quonset or the new 
Trussless Design, Call: 
Future Steel Direct 1-800- 
668-5111~ Ext.132, 
STEEL ROOFING & Siding 
Warehouse "Direct" Sale; 1at. 
Quality, 29 ga. X 36" wide 
Wheeling panels. Plain & 
Coloured 'Seconds' X 12'-2" 
long from $0,52 p,s.f. Metal 
Mart (250) 769-6967, 
STEEL BUILDINGS fall sale, 
Manufacturer discounts, re- 
malnlng buildings: 2 - 20X40; 
1 - 30X40; 2 - 30X50; 1 - 
35X60; 3 . 40X60; 1 . 
50X100. 1;804,782,2124 
8:30,4:30. 
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A time for waiting 
By MICHAEL HARE 
.Knox United Church 
AS WE move through November we 
notice the days progr%ssively getting 
shorter and the nights getting longer. 
But we know that we still have anoth- 
er month to go before we arrive at the 
shortest day of the year. 
For some people the increasing length 
of the darkness reminds them of the 
darkness that they are experiencing in 
their own lives: the grief from the death 
of someone to.whom they were close; 
the anxiety of taking earl y retirement as 
the rcsult of a buyout at their place of 
employment, he worry about a pos- 
sible layoff from thcir job, the fear of 
not having enough to get them through 
the winter let alone the Christmas ea- 
son, and the list goes on. 
In the middle of this darkness we see 
a great light which we know as Christ- 
mas when we remember that God be- 
came flesh and lived among us as Jesus 
of Nazareth. 
Christmas for some is a season of 
hope. For some of us who experience 
darkness in our lives, Christmas cannot 
come soon enough. But the Church, in 
its wisdom, has said that we cannot go 
Instead of rushing about and 
worrying about whether the cards 
have been written, the baking com- 
pleted, the shopping done, we need 
to spend some time waiting and 
praying "thy kingdom come." 
directly to Christmas. We cannot pass 
"Go"  and collect our $200. Instead we 
must pass through a season of four 
weeks known as Advent. 
Advent is a time of remembering, of
waiting, of hoping. It is a time of rc- 
mcmbcring of when Christ was born in 
a stable in Bethlehem, with angels ing- 
View Point 
ing, "Glory to God in the highest and 
peace to men of goodwill." 
We remember that this same Jesus 
ultimately suffered death on a cross, 
and three days later in his resurrection 
broke the bonds of death and despair 
giving new life and hope to all who 
would believe. 
It is a time of waiting as we anticipate 
the time when Christ shall return in 
great glory to complete the establish- 
ment of the new order in which we 
shall live in peace with each other and 
with God at a banquet which will never 
run out of food. It is a ti'me of hoping 
that Christ's return shall happen very 
S O O n 
We hope for the destruction of the 
forces of evil, for the conversion of 
swords into ploughshares. 
We have this hope because we re- 
member that in the first Christmas 
Jesus came as the Son of God. If Ad- 
vent is all of these things, then we need 
to change the way we observe the four 
weeks prior to Christmas. 
Instead of rushing about and worrying 
about whether the cards have been writ- 
ten, the baking completed, the shopping 
done, we need to spend some time 
waiting and praying "thy kingdom 
come." During the time of waiting we 
should reflect on what the world will 
look like when Christ shall return. 
During this time of hoping we should 
examine what we can do to bring into 
this world Christ's kingdom, even as 
we wait for God to unleash those forces 
that will bring about the kingdom that 
shall have no end. 
This article represents he views of 
the author. The article does not neces- 
sarily represent the views of The Ter- 
race Standard. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
The Boy Is a Danger. We 
Will Just Adopt His Sister. 
Valerie, her arms full of groceries, 
opened the front door, took a look at 
the living room and sucked in her 
breath. Her groceries dropped to the 
floor. "Heaven help us. Where did he 
ever find another knife? I took the old 
one away. Look how he slashed the 
upholstery of the chair. All the stuffing 
is out. My Lord, it looks like the 
innards of a body. Next time it won't 
be a chair. It'll be us. There can't be a 
next time. Paulo's got to go." 
Valerie dashed upstairs into Paulo's 
room. 
There, sitting on the bed, was the sev- 
en-year-old boy burying his head into 
the shoulder of his eight-year-old 
sister, Anio. Both were convulsed with 
tears. 
"Please don't send us back to that 
horrible orphanage in Brazil,,' Anio 
pleaded. 
Valerie's heart was breaking. 
"Oh, Anlo, I wish things could be differ- 
ent. But we can no longer keep Paulo. 
He's a danger to all of us. We will con- 
tinue with our plans to adopt you. But 
I'm calling the Children's Aid Society to 
take Paulo back." 
Valerie dashed out of the room the 
tears streaming down her cheek and 
ran to the phone. 
The next week, Saul came home from 
a business trip to find Valerie in a chair 
shaking almost uncontrollably. 
"Saul, I'm a nervous wreck. Paulo 
calls every day from his foster home. 
He wants to speak to Anio. He wants 
by Claire Bernstein 
Based On Actual Court Cases 
to see Anio. The Children's Aid psychi- 
atrist called. He says Paulo needs to 
retain contact with his sister. He says 
court action will be taken on behalf of 
Paulo. I want Paulo out of my life. I'm 
. p, 
temfied. 
Saul put his arms around Valerie. 
"Don't worry. We've started adoption 
proceedings for Anio. Let them take us 
to court. The law will be in our favor." 
In court, the couple's lawyer argued. 
"Your honor, the law bars post-adoptive 
access by family members. Once an 
adoption has taken place there is no 
contact with the birth family. Make 
Paulo go away." 
Paulo's lawyer pleaded: "The law does 
allow rare exceptions. The special cir- 
cumstances of Paulo's case should 
permit an exception. Valerie said she 
was going to adopt both of the child- 
ren. She changed her mind. She decid- 
ed she didn't want Paulo. And she has 
done everythini~ to keep his sister 
away from him. That is not fair. And 
the law must be fair. Order Valerle to 
give Paulo access to his sister." 
Should Paulo be allowed to seek 
access to his sister? YOUI BE THE 
JUDGE. Then look below for the deci- 
sion of the court. 
SPONSORED BY 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
e 
i 
e 
i 
e 
e 
' Wills 
e 
B,C .  
Criminal Law 
Divorce & Family Law 
Child Custody 
Personal Injury 
Adoptions 
Impaired Driving 
Immigration 
Wrongful Dismissal 
Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638.7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECIS ION 
"Va~erie, THIS COURT ORDERS YOU TO ALLOW PAULO TO HAVE ACCESS TO HIS SISTER, The rela- 
tionship of brother and sister is a basic human relationship. Itexisted between these two children lone 
before Valerie became involved in their lives, and they lived as brother and sister In your esidence," 
Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the law of Ontario, Claire Bemsteln is a lawyer and 
syndicated columnist, Copyright :1.996 Haika Enterprises. b6j.l 
Frozen Car Locks? 
This Can Be Prevenled 
Stop By Your 
One Stop Lock Shop 
Where Advice Is Always Free! 
Terry's Lock & Securityi l 
4624 A Grei~l Ave. 635-5549 ~ ~ [~q 
; l  i i: L I  - - ,,I ~ : '~ . lk~ ~o i  :g31 q :E.-I. 
How to turn this ad 
into a free breakfast. 
Step I: Clip on dotted line. 
Step 2: Take co any Stay 'n Save. located in five of SC's most 
popular destinations, between Oct I. 1996 and Feb 28. 1997 
Step 3: Enjoy aeaucyrest TM mattresses, 
free sports and movie channels, free 
local calls and extra •endlyseNice. 
Step 4:*Wake up and enjoy a free 
conunental breakfast for two in 
OUC restaurant 
Step S: Save with the lowest rates 
of the year (Victoria. Kelowna or 
Kamloops $65;Vancouver Airport $75: 
Vancouver Burnaby $79). It's too easy! 
Cdn. dollars, single or double occupancy, per 
night. Subject co taxes and availability. 
Coupon must be presented at check in, 
A\\\\\ 
St'ay'q 
Save. 
i-lrnn~r~alrTn 
Victoria 
Vancouver Airport 
Vancouver eurnaby 
Kamloops 
Kelowna 
1-800.663-0298 
¢ml l l  i l ) yl~ I I ,  1,@1111 t lt  Otal,~ l~ff l  
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FLYNN 
SCHOOLOF 
BALLET 
LAURA ARCHIBALD,Teacher 
Member of: ~ 
Telephone: 638-2077 
3226A River Dr.,Terrace, B.C. VgG 3P4 
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Matterhorn KODIAK 
STRNFIEtD, s 
4712 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5K1 
PH: (250) 635-8148 
Store Hours: 1 
Men. - Thurs 9-6 
Friday 9-9 
Saturday 9-6 
Sunday 11-5 
